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SPATIAL ABILITY~ SEX~ AND HANDEDNESS AT 
10/11 YEARS OF AGEe 
Raymond Denshamo 
ABSTRACT • 
. The importance of spatial ability is argued and the 
difficulties in defining and assessing it discussede These 
questions are asked: are the suggested relationships between 
spatial ability and sex, and betlveen. spatial ability and 
handedness still evident when spatial ability and handedness 
are more carefully defined than usual and when children of 
10/11 are studied? 
The Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EoHoiQ) was modified 
and administered to 519 childreno E0Hoi~ score and writing hand 
were compared as criteria of handedness. All 57 left banders 
and 57 right banders-matching them in degree of handedness~ age~ 
and school expedence were selected., The Spatial Test II (Hatts) 
v1as administered to these 114 childreno 
No evidence was fot.nnd of any relationshipo The implications 
of this are discussedo 
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INTRODUCTION. 
For a lone time the mental abilities of children tended 
to be assessed by instruments predominantly verbal in contentp 
and the element of non=verba! intelligence~ including spatial 
ability 9 went largely untappedo 
Since the realisation that spatial ability is closely 
associated t~ith not only mechanical and technical understanding 
but with mathematicsp chemistry and other high=level cognitive 
skills (Baker and Talley 0 74) and due to the educational and 
social significance of undervaluing spatial abilities 
(t-1acfarlane Smith 8 64) there has been greater interest in these 
specific abilities and in related effective factorso 
One major factor which seems to effect cognitive skillsp 
or at least the attempts to measure cognitive skills, is that 
of se:to f:lany studies have found males to be superior to 
females or vice versa in the performance of differing tasks» 
and the direction and size of these differences vary tv:i.th the 
task and the subjectso Nany of the tvorks considering spatial 
abilities in particular find a male superiority in this doma~n 
while some do noto It is important that this confused picture 
be conside-red~ for the problems su"i:rotm.d:!:ne sm~ roles and se:: 
expectations ~md perceptions are complm: enou3h~ and any 
d.cr:i.f:tcadon of the rclat.ionsh!p bc~~:vecn s~x and a major 
coerd.tivc ar.cn such as svatinl nb:Uity mnst be ~>Ydcouedo 
2. 
Another factor t.;rhich has been the cause of much lvork 
is handedness and its connection tvith all manner of abilities. 
The social and educational beliefs and ~reconceptions about 
11sinistrality" are rooted deeper in history than the interest 
in spatial ability, but since the link between handedness 
and spatial ability has been studied~ there has been remarkably 
little consensus as to lvhat that link might be. An ad hoc 
observation of these people who are engaged in lvhat might be 
considered spatially oriented tasks ~ such as painters, 
architects, professional tennis players and the like ~ 
certainly seems to reveal an abnormally large proportion of 
left handed participants. 
The indication of left handed superiority are, how·ever~ 
contrary to the theory of Levy ('69) who believes that, due to 
the nature of the means by v7hich the cerebellum processes 
information, right handed subjects ought to have an inherent 
advantage at spatial functioning. 
It is obvious that this is another important area~ like 
that of sex effect, which is seriously in need of clarification 
so that further w·ork may proceed on a firmer foundation than 
that at present availableo 
'rhe proboblHty seems Jl.arge that much of the confusion 
dcccribed h<2re is from a .colilMftat;Lou oZ three factorso 
3. 
The first of these is a lack of a stable definition of spatial 
ability, and use of sometimes unspecified or unsuitable 
instruments for assessing it. h second problem is that of 
definition of handednesso In many Horks the method of assessine 
handedness is not specified, or left handedness is defined by 
use or reported use of writing hando The treatment of handedness 
as discr.ete and dichotomous is also unsuitable, for there are 
many degrees of handedness, and "mi~~ed banders" may w·ell effect 
results. 
A third problem is the frequent use of atypical subjects 
used in experimental lvork. Adults or, even worsep highly 
selected students such as university undergraduates or 
institutionalised or cerebrally disturbed patients have been the 
subjects of ~-rork from '\vhich much \vider generalisations have been 
allowed to generate. 
For these reasonsp it c~n be considered that many previous 
lvorks are inadequBtcp and a clearer understanding of these 
problems is needed as an underpinning to further worko To this 
end~ the aim of this work is to help to clarify the position 
regarding spatial abilityp and sex and handedness in childreno 
This will be attempted by the appl:tcation of a spatial test 
uhich compHeG to -v:r~ll defined cr:ttc:.:iap to children in school 
whose hnndElrlncss has been dcem:minecJ by a rcli~blc end sensitive 
:b:1strumcnto 
The questions to be posed are as followsg 
1. Is the use of writing hand a reliable criterianof 
handedness. 
2. Hhat is the incidence of handedness at the present time 
amons pupils of 10/11 years of aseo 
3. Hhat is the relationship bettveen spatial ability and 
se~ for all subjects. 
4. Hhat is the relatinnship between spatial ability and 
handedness for all subjects, for subjects of particular 
degrees of handedness, and for each sex separatelyo 
1. SPATIAL ABILITYo 
a) Its Educational and Social Significanceo 
b) The Problem of Definitiono 
c) The Inadequacy of some previous ~-7orlcs? and definition 
of acceptable criteriao 
5 .. 
1 a) S~~tial Ability ~ Its Educational and Social Significance. 
Whenever the concept of mental ability is discussed~ 
or used as a criterion for compartmentisation of people 
into groups for one purpose or another, the general term 
"mental ability" often distils· into meaning "verbal 
ability". This may have some historical precedent, for 
tvhen "intelligence tests" ~'lere first promulgated and 
designed they tended to be heavily verbal in nature, for 
even when the questions asked by the test purported not 
to be about verbal material, the test itself relied upon 
the subjects' ability to read the test. A person 'tvho 
could not do so, and who therefore scored poorly on such 
tests ~-1as labelled as being of poor "intelligence" 
despite the fact that he or she might have considerable 
mental powers which were simply not being tapped by the 
test used. 
This ano,naly has persisted for some 't·7hile, and even 
after the disclosure of an area of ability not strictly 
verbal, and no't-J usually defined as "non~verbal 10 or 
"visuo~spatia111 9 the principle of equating mental ability 
with verbal ability still abounds. 
In educational termsn this often shotvs itself in 
the practice of stxcamltne; or banding where ptapHs m:o nll.located 
6 .. 
to groups which may well be offered differing levels or 
content of syllabus for all subjects in the curriculum 
on the basis of their verbal~ or sometimes verbal and 
numerical 9 abilitieso It has been realised~ however~ 
(Baker and Talley 1 74) that the area ofvisuo-spatial 
intelligence is not only closely connected with 
performance in mechanical and other obviously spatially 
oriented tasks~ but to mathematicsp chemistry and other 
highclevel cognitive skill so 
It is quite possible that in many cases children 
are never specifically tested for this particular ability» 
although they are often tested and reatested for verbal 
sldllso Because of this lack of awareness of another 
large and important area of intelligencep much potential 
of pupils' ability is being lost" Nacfarlane Sm:Z.th (a64) 
argues that such 11spatial00 ability is undervalued in 
education, and proposes that it ought to be accorded a 
status of consideration at lenst equal to that of verbal 
ability9 and suggests that it could be even more importanto 
The same argument can be carried from the 
educational to the occupat;.on~l 1eve1o f·1any areas of 
uork v1hich require a ~·J~U developed spatial :tnte:Uigence 
:1:ncJ.ud:i.ug the r:~cdw.nlcnl :i;ndus'b:.ries anc1 occupe.Uons StEch 
make selections on the basis of their own 'performance• 
tests 't-Ihich are heavily loaded in spatial factors., 
This in itself is another condemnation of an education 
system 't-7hich fails to provide this infot'ffiation to people 
requiring it above or as well as the traditional verbal 
and- verbally based abilitieso It may also be vieued in 
a more complex situation 'i:-7here prospective candidates 
don't even get to the selection stage because of their 
inferior verbal abilities so once again what may be 
considerable mental potential is left undiscovered and 
unused .. 
In an age t-7hich is evermore preoccupied with and 
e~~shed in a mechanical and technological revolution it 
is surprising and perhaps wasteful in potential terms that 
greater efforts are not being made to find and develop 
this specific latent mental abilit.ya The argumen~s 
proposed by Smith twerity~years ago are ev(;!n more valid 
and pre,ssing today., The need for spatial abilities to be 
recogni,sed as the equal to verbal abilities is !rnportnnt 
to the realisation of educational potential!> the discovery 
and use of specific talents .:md abilities for further 
educt!tion and occ'Upational r.cqliir.cr.tcmtsv and f.or. the 
8 .. 
The true value of using non verbal abili tics 't"Jill 
not b® and can not be realised until it is possible to 
consider such abilities in the same theoretical detail as 
that notv afforded to verbal abiUtieso Due to the earlier 
start and larger amounts of time and effort spent on 
refining and understanding concepts of verbal ability, 
its effective factors and rel<ltiori.ship l~ith other abilities, 
the theoretical picture is some~vhat clearer for verbal 
than the non verbal areas of 11 intelligenceo 11 
It is necessary to improve the understanding of such 
non ver.bal abilities so that reliable and valid 
instruments can be consist_ently applied to quantify the 
ability» and thereby developins and directing the ability 
and its application in the same '-1ay and '(vi th the same 
status as has lone been possible for verbal abilitieso 
1 (b) Qgo.t:~nl Ab:i.li_tX::'~PJ'obl~- o£ D~f:i:nitiono 
Hhen consi<iez-ing rep6'1:tS of ;;vork undertaken in the 
orea of psychology ~vhich deals -v.ri th various mental 
abilities~ it is usual to encounter ti<Jo diffic_ultieso 
The first of these is definition; 'Hhen claiming to test 
"spatia! ability" it is as w·ell to be p1:ecise about 't·Jhnt 
is meant by "spatial ability" o The problem of 
definition of such terms seems to have become more acute 
in recent years as methodology has become more rigorous. 
Hhen tests of mental abilities '\·Jere first promulgated~ 
almost. any test was accepted as testing 't·Jh<lt it claimed 
to test = thereby leading to the neat definition that 
"intelligence is "t·:rhat intelligence tests measure .. o As 
criticism of such tests lead to more refined att~pts to 
quantify these concepts 9 the precision of the definitions 
of trhat l·Tas being measured became somewhat blurred and 
nm;r such tests or attempted qualifications are perhaps too 
nebulous or are too loosely avplied~ as the definitions 
of such abilities become ever more amoeM.co 
The problem of definition is even more acute u'hen 
<leal:tng ~.rith spatial ability~ for as a purt 9 houevcr la:rcc 
or small~ of total human mental obiHt.y9 it is c1ifficult. 
to sepat.nt.e it f~:om other uMJ.itics to an c1::tcrit \·7i1c:i:'n :i.t 
:ts wot'thy of a cl~Huition :tn its ou11 L"!eilt as a disc1:oto 
10., 
abilityo Although not physically possible~ it is 
conceptually convenient to categorise such an ability 
as if it were separate and se1_)arable·P lvhi!e still 
reco·enising that an unspecified degree of overtap and 
interdependence bet~veen spatial and other abilfties 
c:~ists., The second of the two difficulties mentioned 
is that of designing and applying a valid instrument 
of measurement of whatever has been accepted as an 
adequate definition of the specified abilitye 
In one report (Manuel and Rorshel 1 52) over one 
hundred and forty tests claiming to measure "spatial 
ability" 'vere listedo As many of these tef)ts are quite 
differentp can they all be measuring the same ability? 
Although this particular ability may well be wide and 
devious$ it would not be unreasonable to suggest that 
there must be some nessence00 or essential quality 
·t-Jhich could be considered mandatory in px-esence in 
order to assess whether a particular test validly 
measures that w·hich has been defined as spatial abilityo 
In his major work "Spatial Ability ~ its 
Educational and Social Sienificancc'0 t·1acfnrlane Smith 
( 9 64) of:!:m-:s a very co:n;?rehc-.;1sive svr:cvcy of the 
C:cvclop:nent of the oapc't' anc1 pGncH tyj?G of tefll:G of 
lL, 
spatial ability since 1917o Nany of these 9 he claims~ 
originated as l~itten forms of earlier manipulated 
tests such as practical~ mechanical or formboard testso 
These were originally intended as instruments of 
measurement of general intelligence for people of lm·7 
education or poor verbal expressiono Much time and 
enersy has been spcnt9 he reminds us, on trying to 
resolve the question as to whether these tests actually 
measured some special aptitude over and above the 
"general" ability "gu o the concept of Spearman (1927) o 
in the same way that verbal tests had been found to 
involve a large group factor additional to 11g"o 
There were many lvho claimed to have isolated such 
a group factor (Earle 9 Milner et al 1929~ Cox 1928 1 
Truman Kelly 1928) Hhile as many refuted its existence 
(Line 1931, Fortes 1930) claiming that their analysis 
of the data simply shoHed measurement of the general 
factor 09g11 o Eventually 9 the evidence offered by 
Brot;vn (1933) and Ale:tmnder (1935) amone others began to 
clarify the situation in favour of a 11factor of practical 
ability" usually referred to as the F factor~ Hhen an 
outstanding contribuUon9 nm·J considered as one of the 
seminal Horks in thifl arca 9 vms pxcsented by Rl Kounsy 
0.935) o He B!?f?Hed 28 tests covering a \-Ji.ck :range of 
o.b:tH tics to ll62 boys attemHH3 a Kout: school o 
12., 
'rhe battery of tests included the follol..ring 
spatial or mechanical testsg= 
3o 
4., 
5 .. 
6 .. 
7, 
a .. 
9o 
lOo 
Area discriminationo 
Nemory for designso 
Form Relationso 
Fitting Shapes., 
Form Equations Ao 
Form Equations Bo 
Form Equations Co 
Overlapping Shapeso 
Overlapping Shapeso 
Pattern Perception .. 
(El Koussy) 
(NoioloPo) 
(N.,IoloPs} 
(Stephenson) 
(El Koussy) 
(El Koussy) 
(El. Koussy) 
(Stephenson) 
(Abelson) 
(Stephenson) 
llo Spatial Analogieso (Modified from Stephenson) 
12o Classification of areas, directionsp lineso (Spearman) 
13o Band Completion.. (El Koussy) 
ll~o Correlate Eduction Ao (El Koussy) 
15o Correlate Eduction Bo (El Koussy after Spearman) 
16o Nechanical Explanationso (Cox) 
Using Spearman°s tetrad=difference technique he 
concluded there ~vas evidence of the e~dstence of the 
factor in eight of the spatial tests 0 but not in the 
otherso He stated his main conclusiou 
"o o o There ~os no ~vi<llence for c cro~3p factor runuin3 
thrOlJGh the \·Jho1C f:i.eld of £l)?at:1.eJ. j?0G'CCpt.:!Ollo o oSl>Btia1 
. tests are primarily tests' of 'g'. But some sp~~ial 
tests involve a group factor over and above their 
content.. This group factor called the 'k' factor 
receives aready psychological explanation in terms of 
" visual imagery (his 'k' probably coming from 'kurtosis 1 )o 
Th~ eight tests having the significant· 1k 0 loadings 
mentioned proved to. be those numbereci 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 
11, 13 and 14 above, and after obtaining reports of 
introsp~ctions froni ~any of the ··subjects of these tests 
El Koussy·decided that the explanation of the 1k 1 
factQr consisted.in "the ability to obtain and the 
facility to utilise visual 9 spatial imagery." 
In the year follOl'ling E~ Koussy 1 s work, Clarke 
. ( 1 36) reported the findings of an even larger surv_ey 
than that of El Kotissy, bu~ using female subjects 
e}cclusiv.elyo The interpretation she offered of t~1e 
. results seemed to oppose the findings of El Koussy~ RUt 
re=examination ,of her tests .and analyses shovteci that the 
'{'lork did; indeed, sul>port El Kouss;y 8 s findings~ but to 
a lesser e~tent 9 possibly due to the sex of the subjectso 
At the sam<a time ( u 36) Nacfadav.e Smith Has himself 
submit.U1ng a thesis on the se.me ~opico Hhen devis:i.ne 
14 .. 
the battery of tests for his investigation~ Nacfarlo.ne 
Gmith had been perturbed by the fact that he had found 
very ereat individual differences in pupils~ ability 
to reproduce by drm·7ing~ accur.ate 9 ~vel! proportional 
st~etches of simple objectso Pupils '\vho produced sketches 
obviously grossly out of proportion seemed to find 
nothing amiss with their effortse f·1acfarl.ane Smith 
believed that if the special aptitude he ~.Jished to 
measure existed at all, it should be manifest in the 
ability to observe and reproduce shape and dimensions in 
their true pr.oportionse He accordingly included drau~ng 
tests of simple objects such as Bunsen burners and milk 
bottles in his test batteryo He has maintained that 
any test claiming to test spatial ability should depend 
critically for success on the perception of the correct 
proportions of a fieure or. pattern ~ a conception 
obviously close to El Roussy's contention that 'k' 
factor consists of obtaining and utilising .visual imegery~ 
and is puzzled and 9 one suspects~ disappointed by the 
fact that other research w·orkers seem urta-.:·;rare of this 
principle or see fit not to refer to it in the;.r lJOrko 
NeamvhHe the f:teld vras becoming much more compJ.cx 
b2ce.use o£ developments of ncu test mate-rin! anc1 of ever: 
tr.O!~e exhnt.w~ivc £actor.:i.sot:tons made [>OD:::::l.blc by :..taw 
15. 
computing devices, and an attempt was made in 1957 by 
tlichaelg Guilford~ Frucher and Zinnnerman to 1 filtez:' 
the similarities and differences be!i;ueen the factors 
so far isolated and to propound three areas of ability 
t'lhich they believe to be fairly l..Yell established as 
representational of spatial ability., 
These three groups of factors were listed as 
1., SR~O Space relations and orientationo 
This is considered to be the ability to 
comprehend the nature of the arrangements of 
elements 't-Jithin a visual stimulus pattern, 
primarily with the eJcaminee • s body as the frame 
of referenceo ln a typical test of this factor~ 
as the entire configuration or principle 
component of it is moved into a different 
p.os:ttion~ the objects uithin the pattern hold 
essentially the same relationship ·to·one 
anothero 
The tests used to discern the factors 
16 .. 
Instrument Comprehension II .. 
Complex Co=ordination .. 
Aerial Orientationo 
Dial and Table Readinzo 
Discrimination Reaction Timeo 
Directional Orientation .. 
2 Hand Couordinationo 
Stick and Rudder Orientation .. 
Cubes .. 
Flags Figured and Cards .. 
Lozengeso 
Paper Puzzles .. 
Spatial Orientationo 
Vz Visualisationo 
Thurstone 
Guilford= 
Zimmerman 
This factor is believed to require mental 
manipulation of visual objects involving a 
specified sequence of movements.. The objects 
appear 't-li thin a more or less comple'c stimulus 
patterno The :i.nd:lv5.dua1 f:i.nds it neccs~ary to 
0.entally rotate~ tHist 0 tum or hrvnnt one or mo::e 
rd.ativd.y G1q>H.c:i.'::: c~irccU.oan :::.,os t.o 'iJh:;t the; 
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The c:mrninee is required to recognise the neu 
positionp location or changed appearanc~ of 
objects that have been moved or modif:i.ed uithin 
a moxe or lesn comple~: conf:igurationo !n some 
instances he is required to present a record of his 
solution by dratving appropriate responseso 
Again the tests used to define this area are 
largely those of the Army Air Force psychologists 
listed and are~ a 
K 
Directional Plottin~o 
Spatial Visualisation = Paper Foldingo 
Mechanical Principleso 
I:1cchanical Novcoents o 
Pattern Comprehensiono 
Punched Holeso 
Fonnboard o 
Spatial Visualisationa 
Kinaesthetic Imagerya 
I 
__ }Thurstone 
I 
Guilford= 
Zinunc:c1rw.n 
This& the noot tentative ox the thr:cc is 
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the examinee has to determine in 1·1hich of two 
directions the bolt has to be turned if it is to 
be scre~ved into a block of w'Ood. 
The only bvo tests for this factor ares 
indeed 
Hands 
Bolts 
}Thurstone 
It will be noticed that the first of these factors ~ 
Spatial Relations and Orientation = bears similarity to 
Uncfarlane Smith's contentiono It requires that the 
subject first of all has the correct perception and then 
the mental manipulation of shapes as a wholeo It also 
includes the use oi the testee 8 s mm body as a reference 
frame = a concept closely allied to the field=dependcnce 
field=independence structure outlined by U:i.tldn et al (~62)D 
especially in the use of his classic RoFoTo 
An interesting point to be noticed here is that many 
researchers have concluded thet at tasks of spatial 
ability~ males tend to be SU!?czior to females~ '\·Jhile 
Uitldn found that females also tend to be signif~lcan.t1.y 
more £:!.e!d dcyel:l.dent :i';n geue~:oJ, t:hnn clo maleso 1::: tests 
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refet'ence from the body~ then those who demonstrate 
field independence may t-rell·, by defini tionp h~ve an 
inbuilt advantage at these tests normally called tests 
of spatial ability and a positive causal link may 
e:d!)t bet~veen the tendency for males to be more often 
field independent and superior at measurable spatial 
abilityo 
Although among the huge battery of spatial 
ability tests now available many are of the three= 
dimensional type requiring the subject to manipulate 
!_)arts of mechanical apparatus 9 or else to fit pre= 
fonned shapes into formboard and the like~ El Koussy 
sh0i·7ed quite conclusively that these t:hree=dimensional 
tests are not superior to the two=dimensional type of 
test~ in fact for most of the tests considered to be 
heavily loaded in spatial factors 9 the two=dimensional 
or wpaper and penci! 8 type of test are in fact superioro 
The conclusion has been that probably the heaviest 
loading could be seen in those tests l·Jhich require 
r.1ental manipulation of three=dimensi'onal objects in 
space = the Vz factoro 
J:l1acfar1ane Smflth points outv houever ~ that many of 
the tests c1ev~l.tJaf1 and usca to test spat.J.al ab:t.!:1.ty tlo not~ 
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in fact 9 use this type of mental manipulationo Some 
tests require only identification of different 
position» or the noting of details OY recognition of 
pattern = and those tests are criticised by Macfarlane 
Smith on the grounds that they can be completed 
successfully by subject ~vho do not have a high degree 
of spotial ability 9 but simply a mental facility for 
noting detail or recognising shape = a function of 
memory in facto He is quite adamant that 'spatial' 
ability requires recognition and manipulation of 
organised ~vholes in three dimensions = and shape or 
pattern recall may be only a part of this abilityo 
As the available tests for spatial ability become 
more refined more specialised and their results better 
interpreted and understoodp it "tvould appear that if the 
definitions of constituent spatial ability by El Koussy 
nnd l\~o.cfarlane Smith are to be acce;:>ted 9 then the most 
reliable kind of test are those involving visualisation 
(Vz)o The tests themselves could be two r~ther than 
three dimensional and need not be complex in the sense 
'iJhieh implies much detail 9 but they may be comple~ in 
;;.noth.er sense 9 itn the res;:>cc.t that tho relationships 
t)ctuecn the ports of a con2icu:catJ.on cnunot can:Uy be 
that such tests involve an ability to perceive and 
retain in mind. a figure as an organised whole. 
It is this definition lvhich is found acceptable for 
the purposes of this work; the nature of the test should 
require the subject to perceive, retain» and mentally 
UJ.anipulate in three dimensional space an org,anised t1hole~ 
the parts of which must be grasped implicitly. 
The orientation element (SRoO) should be minimised~ 
as a major xactor in its definition is liable to se:~obias 
in re1ation to the field deDendence variablep and in 
order to facilitate analysis of sex differences on the 
test, it should be as sexofair as possible. 
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1 c) :£!le Inadequacy of some previous works and def:i..n:l. tion of 
acceptable criteriao 
As discussed earlier 9 the problem of defining~ let 
alone measuri.ng spatial ability does not lend itself to 
easy solutiono It is possible that many abilities 
combine to constitute that ~v-hich is called spatial 
ability~ but most researchers agree that its predominant 
cerebral location is the right hemisphereo This 
particular hemisphere seems to be most adept at a 
0gestalt 0 erasp of problems of a spatial and motor= 
kinesthetic type and operates in an holistic manner~ 
'Hhile the more analytical approach to problem solution 
is usually the domain of the left hemisphere (Bogen & 
Bogen °69p Levy 0 72 9 Cohen °73)o 
The suggestion that spatial factors are best 
processed by the hemisphere Hhich uses holistic methods 
of processing tends to confirm the opinions of El Koussy 
and Nacfarlane Sm:tth t-Jho consider that the problems most 
heavily loaded with a discernable spatial factor arc 
those 'Hhi.ch require a complete and almost "intu!tive10 
grasp of th~ problem rather than nn m:dered and analyticd 
O.;?)?t'Oacha Highly loaded spatial task~ are thos~ nh~.ch 
require the subject to pcrcc:l.ve the problem or image as 
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in three dimensional space 9 OX' to recognise the object 
or image when rotated to a different position. This 
task is not quickly or easily done by analytical methods~ 
if it can be so done at allo 
In order to select a spatial test 'tvhich 't-Jill involve 
the subject in this particular type of mental activityp 
the items in the available tests needed to be analysed 
fox the type of mental processes they would be likely 
to involve. 
Some of the better.,known tests of spatial abilities 
(including some that have been used as the indicato~ of 
spatial ability i.n certain large and influential studies} 
do not altogether conform to the criteria imposed by the 
authoro Such tests include the Minnesota Spatial 
nelations Test Hhich dates from 1930 but is still in use 
in one form or another and consists of fitting blocks 
into preformed holes in boardso It is basically a speed 
test~ and since it is of a practical nature 9 is not easy 
to administer to large groups of subjects simultaneouslyo 
!t measures t'i-70"'dimensiona~. form recognition 9 and has no 
clement of combining or integx-ating neees-SC1'ii'Y to thr.ce 
diruens~.onnlL rotationo 
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responses to the re=ossembly of cut=ups geometrical 
figures& is once again ~Jo dimensional and much of its 
completion can be credited to facility in shape recognition 
and memory rather than to spatial rotational elementso 
The widely used Hechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children (UISC) of 1949 is a battery of ability tests 
often applied in psychological research only three of 
~·1hich can be considered to have a spatial elemento The 
battery yields three scores = Verbal 9 Performance and 
Totalp but there is no definition of precisely what the 
"performance" score relates to~ and the ~1hole battery 
has been described (Delpo HoAo) as too difficult for the 
louer age brackets~ and not effective for subjects at 
either end of the intelligence distributiono 
Spatial Test I designed by Nncfadane Smith and 
published by NFER in 1950 is a better instrument~ but of 
the si~ subt~sts none is th~ee dimensional in principle = 
a curious fact considerin3 the designer's uork and 
:!::tndings in this areno 1-luch use is also made of the 
Differential Aptitude Test (1958} v a battery the '~space 
reJ.at:i.ons" snbtcst of ui1ich :1s based on the un.folcled 
[>o))C"K' bo:~cs su'Lfccc c1evclopm~Tit techniquco Th:i.G does 0 
~t le£>.st 0 he.ve some elemr1:1.t or: thT.~c <1:1.D8~s:lo:~w.! mentnJ. 
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manipulation~ but the test as a Hhole is :rather too 
laq~e to be a liltely candidate for the use of measuring 
Dpatial ability exclusivelyo 
A more recent test of spatial ability is the Spatial 
Test II designed by AoFo Hatts and published by NFEil (1979). 
This particular test is based upon material \·7hich 
complies quite closely to the required criteria 9 forp as 
Hatts e:cplains "The i terns of the test have been 
deliberately restricted to three.,dimensional materialo 
This has been done on the hypothesis that some difference 
may possibly exist in the ability to deal mentally uith 
two dimensional and three dimensional problems 
resl?ectively •• 11 
The function of the test requires the subject to 
mentally manipulate a shape by imagining its rotation in 
spece =being turned about in differentuays~> beck to 
fr.ona:~ l!ps~.cle down~ throueh 90 degrees; seen. as part of 
a larger lvhole 9 or as containing a number of sma!ler 
pcrts and so ono This pe.rticular test also containn n 
minimuQ of written and verb~l instruction~ so m1nimising 
c.ny !1o.ncHcnp pertairdne; to ti1e s].m-r or i?OOr reader. 
'£h:1.s ttwii: Rppoo.rs to the beet nva:Un~le :tn:>t'lt!!ilOf!.t nt 
th~.s t:1:n~ f:o:r a~r.e.M:l.ne S;?ot:i.nJ .. D.b:tJ.:l. ty an clc:Lh:~.c(\ by the 
c:c:T. tC.!:r:tc. H.stcd nbovc o 
2o SPATIAL ABILITY AND SEXo 
Possible sex=based factors effective to spatial abilityo 
a) Genetic factorso 
b) Haturational rateo 
c) Se}t role = interpersonal relationshipso 
d) Personality traitso 
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2Q Spat~al Abilitv and Sex. 
The w·hole issue of the sex of the subjects used 
is 't·lorth consideringll for of all the areas of 
cognitive functioning to which sex differences have 
been linked, verbal abilities (l'iaccoby and Jacklin 1 7l~ll 
Haber 8 75) and spatial abilities (Hype Geringer and Yen 
1 75p McDaniel and Guay 8 76p NcGlone and Davidson 1 73) 
rank among the most commono 
Reasons for such noted differences in measurable 
performances in these skills (particularly spatial 
s!dlls) are offered by large numbers of reseaches in 
various areasD some of which appear contradictoryll and 
many of 'tvhich are possibly interactionaryo It is 
pertinent at this point to e:mmine each of the main 
areas thought to be contributory to the reported 
differences in performance in order to consider tl1cir 
relevance to the subjects of this uorko 
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Hhcn considering any facet of ability demonstrated 
by a person or persons~ a commonly as!~ed question is to 
~·Jhat e~ttent that ability or predisposition for ability 
is inherited as part of the human genotypeG The question 
is 9 hoHever, impossible to answer for the abilities 
demonstrated by an individual are not purely genotype 
but phenotypee The arguments over heritability of 
such traits as "intelligence" have ranged long and bitter 
in the past 9 and may l'Jell continue to do so between 
inheritance theorists and committed cnvironrnentalistse 
Nevertheless it is reasonably clear that such 
arguments may only really be about the degree of effect 
that inheritance or environment may play in the production 
of a personal phenotype~ and not the fact that one or 
the other is uniquely responsible for ito For these 
reasons it is extraordinarily difficult to 10get at'' the 
evidence for or against genetic factors influencing 
spatial abilityo 
On.c recent attempt to sholJ that demonstrated 
d:lf:Eer(ances betw~en the se~es in vi~11ospati.;:.l doma:i,n :L> 
(JHC to [;<:3ne.t}.C foctOX'Ov Var.tcly Cl :~'ecess;i.vc r;ene :i,'ll.fluenca 
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is the '.York of Stafford ( 1 6l)o He points out that 
although it is difficult to investie;ate heredity 
components of behaviour due to inevitable environmental 
influencep transmission by genes on the :.: chromosome is 
unique to a familyo His investigation involved 104 
fathers and mothers 0 58 sons and 70 daughterso The 
correlations he found 'l;vere statistically significantly 
close enough to correlations predicted by gene frequency 
to uphold his hypothesiso This ~1ork \vas replicated by 
Hartlage at a later date (1970) uith different 
popul~tions and different tests of v!suospatial ability 
yet gave very similar results to those of Stafford~ ui1ose 
genetic theory uas thereby supportedo Further 
investigation of this hypothesis 0 hmvever~ has not been 
as supportive as may have been e:{pectedo 
As su~gested by Vandenberg and Kuse (~79), 
abnormalities of inheritance often provide insights ~~1cn 
considering genetic hypothescso They report the ~7o:r!: of 
t:IcClearn ( 1 67) 'Hho noted the impaired performance of 
'\·70men ~·7ith Turner8 s synclroraeo In this condition 9 cases 
typically have only one se:~ chromosome (JW) o 'Xf sp[l.t:i.nJ. 
nb:U:i.ty :ls s~:~=Hn~tcd 0 thec1 thcst: ~mf.r:c!:'~17S fyom 
'tt~::.'TICX'D s Gyn(lrorcc ought to c1c~aor:1strntc tho sa;11c 1~cvd of 
upheld (Garron '70) 9 Hhich v1ould tend to discredit the 
;~ chromosome link theory" Similar evidence of 
refutation of the theory has been offered by '!:'esea.rchers 
dealing ~·71th much laree'i:' samples than, did Stafford or 
Hartlageo De Fries et al ('76)p Spuhler ( 1 76) HcGee 
( 1 78) ari.d LockU.n et al ( 1 78) all report familial 
correlations on spatial tests \vhich do not display the 
unique pattern of correlation e)~pected by a gene on the 
X chromosomeo 
There is~ hotvever~ counter=criticism of these works 
(Vandenberg and Kuse 0 79} uhich reports that in the case 
of these latter studies there is some disparity in the 
types of tests used to measure "spatial abilities"~ 
and that indeed for some subtests the scores are 
remarkably cnnsistent even though the populations differed 
·uidely in geographic location., As for the Turner's 
syndrome cases~ 'Honey and I-1ittenthal ( 8 70) suggest thnt 
the tm.E:mpected depression of s;?atial ability :;cores may 
be clue to the :i:nfqntilizine .tr.eatment of many of these 
cases by their parents and teachers.o Bock and 
I~ola!wHsld ( 0 73) also sursgest that the cxpr~nsion of the 
se:;:=Hnked sr>atial gene m."'ly depend on a nom~8! hormon"l 
c~w),t'oK~Xc!cut typic~lly !:lbscnt fz-om Turner 0s Gj't1lch:omc ;:>o.\:ic!ltSo 
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The introduction of the possibility of hormonal 
influence discloses yet another area of research -which 
Hnl~s spatial ability to se~: hormone levels {Klaiber~ 
Broverman~ Vogel and Kobayaski 1 74). In this worl;. an 
inverse relatio,nship has been suggested betvJeen male 
spatial scores and chemical and somatic signs of 
androgenicityo In a review of this research, Peterson 
{'79) recalls the 't·10rk of the Brovermans and their 
colleagues over the last decade. Through increasingly 
sophisticated measures of hormonal influence they have 
repeatedly reported correlations between tostesterone 
production rate {though not tostesterone level) Hith 
measures of proficiency on the EaFoTo {Hitkin 1 50) and 
tt·;ro Hechsler subtests = block design and object assembly 
{Hechsler ttss) both thought to be 'spatial' in charactcro 
Peterson herself {'76) found confirmation of the 
inverse relationship for males; in females 9 however 9 
she found that exteTnal signs of androgenicity correlated 
positively Nith spatial scoreso !f the relationship 
bcb1een spatial ability and tostesterone levels is 
negative for males& ho\·Jevm:~ then it is surprising that 
both spatial scores and tostcsterone levels sho~v 
s:1.cnHJ.cant simultaneous increase duxing adolescenceo 
V::~nc1euberg and Knse ou3c;est tho.t c:!.~he?: povJerful focto:rs 
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oper~te in the opposite direction to overcome the 
incree~sed androgen level.s 9 'or the n~ga ti ve relationship 
is not constant throughout lifee Peterson ('79) 
delineates the present findings in her summarising 
article which shows that at extremes of androgen:i.city, 
spatial ability actually contradicts the predicted 
directions a 
Femininity 
E;~treme 
AndrogP.nous 
Predicted Course 
· Founo Cou-cno 
Masculinity 
Extreme 
She concludes that 11 ooit seems rational that any 
biological and sociocultural influences on sexcrelated 
differences should be acting in concert~ that they 
should be mutually reinforcingo The results just 
presented are difficult to combine lvi th a socialization 
hypothes:i.Sooothese zesults remain confusing Z~nd r.equire 
further r.esearcho 01 
'i'l1e evfC!cn~e~ then~ is qu:t te comple~to The trn:i..t 
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recessive gene on the X chromosome has been suggested~ 
but disputed; the effects of hormones on various coenitive 
performances has been demonstrated~ but the evidence is 
someHhat contrary to expectations and further Hork is 
being undertaken at present to attempt clarification of 
this issueo All of this 't·Tork~ of course~ does not tal:c 
into account the&fects of culture and experience upon 
these biological factors v1hich might magnify any 
measurable differences betueen the se~{eSo 
The doubt also rem~ins ·uhether the different results 
obtained by researches using measures of spatial ability 
are not in part caused by the use of differing types of 
subtest 't·Thich are labelled as "spatinl a.bility" testso 
Vandenberg and I<use remind us that comparibility of 
studies is somm·Jhat confounded by the fact that there :l.s 
no psychometric definition of "spatial vizualisation" 't7h:i.ch 
is generally accepted (Uacfa:d,ane Smith 0 64) = a facto::' 
uhich is discussed elsewhereo 
':!:'he con::;ideT.at:i.on of thc:>o reported f:i.nd5nes i.n r.n 
impo·.rtant factor in the design of the )?resent uorkp fo~ 
the suggestion that hormonal dif:erencP.o may account for 
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childr~n may assist !u ~educing reported tostcstcronc= 
production related differences in S[>atial abilityo 
2 b) Uaturational Rateo 
As the hum?.n being m"'tures ;?hysically and mentally~ 
it is quite possible that if the se~tes mature at different 
rater. (Tanner '62) then the differina maturational 
rates may be connected to differing performances 
beb·:ccn se~:eso This phenomenon has been demonstrated 
in monkeys (Goldman~ Cranford~ Stokes~ Galkin and 
Rosvold 1 74) and research has led tm·1ards the conclusion 
that in humans~ too, the disparate maturational rates 
between the sexes may be an important factor in the 
measurable performance differenceso 
Research undertaken by Haber ( 8 75~ 0 76) has led her 
to the conclusion that maturational timing might be a 
factor in the observable differences of performance 
betHeen sexes~ particularly in the areas of verbal and 
spatial ability. She has found that early maturers 
·uerc better at verbal skills and l7ere less cerebrally 
lateralised~ l7hile late maturers performed better at 
spat:i.al tasks and were more cerebrally J.ateral:i.sed; and 
the conclusion uas drann th<J.t <1 critic£\1 fnctor :i.n 
[>Sychological differences is not gender per se but 
di:i:zer.ine ~::~.tes of matu~:n\:ion bct't'Jcen the sm~c:Jo 
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· It has been sugr.;estcd thatp as se:J: related· 
clifferences often seem to a[>pear and cUsp.ppear at. 
various ages, the differences themselves may reflect 
different oreanisational systems and loci t-:rhich. give 
one sex an initial advantage nt some specific ability 
'·Jhich eventually disappears as the other catches upo 
lm example o£ this is the observation that, on verbnl 
tasks given to children betl·7een five and eleven years 
of age females are invariably superior (Denckla and 
nudel 1 74) but after that age males catch up ~ possibly 
due to ceiling effecto Only in the area of 'i'Iord fluency 
do females maintain their superiority into adolescence 
o~: adulthood (Herzberg and Lepldn e 54) o 
Developmentally~ both linguistic and fine motor 
sldlls shot·7 the same pattern;; that females are 
consistently more advanced in early age v7h:ile as puberty 
is approached males catch upo The data suggest tho.t a 
common neurological substrate moy underly the develor>nent 
of linguistic and fine motor sidllsp and that. its 
maturation px-ocecds more quickly and more smoot:hly :tn 
:':er,1:1les than in males o 
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and tenacious 1vhen the instrument foL" measuring 
spatial ability includes or is based on embedded figures~ 
blocl~ desien and mazes (l·iaccoby 0 6 7) o It 1:muld seem 
possible that if differences are to be noted as more 
discernable at certain very specific tasks~ then these 
differences may be affected by mental strategy as much 
as differential maturational rateso 
An important point to establish here is whether 
male superiority in spatial tasks~ as so often reported, 
ap;;>ears to persist ·Hhen the test of spatial ability 
is devoid of items such as ewbedded figures and block 
designo Hhether or not femnles are more or less 
lateralised~ or use different mental strategies to 
respond to spatial items in a test has little bear.ine 
on the responses they actually make in practical tenns~ 
and the results of this HO!'l'- might help to clarify 
the picture of how· the performance of the sexes 
relate Hhen in the pre=adolescent stage~ and using three 
dimensional material C}{Clusively as a spatial instrumento 
2 c)· . ,Se;c Role., 
!n an interesting paper<J?o:cJ Tobin and Bt'ody ('79) 
reviet-7 the situation currently in vogue whicq relates 
the relative abilities of males and females on verbal 
and mathematical performance;scalese Although their 
revie't-7 is concerned 'tvith mathematical ability in 
particular, this lvork is in no T.vay irrelevant to the 
present interest in spatial ability, for spatial arid 
mathematical abilities have long been considered alike 
·and in opposition to verbal skills. It is not 
inappropriate to substitute the 'tvord "spatial11 for 
"matherm t!c.al" in much of the following texte 
Fox, Tobin and Brody see the current literature 
as favouring two major hypotheses as important in the 
area of demonstrable sex~related differences in 
mathematical performanceo The first of these is the 
adoption of a masculine psychological identification 
as a prerequisite' £or the· ·interest in the ~tudy of·. 
mathematics; the second.heing the differentia! social 
reinfor~ement which conditions males more than females 
to pursue ~he study o£ mathematics~ 
The masculine=ideutification hypothesis (Plauk 
and l?lank 0 54 0 El!.tolffi and nose ·0 67 0 A:'H:ken °75 0 °76) 
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~:reues that boys and Girls \·7h0 ident:i.fy ·With their 
fathers or a aeneralised masculine sex=roie are 
better at maths than those uho hav<:! a, feminine 
identification = or at least arc better mathematically 
than verballyo An often cited supportine study to 
th:i.s hypothesis is that of Cadsmith ('64) in l1hich 
boys and girls from homes from uhich the father l7as 
missing during early childhood showed higher ve-rbal 
than mathematical aptitude scores, Such a high=vexbalp 
lm-T=mathematical pattern is defined as femininep while 
the reverse pattern is defined as masculineo 
This series of findinas ·Has replicated later 
(Landyp Rosenbere and Sutton=Smith 8 69)p \lhen decreased 
c:uant~ive scores for both sc:ces >·:rere found in fathc:::= 
absent homeso As Ferguson and Haccoby( 1 66) remind un~ 
houever~ stress and tension interfere differentially 
uith functions underlyina pe~fornancep end as the lacl~ 
of o parent i:n the ho:~e 't70t!ld probnbly lead to stresn 
and tensionsp then the reduction of perforocnce on 
verbal and mathematicn1 tests is h:1rdly surpr:~singo 
hypothesis is not ~.m)?17ess:!.vcp bnt the second theory = 
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.:-,na the di.f;fcr.entinl condi t~.oning of se'c role 
ap:;:>ropriate behaviour does hvvc some mcr5. to The 
nr:::;uoent be1lind the se~ role theory is basically 
tho.t girls tend to fnvour "feminist" pu:muits D \Jh.:.i'.ch 
include mostly verbnl attrii:lutes ~ 't·Yhile boys f.2vour 
those ar.eas such as mathsp science and spatial topics 
uhich are usually pcr.ceived os "masculinc"o The 
theory is» houeverp more comple'~ and subtle than thiso 
~n1ile it is compara ti vcly cosy to sh01·1 that more 
boys th2n girls choose nathemf'.tics and mnths related 
courses in schools and colleges (even girls uith high 
ability in thse subjects clon°t choose them as often as 
do males) as &cpo::ted by Cassedy ( 0 75)p Srnest ( 0 76) 
and Penncma ( 0 77); it is more difficult to decide uhy 
this should be so~ and how these se::~=rolc constraints 
relate to the theories of inherent mental super:W.ority 
in these domninso 
Attitude :i.s obviously one effective area conce::-ncc! 
uith performnnce~ and the fact thnt maths :i.s seen ns 
n r:tnlc doma:.T.n by boys (l:UJ.ton :Jnd 3ergJ.und 0 7t.>p 
[;hC"!':'m.nn &ml Fennemn ° 77) inprovcs thei 1~ D. t t:i. tude and 
1H~ncc t:1e::'1.r ;:Je!'forr:tD.nc:e iu th:;'.:> Glir.ect:l.ono Gfd.s 
l-'.1. so pe·;:-r.e:l ve nD.t:hc>\tlt; ticl'l ns n r.v\1 e r1om:'~.L.1. (:l"cn·1. cy 0 69) 
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success' 0 syndrome; for appo.rently high achievement 
fcmale£J relate success in oathematical areas as being 
in dlrect conflict uith social success~=particulo.rly 
uith males~ This negative attitude of females 
compa-red to the positive attitude of males totvards 
the same perception of mathematics as a male domain 
Hould naturally lead to diverse measurable attainment 
between the sexeso 
A second dimension of hmv attitude tm·rards a 
particular subject or area of cognitive functioninc 
differs is shoun by Nash ( 0 79) Hho recalls the work 
of Nontemayer ( 0 74) wherein even six to eight year 
olds monitored their performance in accordance to 
the sex label assigned to the tasko This lJas shown 
when girls 0 perform~.nce tvas highest 't·7hen playing a 
game "for girls"; uhile boysll performance at the snme 
game t·Jas highest when the game 't·ms labelled as being 
"for boys"o Hhen given a choice of tasks~ eleven 
year old boys chose to 'tvork longest on 10male" tasks~ 
less long on "neutra111 tasks~ and least on ufemale" 
tns~~s~ nlthough girls spent equal time on aU. three 
taskso (Stein~ Pohly and Huel!cr 0 71) 
Nc.oh beU.mres that hct~1~e·_1 the a!jcG of tr.·JO and 
fum: ye~-rs tho chHu estnbJ.isl:es 10 c: f:1.J~ed~ :i..:rr:~vn:::-s~~bJ.<~ 
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'2ender identity' based on a physical reality 
judgement" (Kohlberg 1 66)o This identity becomes 
the organiser of the child's se:t=role attitudes~ .ns 
the child strives for: cons:tstency in se'~"'role 
development. She cites many Horks (Fagot and Patterson 
1 69, Hartley» Hardesty and Gorfein 1 62» Kulm» Nash and 
Brucken 1 78, Schell and Silber 868) v7hich support the 
findings that bet't·7een ages three to five years children 
show se,~=typed preferences for certain toys~ objects 
and activities~ and that preschool children prefer 
same=scx peers and claim their m·m sex as 01better" o 
This type of evidence demonstrates thot even at the 
ages belm·7 uhich one might e:cpect school students to 
be conscious of the effects of the choices of subjects~ 
or even to relate such choices to the T.·my they 
perceive them as useful to their future careers (Hcvcn 
'71» Sherman and Fennema 8 77) 9 the tendency exists to 
increase perfonnance in a uay which seems to be 
I?redicted by the se:c=role theo:deso 
Hhen, to these seminal nttitudes towards and 
perceptions of sex=role» the further complications 
o2 soc~al in~lucncez arc added lt 1s not suTpris~ns 
::£-lnt Nosh concludes 11Thc /.'C].ct:i.onsh:t;_J betrJccn ~c:;: 
:-oln aud i".lt('!Uectu2l £t.m~t~.on:i.ur_; :~s n cou~>J.e~:; one = 
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and not subject to simple ~enercHisations~ II The 
pi:cssiires of peer,.,group support, or lacl~ of it» can 
effect the conflict bet'>·7een se~c concept and innate 
ability (Hurley 1 64~ 8 65) as can the educational 
practices of "segregating" certain subjects in the 
curriculumg examples such as Home Economics and 
Technical Studies being but t't·To of the more obviously 
"covertly" segregated areaso Not only the pupil~ 
but significant adults in the pupils life will also 
hold beliefs and values about the appropriateness of 
various activities and academic subjects to specific 
Parents may well believe that certain areas of 
study are more appropriate to boys or girls» and 
positively or covertly direct their childrenp or at 
least by their beliefs (accurate or othe~vise) transmit 
nn e:~pectation of preferenceo 
Teachers are ai}other eroup of people who either 
deliberately or inadvcrtantly m~y influence f?Upi1s 1 
beliefs or attitudes to~·Jards specific act:i.vit1eso By 
their vocabulacyp tone of voicc 0 or even by non."'vm:hnl 
~:te~als 0 teachers can c:ffect:l.vely alter pup5.1 ° s 
!)C!.'ccpd.on o:E <:>m1 pm~formancc on cc7::-.taln ac:o.demic 
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areas (~los en thB! and J a.cobson • 68) and such an 
influence, -.;-Jhether intentional· ox not, may also 
strengthen in children a sex=role or se~c=appropriate 
stereotype a 
There is little doubt that employers also c'lo, 
or at least did, perceive some areas of kno·wledge as 
more appropriate to males or females, and base 
selection of employees on their perception of sex 
appropriateness a Uere this not the case~ the Equal 
Opportunities Commission would be a redundant institutiono 
All of these beliefs and attitudes are observed by 
the child~ or are applied to the child, and thereby help 
to fonn or strengthen his beliefs about se:c=role and 
sex stereotypingo Hhether these beliefs are accurate 
or false is of no consequence~ for it is the belief 
c.nd not the rcali ty Hhich iD}?ingeS UpOn the child's 
conscienceo 
The se~t=role st<::rreotypes? one? adopted by the ch:Ud~ 
nrc usually reJ:nfo:~ccd by soci,nl m,.'"Perienccs such as 
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must have some mediat:J.ng effect upon se::::=role 
stereotyping and therefore on attitudes and therefore 
on cognitive performancco 
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Compared to the efforts of mc.ny to delineate 
cognitive differences bctuccn sc~::es as a function o:l: 
genetic heredity 9 or of se::=role identity~ there is 
another perspective on the topic ~7hich proposes thnt 
many of the differences may be environmental in cnusco 
As many of the factors to be considered here are 
effected by socialisation 9 the findings tendu by nature, 
to be less definitive than the mot"e "clinical11 
investigations. This does not imply that conclusions 
dra~m are less accurate or important~ but it does 
often mean that the results of such Horlts are more 
open to interpretationo In the discipline of sociolOGY~ 
methodological issues are a constant source of discussion 
and dissens..ion; foru depending on the persi?ective Ol" 
ideolo3y ado!_)ted~ the snme events can be i.ntP.rpretcc 
in quite difxet"ent uo.yso 
There is lLittle doubt~ houeveru that the tvay n 
person perceives a task can t:~ffect the level of 
ve:-formance on that tnsk as M.scuss\?.d e!.scnherc in 
~-.::.5.3 uo:d~ aT!.tl as S\J:C:l~-~:~.s0.d hy U.:,ccoi)y Pn.cl .1.-·.c~~J.:i.D 
( 07?.} 11'rho. cqo:q~once :tn C[>.:t:J.y c.doJ.csecnce o2 v:i.c··:m 
have a 3ood dent to do ui t!:l the rapid se~~ 
cEfferentiation in intellectual ),nterests and skUls 
thnt occurs as that ageo 11 
Effects on ~erform~nce nre even detectable 
throu~;h c::q>ectation = the uell kno~m "halo effece' 
documented by Rosenthal and Jacobson ( 065) and Lacey 
( 0 70)o If a subject can be seen to perform better 
ui thout an actual :tncreasc in "knm·7ledge" ~ then the 
c:~lanation mus~ lie in the fact that a greater proportion 
of latent potenti0l is being used or reaHsed~ an<'! 
that this increased potential realisation is a factor 
of some social and or personality variableo 
One personal:i. ty trait ~·!hich has been long 
established as effective in the spatial domain of 
cognitive functioning is that defined as F{eld 
Dependence or F·!.elcl Independencep by Hitkin ( 0 l:.9) o 
Further. 't'Jork (~lit!dn~ Dyk~ F.<l.tex-son~ Goodenou3h £md 
Karp 0 62) cons:tderect st:i.muh1s mones~ and cond.udcd 
that subjects did not dLl:fcx- 1:o. the )Mic l:t:'.Y they 
thei:r choico of cJ tcrnat:l.ves -.:·Jlwn several po.<:;!'l:i.h:U.:tt:tcs 
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influenced by attitudes~ motivesp and even by social 
bacl~ground" (Gibson • 57) o 
The establishment that females are generally 
inferior to males in the "rod ond frame' 0 and "embedded 
figures" tests which are often used as measures of 
field dependence closely parallels the reports that 
females tend to be consistently inferior to males on 
many tests of spatial ability, and some sort of 
connection bet~veen these tendencies has been suggestedo 
Gibson's comments on social background do not go 
unnoticedp for Datvson 8 s ( 967) investigation of the 
Teume and Mende tribes of Sierra Leone considered 
child=rearing practiceso She found that '·7ithin the 
Temne tribep lvho tend to subject their children to 
authority 9 conformity and strict disciplinep the males 
\Jere more field dependent than males of the Nende 
tribe~ who practice a more permissive child=rearing 
milieuo Such findings support the hypothesis of a 
positive relationship bet,·;reen field der>endence scores 
for mother.,son pair.s {Hitldn et al 1 67)o 
The uork of Berry { 0 66) e~:tcnded this ~vo:-1~ to 
con:::;ider Ss1d.mo ch:Ucl;:en uho .::re rear:0.d :tn <m otr.J.OS;?hm.:e 
o:: tmcond1.t:i.onnl !ovr. lk"ld npp:~ovc.:lo It ur.s found thnt~ 
not surp·ds:l.ng1y~ Eskimo subjects demonstrated much 
gre£>.ter field independence thwn the "dom:!:natedn Temne 
subj ectsa Hith regard to se~~=related differences~ 
it Has interesting to note th~t a:nong the Temne~ t7ho 
e;~ercise even stricter control over females than males~ 
~~les were on average more field indeDendant than 
fcrnalcso Among the Eskimosp females are alloued 
considerable autonomyp and Berry ( 0 66) and NacArthur 
( 067) found no significant sex=related differences 
in field independence among Eskimo childreno 
Sex related differences in field independence 
seem to be largely a function of social role influence 
(Kagan and Kogan °70)p "The cross=cultural evidence 
available to date is consistent w·i th the hypothesis 
thnt child=rearing practices~ and the social roles 
essi3fled to the tHo sexes affect the degree to"tfuich 
the sexes differ in spatial ability" (Nash 0 79)a 
Uhile there are many f?ersonality traits 
propounded by the 11 t.rai t' 0 theorists Of !)C!'SOnality 9 
nnd an iudiv:1,dt!al mny lie ou continun bctvmen the 
c:~trcmes v the ovcrnl J. 11prof :i.lc" of .<_ny o::te person ° s 
pcrsouo.Hty reme.ins 1.1lxt1(.!1.1le~ nnd therefore subject to 
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e:q>osure to the same e~~per:tencce As the bmHldcring 
. - .. - . 
array~ ~f social e~:periences encountered by a person 
are so iriter=related~ it is difficult to even cons.i.de:r 
any one of them as separable for conceptual purposeso 
It is not surprising» thereforep that seve4al qther 
studies of personality factors which may affect spatial 
or spatially= linked cognitive abilities are less than 
definitiveo Bieri ( 1 60) and Oetzel ('61) have suggested 
that high level analytical thinking is associated 
u:i.th cross .. sex typing; lvhile ~1accoby ( 1 67) suggests 
modelling and opportunities to learn as causal factors 
of sex differences in obilitieso These latter 
suggestions are appealing~ for they uould ansuer the 
questions of ~vhy girls seem superior at verbal skills 
while boys seem to excel in spatial and analytical 
taskso She offers that girls tend to spend more time 
in the home lvi th their mothers» whom they model 9 
the:;;-eby acquiring improved !auguage use;i while boys 
play t:!l.O'!:e uith constructionol or "thrce=cHmensional" 
toys uhich enhances their spatiol concept 9 as does 
the:tr modell:i.ng on their fatherso Mnccoby readily 
~dmitsv houever~ th11t there is no fim ev:'l.dence for 
ei tl1er theor.y ~ nnd they nrc both. cd ticiscd by 3'o:: 0 
so. 
confidence~ VQ1ucs 0 and career as;:>:trations .[lnd 
e:;;pcctndonso o onnd such differenc~s are learned 
hc~oviourso The socialisation agents ore the fam:i.lys 
teachersp counsellorss the pcm: group~ the school~ 
the mediap booksooo 19 
The exact nature of each factor, its degree and 
direction of influence and its amount of internction 
'tJ2.th other factors are not particulady german~ to 
this Horlq it suffices to demonstr~te that some of 
the measurable se:~ differentiction of cognitive ability 
can be nttributable to personalityp the appropriateness 
of the taskp and the individunl's opportunity to lcnrno 
An interesting observation leading from these 
investigations is that if some or all of these factors 
nt"o le~n .. 11cd behavioursv then it follo\·:rs thnt they can 
be t..mlec:r.nedp or changed by rc=c1ircct;i..ng the behnv:tour 
o~: att:Ltudeso SUch fincHngs lu.we:~ indeeds been 
demoust~nted by Sherman ('71;.) uho discovered that 
. ,.. . . ~ t ,.. Ol t • 1° 0 b • 1·-, ;_:>c:r:o:omance on seve!'G.!.. tes s or spa '"o. :ws cou u 
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differences Bre magnified by later mtperienceso 
Th:i.s HouJ,d v.Hou fo1: the findings that differences 
bctucen se~{eS • performances seem to e'~pl'l.nd ancl. 
contract HH:h nge differences~ nnd that in some 
cu1.tur~s they axe less marked than. in otherso 
3. HJNDgDNlJBS o 
a) Problem of Comparison of Criteria 
for Handednesso 
b) Problem of. Dcfinitiono 
c) Comparison of Testso 
3 n) 
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Pi7obJ.em of Compnrison or: Cr:i. ter:1.a for Handedness o 
---~ ~--= ~-- -= - - -~ :.=....=-=--~-=--= -~-
The same de:Hni.tion problem also occur.s 1.n th0. 
~ren of laternl dominance = this time or: de{ining 
l1andedncss nnd the establishment of cdte:r:l.a for 
cateeorising subjectso The term handedness is so 
conunonly usedp and so '·1idel~,r "understood" that it may 
well seem superfluous to define it further~ yet no 
deep study of the w·ork on handedness (Hhich itself 
is burgeoning) is necessary to discover that the 
simple defin5. tion of "right or left" handed is 
hopelessly inaccurate and inadequateo The fact is soon 
discovered that -uhile virtunlly everybody can be easily 
classified into one of the tvJO camps of handedness~ in 
truth very fe~,; of the population are absolutely and 
totally one handedo The vast majority of people (and 
even aninals) fall into a cate3ory of "mixed" 
handedness; ~·!here one hand mny be px-eferr.ed for the 
operation of some tasks~ nhile the other hand is 
ncturally preferred for the operation of otherso 
This state of mh~ed handedness as def:l.ned by 
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arid exclusively handed may be around six o-r sev~m 
percent of the population, ~vhile true ambidexters 
account for less than one percent of the rema:!ndero 
This leaves a very large majority of people Hho 
are, in fact, mbced=handed, and it is this portion of 
the population ~vhich provides the major problems of 
definition a 
The causal relationship which might be thought to 
exist beb-1een cerebral dominance and overt handedness 
for various tasks is discussed elseuhere~ but suffice 
it for no"iv to consider the classification into left 
or right handedness by performance criteria onlyo Very 
often this classification is established by the simple 
expedient of observing ~·lith vthich hand the subject 
Hri tes, or the even simpler eJcpedient of asking the 
subject \Jith vJhich hand he ~vriteso Hhile it is admitted 
that \·rri ting is a very 5.mportant and much used skHl, 
it may possibly be the only task performed by that 
subject u:tth that hand = he may be othertvise almost 
totally contra=cerebrally dominant 9 or "lwndedao the 
other <.'Jay o This incidence uas not unt~nown 't·then the 
pzacHce of encourasine children not to wr5:te left= 
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hnndcdly uas st:!.ll cormnon~ end some appa:ccent right= 
handcars are 9 :i.ndeed 9 changed left=handers for l'lriting~ 
uhi.le retaining their left=handedness for virtuelly 
all other tasks o 
It can be seen~ therefore 9 that hand observation 
for writing alone might be misleading 9 and this type 
of mis=classification has been thought in the past to 
have been the cause of inaccurate conclusions about 
handedness and other abilities due to dilution of 
samples Hith mixed or changed handerso 
As many \vorks have held differing criteria for 
the selection and specification of handedness~ some using 
reported handedness from each subject9 some using 
observation of Hriting hand 9 some using uns[>ecified 
means 9 it is easy to understand the d:i.fficul ties 
encountered in making meaningful comparisons bett·Jeen 
various ~·JOrks 9 or of heine able to rely upon concJ.us:i.ons 
drm·m Etbout the effects of re;:>orted handednesso 
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3 b) 'fhe Problem of Defining Late:,al :Oomit}:'!!l;,_Ceo 
Lateral dominance = that is the oominance of 
preference of use of one side of the body ovet the other = 
commonly called handedness 9 ~s one of the oldest areas 
of psychomotor investigation in man and as Harga:ret 
Clarke humourously coml?lnins o o 11only one l·Jho has 
embarked upon investigation of hand preference can 
realise the extent of the data available on the subject," 
In many areas of activity~ one hand plays an 
important part 9 and as this hand acquires more efficiency 
with use~ there is advantage in using this hanrlo It 
might be e:ri:pected on this basis that humans ·would be 
roughly divided into equal numbers of left and right 
hand users by chance; but even casual observation 
shons that this is not soo 
Not only are the right handed in n large r.1aj ori ty 9 
but this has become accepted as "right" and 11correct" 9 
and superstition and unjustified connotations about 
"sinistral:tty11 aboundo It could even be cons5.dercd as 
sur:[)r:i.sing under the circu:nstanccs that roughly one 
peison in ten :cemc:!.ns delet"itlincdJ.y lcft=hended despite 
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Si1\1ilar tendencies can be detected in the consistently 
preferred use of one eye or one foot ovor the othc~P 
c.nd mrmy thco:dcs have been vropounded fo= the cc.u~c 
of this dominancea 
One of the earliest c::vlanations of right handedness 
is accredited to Thomas Carlyle {1795~1881) and is 
referred to as the primitive uar fare theoryo This 
holds that primitive man used his right hand to hold 
his vrcapons in order to leave his left f:r.ee to hold a 
ohield over his hearto Left=he:ndedncss uas accounted 
for as being the result of some kind of "natural 
miatake" or freal( occurancco Jinother early uork uhich 
tried to cons:i.der left handedness in a more positive 
light = probably because of his olm left=handedness = 1-ms 
thot of nilsen (1891) 't·JhO clnimed that education ~-70S 
the l;.cyo His theory i:1Z~S th['.t very fcH J?CO::>le arc 
handedness mu~Jt be the reault of education in a 
p:-edominantly d.ght handed cocicty~ Nriny of these 
ht.t'tlcd h~d that bccu the soc:!.o.l preference of the tinco 
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<'..nd an:i.r1~.:t.~ shou very s:i.n:i.J.ar patte·ms of ri2;ht s:i.c1e 
dominance a 
"'l:r.ound the tum of the century~ attention Hns dr.:wm 
to the ;?ossible c;~.mctic influences on handednesso 
::nrly Horlc by Jordan 0.911) nnd Jlamnley ( 0 13) cons:i.derc<l 
Hendelian recessiveness as a causeg but of course~ 
this 1;70uld mean that a left with left mating ~vould 
produce all left=handed children ·Nhich is patently not 
the case o Trankell ( 0 50) believes that Nendelian 
dominance is the cause of left=handednessp but cannot 
so.y ~·Jhat happens in the absence of the clominant factoro 
~uother difficulty in comparinG early researches~and 
even more recent \'7ork for that matterp is that of 
ensuring that all cases of left=handedness have been 
selected by a standard (or even vaguely similar) 
criterion a 
Hnny yenrs ago left=handeclness was actively 
suppressed in schoolsp and ['.S n result surveys of 
v:::i.tiue; hand used would detect only about tlvo percent 
of the ;?OpuJ..:".tJon so pcrform:tncP uh:Ue mor~ r,(c!cent 
c<J.r:tl:i.:cies c::m find a1)out eiGht percent of: J eft=h:>.n(lcr1 
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p.cr.cent- to s:b~" pl?._rcen:t~ and .thct it -:i.s also more cornnon 
in 6ifns the.n in sin81e bo~:U of~spr!ng by about eleven 
to seven pet'cent respectively~ (Clarke 0 57; JJ:Ust>n and 
Jones 0 32) but there is no concensus as to w}ly ··-this 
should be soo -The current situation is assesse9 by 
Clarke as follo't~Sp "o o agenetic studies have reveqled 
that the development of handedness preference has an 
hereditary basis~ in other 't10rds~ that ones chances of 
being left handed are greater i~ there are instances 
of left~handedness in the familyo FC'tv Hould deny~ 
hoHever~ that factors other than genetic help to 
detennine whether any particular individual will be 
right or left handedooott 
If the genetic effects of handedness are not clear~ 
cutp then neith¢r is the picture of developmental 
cf:::ectso It has been found that the developmental 
st~ges of latcrrility are hiGhly i~dividual and are 
related to quite definite ace rangeso Gesscll and 
/.>1nes ( 0l)7) have reported that early infancy is 
characterised by bilaterality or considerable use o~ 
the nou=dom1.unrit hentlo By the <'-Se Q:f: two n 'telt'.t:ively 
clcoract~t clom:l:ru::nce occuxsp moGtly the right h:1udo 
'i'he Q:J;C o-2 tx·l'o f'.m1 o hal:f se:;s n sb:i.2t beck :.i:nto o. 
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sci1oolchildren usine one hand for several tasks 
-.;-1fthout thD.t hand being the "dominane' one = they may 
be in a transitional bilaterality stageo Hildreth 
( 1 l~8) found that acts subject to training = the use of 
cutlery~ throuing and scribbling for example "' become 
stereotyped earlier than seldom practiced acts~ nnd 
it is believed that the earlier a dominance appears~ 
too stronger it becomes o 
In a large majority~ a lateral dominance is 
apparent and virtually fixed by the age of t't·70~ '1;-Jhile 
a small minority show alternate use of left and right 
hands up to early school age 9 by 't·7hich time any 
preference sho•m is likely to be less stable than that 
of those who 10 stabilizedtt earliero 
If there is a phisiological tendency towards a 
lateral preference~ and such a preference has been 
demonstrated :i.n rats and other animals as Hell as 
man (Tsai and Haurer 1 30p Peterson '31) then such a 
tendency :ts t.mmrcls a prepondenmce of de~:tr0.1i tyo 
T~1e \·70:dt of Peterson supports th12 theory of phj;;io1.o:;ico.l 
bcsin of leterality~ for he found he couXd aftcct the 
nh~nd00 preferencP. ox r~ts by destruction of areas of 
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'it olJ'OUld be no surpi'J:sc to find that lateral' pr.ef:Ct'CtlCC 
is the produ_ct of ind8tm:mipqte wenet1c endo~:Jl'lent o.nd 
a multitude of environmental fnctorso 
It is possible that e;enetically9 one is bo~ l-l:i.th 
a predilection of hand usage rather than a fiJ~ed ability 
to use that hand only» and that predilection is 
strengthened or not as the case may be by sociolonical 
or socinUzine influencoso It has been mentioned 
else;:·Jhere that at some times in some societies lefto 
handedness is positively surpressed» and this factor 
allied to the physical inconvenience that left=hand 
usage can Cf.l.use in a complc~= society exgonomically 
committed to rightOhand usage rnny -,;-vell e:;~ert enough 
early influence upon nn individual uho is not stroncly 
le~t=h;::,nded to chan3c h:i.s l?rc::?crencc to the righto 
The came of gol£ presents an e;=ample of a situat:i.on 
\7hcte rneny natm:-al left ha:v.c1m:s have learned to ;;ley 
the 11right uay round 01 simply through lad~ o:': suitable 
left=hancled equipnent.~ 01: of any instructolr nho coulc1 
,---_- = 
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there appee.rs to be SO tr.nny di~p!W~ t.e ne3~ees o? 
:1.:mdcclnnssp and uhy an ind:iv:1.<1ud. 8 s posit~.on on D 
:1nndec1ness cont:i.nnum c.'1n sh:i.f:t nccordinr, to nt;e~ 
circumste.n.cep and type of test usedo ~Che probJ.em o? 
:tdentif.ying positively the dir.ection of lntcrd. 
preference 5.n humnns P nnd the deGree o£ that preference 
has been one of the gYeatcst stumbling bJ.ocl~s to the 
efforts of rlesigning reliable measuring instruments 
Hhich in turn has caused some of the vast proliferation 
of \·Jhich Clarke complains anc1 uh:i.ch makes nccurc.te 
com)nrisons of different rcncarch projects difficulto 
Provins and Cunliffe ( 0 72) and Rigal (Q7l}) rightly 
question the validity of dete'l.'111i'tling handedness by 
~uestionnairell forp they tn:gue~ no matter hoH co;nprehensive 
nnd sophisticated the c;uestionnaire may bep subjects 
sor.1etimes perfot"Tl differentJ.y from hou they L"eport 
t1w t they per:::orroo The volume and level of langu::tgc 
usc involved in some questionnnires could pJ.so influence 
the accuracy of response of: younger. or less verbnU.y 
abJ.e subjectso 
Dc:nsley e.nd :l?.b:t.n.ov:l.tch ( 070) ~J.so uan1 th.:>.t 
quesU.onDn.:l.T.es of hA.ncl [ECf~~:cncc cr.nnot adec;t.wteJ.; 
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differential manual proficiencyo In their view~ 
hand performance tests are preferablep but adequate 
performance tests of many different tasks by many 
subjects could ~vell be simply too slon and cumbersome 
to be of use to a researcher "in the fieldo" 
This researcher is left~ thereforep :i.n having to 
rely upon the administration of a large assembly of 
observances of subjects actually performing a ran~e 
of tasks or of applying one of the available 
(!Uestionnaire type of test = the only "px-act:i.cal 01 hand 
preference testp that of Van Riper ( 031) having been 
found to be inordinately clumsy to administer and 
unreliable toboot = and the m:itten type of test at 
least lends itself to accurate record of resultsp and 
can be re=applied by others uith equal accuracyo 
This latter course seems at this time to be the 
p~eferable one bearing in mind the possible shortcomincs 
of such tests~ and taking all ?Ossible precautions to 
minimise themo 
Host Hor.ks Nhich study lateral dom:i.uanc0. r.ous:l.de:: 
only uhich haud :l.s preferred for usae;0. at any 3:l.veu 
ta.Bl;: P and tcad to ignore ti1~ £l.cu 5. ty H:r, eh ~-Jh :t ch the 
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,dctctiuination of laternl doniuonce :l.s the obser.vn.ti.on 
of uhich hand is !_)referred for wi-5. ting ~ und :f.ndecd 
Pzoovins and Cunliffe ('77) have found that of the teats 
of dexterity~ the best test=retest scores are those 
for handH·.dting~ but as Clarke discusses~ a person 
found choosing the right hand for "<..rrit.ins may ~·Jell be 
a 01chaneed11 left~handero The consideration of acuity 
in use rather than preference of use is often more easily 
discernable in other areas of lateral dominance than 
handedness;; such other areas are "footedness" and 
"eyedness" a 
m1ile footcdness ~ esl_)ecio.lly kicking foot preference~ 
is found to be highly correlated to handedness~ the 
effects of eyedness are not soo Usually tested by 
observing Hhich eye the subject uses to look dm·m a 
tubeD throuzh a holeD or to "aim" a toy rifle eyedness 
shous nowhere ncar the same degree of correlation uith 
lwndedness o C!o:rke hns found correl~tions betnecn 
eyedness and handedness rm.1t;in3 fx-om almost zex-o to 
over ninety pcrccnto The fact that f?Crformance of 
v:i.sion 5.s not the sc>.me aa eye prc::e:J;"enc~ mo.y account 
(o-,: come of the noted vo:dnTI.COv f:or: -;;;l1Hc ni:-11:l:ne n cun 
m.ny 'm~U uc~Jc.nd U)?On the hcn.d nozcC\J.lly p:cc:':erznd to !told 
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the Heapon 9 and use of the corTesponding eye& there 
is no such clear=cut advantage to looking through a 
hole cut in a piece of card uith one eye or the othe'J:'o 
In this instance acuity of vision Hith one eye o;: 
::mother may ~.;rell be the controlling factoro There 
appears to be no evidence that sight 0 belongs 0 to 
either one of the cerebral hemispheres~ let alone to 
the same 0dominant 0 side t·:rhich contralaterally controls 
handedness (Clarke). As hand~ eyep foot and even ear 
preference are all functions of lateral doro1innnce~ c.:-m 
it be considered that e~camination of hand usage alone 
is proof enough of a dominance of lateral acuity? 
Consideration of the low correlctions bet~·Teen eye and 
ear preference Hith other chosen uses such as hand and 
foot leads to the suspicion that t·7hile eye 8.nd ear 
preference may be someHhat arb:i.trary 9 the almost 
unchanging selection of one h.·md or foot for some 
specific te.sk and the high correlation betuecn the 
selection of hnnd and foot lead one to .r.n.suer j_n the 
- ' -
-. -.r' ... -. 
-~c.isonibl~ to G_dnclude -th;i: usc- of hnnc\;; foot ~--nd 
betBccn hand ancl ;eoot at>e t'ecordedp the correlations 
bat\:e.cn hand and eye~ hand and ~nr P eye nncl ca:r ~ nrc 
much less clearly dcmonstrableo Norc males (8:~) thc.n 
females (5o 97") arc left..= handed lv.ci tcrs ~ but ~oDe left= 
handed lrritcrs are not lar::;ely "left=handed11 in that they 
may have n right hnnd preference for almost all other 
tnsks but m::ttingp \-ihile a not inconsidet'abJ.c number of 
rie;ht handed Hritc:rs may be "changed" left honderso 
Ha~dcclncss is not a discrete ability~ but each 
individual lies on a continuum betl·men the e~:trerJes of 
handedncsso The individual may also shift nlonz the 
continuum depending upon uhich one or ones of a flc;::iblc 
set oi critc~in is uacd to determine hand~dncss at 
that tir:ac o 
t~.nnctt 'reminds us that~ "This ~ange (o:Z hnnrler1ncss) 
'i.s sufi:icicnt to o.ccount foT. the uidcly d:tsc~c~)O'i:'!.t 
~.ncic18nces r~po::te'c :tn the U.tcrQtu:-cc o ~:tcv:!.cun such 
- ·...,_-
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m~nsu:;:-es of rHffercnccs bet-.:rcen. the 1.1n:n.cl.s in skill 
~7h~.ch nre cont:i.nuousJ.y distributed may me!'e 5. t e.2sier 
to avo:i.d the pi tfnlls attcndine the treatment of r:i.r;ht 
nncl lc~t e.s if they Here d:tscreteo" 
The phj.s:i.oJ.ogical basis for handedness may be 
genetically determined or predilected 9 but is also 
obviously influenced to a greater or lesser extent 
by en.vironmentnl factors ·which may not be a regular 
and constant force but ever c!wng:l.n:; and evolving~ 
thereby constantly changing the nature and magnitude 
o·:: their cffecto The rcsul tant position of an individucl 
on a continuum jo:i.ning the tuo extremes of handedness 
is the1:eforc probably a cot:1bination of genetic 
cndm·JIDcnt~ pnrental infJ.uences~ school and peer :;;roup 
pressures z.nd e'~pectations 9 socinl prcjudices 9 and 
ergonomics in n compJ.e::: cuJ.tureo 
It uou1d a~)pen;:~ then 9 that oue of the av£\ilablc 
hnndcdncss C!Uestiound.T·cs uonl.d present the most 
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The quantification so obtained must then be 
co;11par.cd to that established by other cr:i. te:d£'\ to 
verify uhethor or not th@b'C is any me~ningf:nl 
relationship bet~·1een present and past workso 
6So 
3 c) Conf)arison of Handedness nuest:tonna:i.:.:·eso 
.::-=--=~ - - ~ . - , 
Of the mnny ovnilable tests of hand preferc~ce~ 
t!1c subj cc t is observed perfo:in:tnG manual tnsks ~ 'HhHc 
others are "paper and pencil" questionnni.reso 
This latter typep being the r.~ost suitnble for ensc 
of accurate application to large numbers of subjects 
Here considered for use in this wot'l<o 
/tmon2 such ques tionnai :-es j) t1110 uorlts appenr to the 
investigator to be not onJ.y easy to administer and 
accurate to assess~ but are uidely used and therefore 
uell knmm to researchers in the fieldo These tuo are 
hnnett 0 s Hand Preference Questionnaire (Annett 0 70) and 
the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield 0 7l)o On 
e:=o.minat:i.on the tests appear to be quite similar ns 
they are com~rised of a series of questions requirinG 
the subject to indicate Hhich hand~ if eitherp is 
preferred for pa;:t:l.cular. physical activit5.eso .i\nnett 0 s 
c;ucstionna:!.re cons:i.sts o£ tuclve quest:i.ons~ ·ul.1ilc 
OJ.d:':~.(:J.d 0 s hr1.s tm1 0 e>cven of uh:tch c-.re cotnr'1on to 
oecondnry questlon.s 9 to :u!1ich -the su'.:lject ·responds nith 
'v':'. 0 U()r: r:ir;ht .hanu preference) 0 L 0 (forlcft hand 
preference) or 0E0 (for either hand).; From these 
responses the degree of handedness is obtai~edp and 
scorine takes into account the differential "t·mightinr; 
of responses to the 0 primarya and 0 secondary 0 questionso 
Annett is quite adamant that handedness is not 
discrete in ~-JO dichotomous po!esp but is a place 
somewhere on a continuum between the e::tremes "t·There 
very small proportions of the population residea She 
also believes that as there are only tuo main terms 
(left and right) with "t·7h:i.ch to categorise lateral 
diffcrcncesp some of the problems concerning handedness 
and cerebral dominance may have arisen from failu::-e to 
recognise and sepm:ate uhat she calls "mhmd handcrs" 
from consistent handers, both right and lefto 
h.:mdedness in the s2me lieht as describing a person°s 
.ll.nnett 0 s qucstlonnn:i.re hl:o enabled her to :tsoJ.at~ no 
less then t~·mn.ty= three types of handedness~ al thou~:;h 
mnny of these are more conce!.Jtual than practi.cnl 
divisionso There remain~ however.~ si=~ quite pr.o.cticnl 
types of handedness 'tvh:i.ch she eroups ns follo-t·.YS~= 
Consistent right handerso 
Inconsistent right handerso 
'!light ambidexterso 
Left ambide~ctcrs o 
Inconsistent left handcrso 
Consistent left handerso 
For most practical test=result applicationsp 
fmnett concedes that even these si~ categories can be 
condensed into only three~ these heine leftp rightp 
and mi::ed h:;mdersp each category relnting to the fi-rst 
tuop middle tuop and last tHo groups cor.rcs;_->ond:i.nglyo 
The mensure gives a very detailed pictu::-e of a 
subject.s 0 hnndednessp especidly when all other fcccts 
of the testp such rts ana,.ys:·~.., o:: the ~uhj0.ctsp £:0-F:J?onses 
to :l.nd::i.vi..ciual. (}I!QSt.:i.onBp nnd consJiler.:;t~on oi: sldU. r-.:.; 
\7CJ.l ::>. i' rr:c·( 0.1"2ilCC o[ 1JnP..(1 ~ C' ~~e \::".~·:.en 'i.n to .':',CCOl!D. t? l)tl t 
sco~in8 the testso 
To each o:f tho question::;~ the subject is asl~cd to 
o.ccordingly& Should no other but the preferred hnnd 
ever be used for that to.sl~~ tuo plus sicns (·:-:·) ore 
pJ.:::ced in the a;_Jpropdo.tc colur.m; end should neithe;: 
b.1nu consistcntJ.y dom:tnatc the other for tho.t pa;:ticulo.r 
tcsl~~ then a plus can be ;?laced :i.n both the 0 left 0 
rcs~onscsp it is possible to calculntc a numerical 
"Lr.:tcrali ty ~uoticnt" uhich vo1:~cs from ·:-100 't·T11ic~1 
:tnt1::.cntes toto?.l r:t:::;ht handedness to =100 'i·!hic!l inc:tc<'tc::> 
tot:cl left h::ndcdn.ess~ ~rh~lc scores c.i~ound zeT.o ~iOul<.: 
::cn.cc': e~thcr co~n;::>~.ctc mJbidc~~tro.l:!.t::,r or a dc::;rcc o~ 
'T'y,.·,.. "Y"''"~~~ of 0 "co---'IM,...o tl1" ._,,sul· .. s 
... ~ ... •l .. ., ._') t..'-=~· . . '·',. !._.!.t • .._, ' ·- ..... ~ -~ ...... the 
L·i "l~.,n.,... ( 0 7 r;) foUilC1 "'lv-'"" tt~e ·.rc:tn "t .... , 1 1 "'b i 1 ·I 'C"•r o··" .... o •~~··-··"~ ._:~ .._. J. t.. ~c_:.tu .,t. .t... _ "-.:.tJ 1 ... '-'-·---' - ~'--" .I '-"' 
both tests \vMJ quite M.gh~ the hm.1ctt test y~e1.(1:tne c 
uhi!c the Edinburgh Inventory shoued: n product 
moment corrclnt:i.on o:[ ·>Oo 97 o It is pointed out~ houcve;: ~ 
that direct comparison bcb·Jecn the t~Jo tests is not 
really too meaningful ns sliehtly di[Zcrent methods of 
assessment uere used 0 and the fiau-..:o :?or the Edinbu:::r;:;h 
Inventory is perhaps some'l·?hat inflated due to 
statistical -reasons for: computat:i.ono Even so~ the 
figures remoin qui tc impressively high for a. retest of 
a npaper and p'encil 0 type of questionnaire~ and naither 
one of the test seems superior: to the other in ter.ms 
o:Z reliobilityo 
J:t hns been repo1:ted (Bo.rnn1cy c:nd nabinov:l tch 
·
070) t:hot becnuse subjects often seem to LJCrfo1.T.J in o 
m.:mncr different or cont"Lnry to the wny in \'7h1.ch li:hcy 
re;_:~m:t thn t they behave~ 1'77."~. ttcn quos t:tonno.:l.rG$ o.zc 
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imrcntigato~ to bco t·Jary o£ the responses given uithout 
sol(le form of check being undertaken (such as 
observation of the tasks be5.ug enacted) to .. ensure 
that the" vAlidity of the responses is as high as 
possibleo 
In their comparison of: the tests 9 ~-1cHeekan and 
Lishman found that each hnd its advantages and 
disadvantageso The Edinburr;h Inventory gave a greuter 
spread of hand preferencep possibly due to the 
influence of the \vording of the questions us Annett 0 s 
questionnaire USKS merely 111-Yhich hand dO YOU USC00 a 
uhich may direct the subject to ans~·Jer 00 :c.ight" o:;: 
01 left" rather than give the response "ei ther10 9 ·Hhilc 
the Edinburgh Inventory allmvs "if in any case you 
o.re really indifferent put <, in both coJ.umnso" 
Hc:Heekan and Lishman o.J.so point out that the 
allocation· of nurner1.cal scores on a cont5.nt!Ump ns 
u:L th the Ed:i.nbur.gh Invento-r~;~ might appeal :i..n ccrtc.in 
n:i.tuat:ions~ part5.culnrl.y uh:~re these d:-tD neerl to :,c 
co::·ml:·.-~ed to othn:: datao '.Che .!O',Ctl.llal m~-::hoc1 of 
yet this is ho'v tho total score is tabulatedo 
SecondJ.y 9 Oldf:l.eld [j:i.ves equal ucir,ht to aU questio1:1.s 
:l.n der:i.ving the eventual score 9 'Hhile there :i.s no 
enpidcal ev:i.dence for such equ:i.vaJ.enceo t.nnett 
found it necessary to divirle her questions into 
II • to d II d it • h 1 f pn.mary an secon ary type 9 ~n t t 1e ·or.mer 
carrying more 11lveight'' in the scoring system than the 
lattero 
The Laterality Quotient produced by the EdinburGh 
Inventory ousht to be vie:wed as an a:rb:i'.trD.xy scor.e 
;:-ather than a definitive interval of measurement = a 
point conceded by Oldfield himseHo The conclusion 
of t-1cNeekan and Lishman 9 s ~Jork is that the tuo tests 
have 1:i t tle to commend ej. ther above the other~ the 
m3.in criterion of choice beinG 9 perhaps~ the purpose 
for I·Jhich the test is to be uscdo 
Accordingly 9 as the purpose of this w·ork ).s to 
cons:i.der the effects of handedness on S[lnt:i.al ability~ 
Inventory may pzovc to be t!1c more su:i.tabJ.c test for 
th{s purpose o 'l'}1c nll!medcal d2 ta provided by this 
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ln no \Jay definitivep they do provide a means of: 
comparison betHeen subjects uh:i.ch :i.s nt l~ast stal:lJ.co 
The r.eported fnct that the Inventory offers a uide:r 
spread of handedness scores T.Jith f.cwer scores 
bunched at eH:her end and than >v:i.th Annctts 
(uestionnaire may also prove a useful asset~ for 
in comparinG one ability Hith anotherp the T.·Jider 
the spread of the abilities~ the more delicate 
becomes the measuring instrumento 
0o ~lDEDNESS AND SP~TIAL ABILITYo 
n) Academic Interest in Hondedness and Cerebrnl 
Dominanceo 
b) Practical Interest in :.1elntionship of Handedness 
and Spatial Abilityo 
c) HoH Use of Atypical Subjects and Differlng 
Instxuments can lead to Inaccurncy of Definition 
of Relationsh:i.p of Handedness to SpatiD.J. f.bil:i.t;ro 
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• t~ nccu:t:ncy- of .qi.t<mtiffcadon and cot:linidson of hc.ndcdness~ --
• c 
·Hnd the )?rdhlems sJ-~>:tound:i,rtz the dc=::i.nit:!.on <'-nd measu::-~rrient 
of spatioJ. ebllitiesp alon.l; uith tbc po)Jdble se~= effect 
on such n1)11:!. tics is twofold o 
Firstp the academic interest linked by studies of 
lateral dominance and cerebral dominance and the possibility 
of any causal connection~ and secondly the practical 
interest in terms of those ~-1ho deal with subjects 'vhose 
hnndcdncss and abilities are important educntionallyo 
1:. a) 
$;?ntinl o.bHity 3.nd hnn.c1cdncss :ts parU.cul.:::rly 
inte:-esting~ for the uorl~ on laterd. clorainance has a 
vcr":l direct end relevant be:>.ring on cerebro.l dominuncc~ 
the study of the function of the tuo cerebral 
hcwispheres of the brnino 
Uhile the t~·Jo hemispheres uhich com[>rise the 
cerebral corte~~ appear symmetr;.cal in that both contain 
sensory~ motor~ visual o.nd aud:i.to!~Y areas of function~ 
there are quite large differences between the 
psychological functions of the tHo hemisphereso Nan:~l 
of these differences have been disclosed by surgical 
severance of the corpus callosum in attem~ts to 
alleviate severe epileptic siezures in paticntso 
Once the hemispheres have be~n ::;o cHv:i.dedp there 
rem:d.ns no neurnl communicnt:1.on bctueen thcr.1 ant1 the 
subjects of such sep~rat:.i.on demonstro.tc "s;:>J.it=brn:i.n°0 
;:>e:LfOl.lllances o 
l'..fter dev:i.sin3 tents to consic1ct· hm·7 the ce:;..·c~rr.~ 
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research usin3 spli t=brn:i.ner~ onimo1s P the fuuct:i.on.2l 
d:i.ff.exences of thf\ hern~.s~heres h~ve been cJ.n'd.flcd 
o:nd the b~sic princirles cnn be stated ftd.rly s:i.r11ply~ 
The left hemisphere = often celled the oajor 
hemisphere-<> ·which controls motor activities of the 
richt side of the body also caverns the major. par.t 
of 1 nnguage usage D sequential and analytic ac ti v:i. ties~ 
end mathematical computationso 
The rightcominor=hemisphere comprehends and 
responds only to s:i.mpJ.e J.ancuace and mathemat:i.cal 
con,ceptso It does~ ho1-1ever~ appear to have a h:i.ghly 
developed spatial and pattern sense~ and is superior 
to the left in geometrical and des:ign function (H:i.lg<:n:d 
<::ad At1dnson °75) and there is also evidence that the 
richt hemisphere is the centre for nusicnl ability 
(IHlncr n 62) .-.nd "artistic oppredationo" 
_ Kuch \•YOrk has been. d:tr.ectcd tona:.rds refining 
these someuhat crude ~.nd unsophisticated 
compartmentationtox cc·.rcbral ftmct:i.onine 9 hut the 
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HH:;;nrd and Atkinson state 11 oothe fact that r.:i.ght 
hnndedness is the nonn for hur:to.n beings is probably 
connected u:i.th the occurrc.mce of speech :tn the left 
hemisphcreo Some left=handed people hL'.vc the:i.r speech 
areas in the right side of the br.a!np but indications 
~re thnt most have the same dominant hemisphere (the 
left) as r:l.ght=handed peoplco" 
This idea that left=handed subjects are less often 
consistently lateralised in the areas of "speech 
centre" location has been propounded~ as has the concept 
that familial left=handedness tends to indicate the 
lil~elihood of right=hemispheric location of speech 
function (Gilbert 0 74~ Bryden °65)o Sex differences 
are also noted in cerebral lateralisationp females 
being reported as being less often lateralised for 
spatial abilities than males (HcGlone and Kertesz 0 73p 
Levy 0 72 9 Kimura 0 69) o It is as Hell to remember 
iJhen consider:l.ng such evidence~ that females tllay 
demonstrate a greater degree of cross Bodal transfer 
~.nd use ve:rba.l mediation to complete traditionally 
non=verbal tas!ts than thcj.:r: na1~ counterparts 
(0°CaJ.lr•.ghan °77}3 and D!:'~•den ( 0 79) H;)ffiS that 
II 0 oOUC must "!J.•·re!rR be scm.A:l.i.::l.vc. to the [&ct tha':: m-:.y 
d:E:::0.rer~ces ::"oar.t1 mr'~' !.'C)1:~r;cnt ciP.:(feTcv.ccn :;.v. st~7c.':e;;~7 
·a· ti1m: thnn ~;•::ue c1 :l.:'::Z (~re'i.lCtcLJ f11. C(~r.e:,rn:l. Ol7[::;.£>.n:l.sa tJ.on o 11 
. B:~c.w:tnation of such 'H6;;b; ~limJ-s thnt _thc;t arc . 
. ~--
. 
. -
. ;:>;:5~mi.~d1y ~oncerned ~·7ith the location. of the speciHcd 
r:.hH;t ty t·r:i.thin the corte:;~ y.ncl the -(i0.er.ec ·or 
J.ct,erality it seems to present in one sex or. another~ 
or in subjects 't·Tith a particular der;ree of lnte:cal 
dominanceo In a revie"t-7 of literature dealine; uith 
such topoe;raphical differences in bra:i.n organisationp 
Uarshall (~73) points out that many of the claims 
made arc~ in fact~ contradictoryo 
Tt-.ro of the more evident theories will illustrate 
the:! conflicting thoughts on this mattcra The first 
of thesev commonly knoHn as the Levy=Sperry Hypothe~is 
(Levy and Sperry 0 68) postulates that some degree of 
bilateral representation for language skills 'vill be 
fot!nd in a substantial proportion of left=hended 
nuhjectsa This dght=hcmisl?herc component of 
::Icmisphcre and thereby dctex· these lntter sld1lso In 
~···Jt'-"'-r11 ~""''1-"""'C"""'~tJ"on .:n c"c'1 ·~,..,1·1-1s·1'1o.,..e o:-: ···'1" ..,,.,i 11 s l ~.Lw..... ~'"'"""- ~.-..:J c.n .. ,.c..... • I. ..r.. t-:. ..  .-. ........ _ .&.. ~ ,\ L .!. t...t ._. tJ ... ,..._ ,.)_ 
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hrnd~cl. subjcctso This hy;:>othc::ds cn.r.. onJ.y be ~<: st.1:o:J.c; 
t'..IJ its origh.1d 3Ssumpt1ons nbout the b1=latcT.:1.Uty 
oi: J.c:ct=h~mdcd subjects~ nnd cv:i.dence is th<>.t not 
norc th3n 20/J of left=handcrs hove o.n .".pp:;:ec:i .. "1ble 
de~ree of such laterality (l?rattp Harrinc;ton~ Ho.ll:i.do.~' 
0 71) aml in fact the mo.jority of these su~jects 
demonstrate normal left.,hcn:isphcre language controlo 
The supporting evidence does not sho~·7 hou homo~eneous 
the test eroups Herep and if the groups ucre "c1iluted" 
by mixed as \·7ell as pure le:Zt=handcrsp or by f;:,milial 
ns \·7cll as non~fam:Uial left=handcrsp then the 
direction of the results could be distortedo Such n 
distortion could cast doubt upon the validity of the 
hypothesis until more control can he e~~erciscd over 
the s;pecified degree of h.:::1.deC:ness of the subjectsl> 
rend ::>.lso of the ve>lidi ty of the tests of visuo=spnti.::I. 
a:.,n~.ty usedo 
The al ternot:i.ve theo·ry o~ rc1C~t:1.onships bctHcen 
l)C:::!:orwance and noted cere':Jr~l donin:mcc is the 
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:~cmrJ.cs uho clcmor.1.strate a no-;:-e ~1os:l.dveJ.y l.nte:c.::lisod 
st-;:-uctu-.re :tnto lett and LiGht hem1spho;:-o [or vc!:'b::tl 
£md visuocS~)~tJ.nl abilities rcapcctivetyo Bilatc-.ral:tty 
is then claimed to be the moDt effective node for 
spatial proccssingp and this p~:ovidcs an er-;?larwtion 
of the claimed male superiority in this domaino Data 
to support this theory arc cur&ently rather sparscv as 
many pertinent results from normal subjects arc 
infrequently analysed for seJl: differenceso Furthermore~ 
tl1e stated superiority of males over females on such 
tasl~s has been questioned (Kimura 0 69 ~ Nayo and 
Bell 0 72p Boeen et al 0 72) and the evidence for 
biologically determined se~c differences in visuoc 
spatial ability is far from conclusiveo NcGlone and 
DavMson (ij73) conclude that 11 oooVisual noncverbal 
cerebral dominance may be more leftchemisphere 
dcl?m1dent in femnles than in males" v uhi1c thcix 
results of uork with left=hanc1cd subjects controsts 
with the "competition" thco::y of Levy~ thereby failin3 
to suppo!'t that particular hypothcs:i.so 
It :i,s possible that tho type of vintno6 spe~Unl 
: '~-~ ' 
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- ton:sfdered by Levy and -~pe~~y,_ ~~c:i thecwholeAtrea -of 
~-,' ... 
't:nea~~reine~t in$tr4men_ts and deeree of_ l~~e~~-li ty 
. are caiied into qiJestion Yet again,;. 
In general, the left~hemispb,ere of the· cereb_ellum 
seems to be the predominant proc~ss·or of verbal 
concepts, while the right-hemisphere is predotninantly 
the processing-centre of visuo-spatial concep~s. 
Bakan ( 169) and De vlitt- arid Averill ( 1 76) suggest 
that lateral eye movement of a subject dealing with 
a problem is related to the functional specialisation 
of the cerebral hemisphere. They noted that given 
a spatial type of problem, subjects tend to gaze 
left (right hemisphere actuation) tvhile they gazed 
right (left hemisphere actuation) when tackling 
verbal problems.. Although Heiten and Etaugh ( 1 74) 
and Kinsboume ('74) upheld this theory, Croghan 
('75) tends to dispute It, but con,ceded the\~ right 
eye .. movers were· superior to left eye .. t1lovers at all 
cognitive functioning ~ suggesting that: the lef't 
·hemisphere is dominant for high= level abstxact thiru~ing., 
. .., 
..:" 0 o~.' 
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~~e~.Cl.tion.s testv and tho.t ?emr.J.es exhibit J.ess 
consistent S)Ontancous lateral eye QOVament than 
w:leso Th~.s coulc be because females are less 
J.o.ter..':\J.:l.sed than males f.o;: spntJ.rJ. processet; (contro.:ry 
to the Buffery=Gray Hypothesis) or it could also be 
interpreted that females more often use verbal 
mediation. to work in a 01 spat:tal mode11 = using less 
of a Gestalt grasp and more of a verbal type of 
analytical approach thereby accounting for less 
consistency in eye shift during the problem solving 
pr.ocesso 
Another r::tethod of assessing hemispheric function 
is to measure Alpha rhytl~s emitted by each cerebral 
hemisphere during specific brain taskso Because 
Alpha rhythms decrease as ~ositive brain activity 
lncr~?.esesp D. lo~·Jeting of Llpha r.hythms is considered 
to be an indication of increased mental activity in 
the corres:;>onding hemisphereo Such a study; has bP.en 
undertaken by ButJ.er .'2nd GLnss ( 0 7l:.) l·7ho tested by 
Eo:'\oG~ !.J.pha rhythms 5.n both hem:l.s;?heres dur.:i.uc; scvc::aJ, 
nodes of. ce:r.ebr.?.l f.i.mcti.ordn::; f~r:-om 0.yes closed 
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l''lrmery ( 0 79) .suppo'l:'t.s th~.s theory by hi.s uork 
on chilc'l'i:-en of: v~r:t.ous schooJ. grudes~ and adul tso He 
founc~ thnt on a tactile spatinJ. task 9 the left hand 
(r5.ght ?emis;:>here) ;.·;ras signizicantly bcttero .t\lthoueh 
he e~~presses concern that 11 Developmental resenrch is 
lncking in the aren of non=linguistic functions and 
functions thnt shou!.d be lnteraHsed in the right 
hemisphere" 9 he concludes that his findings are 
consistent ~·7ith the hypothesis that hemispheric 
nsymmetry~ at l.enst for. spatial abilities~ develops 
du:dng m:i.ddle chi1dhoodo The term 11m:tddle childhood" 
could be interpreted from his results as being about 
the age of 11 years» for his 5th graders (mean age 
11=3) had stabilized in a significantly superior 
vnttcrn of left=hnnd perfoi.--nlanceo 
It is tempt:i.ng to sup!)ose 9 then 9 th~t if the 
t~7o ho.J.ves of the brain [>Crfm.'TI differently on 
cH.ffcrcnt t.:\sks to give the ueJ.J. documented hemis;:>het'ic 
nsyr:unetry u ~nd the tvro s:i.des of thP. body pe•~forn 
cHff:crcntly on dl.ffc::'CI.tt t::ol~c of :>ldU D.nd acuity 
of: eyrl 9 hr.nrl ~ fnot nne\ car ,..,.s the:; J.n teraJ. domin.'lnc~ 
Clnrkc ( 0 57) hen mention~d thn ~o~~ibility o~ ~ 
connc.ction betHeen the rel~.t~_onsh:l.[l of the tJ·:ro 
She d.tes the uorl':. of <;il~;on uho b~l:i.eve.d th:.1t th~!:e 
the structure and funcd .. onin~ of the hem;_spheres 
rcsulUng in one or the other becoming dominant and 
leading in turn to contrn=late'i:'al hand px-eferenceo It 
uas believed that one het~1isphc:::e uould prove to be 
le:r.zcr~ hcav5.ct'~ be prov:~dcd uith a b(;)tter blood su!):;>ly 
end no.ny other absolute diffc:;cnces;; a theo:c:y Hhich 
~Iilson 11proved10 by demonntrnt:!.n.g thnt the r:i.e;ht 
h:?iil.:i.spheT.e of a lmo·un left=h<rndcd nCf!UOintgnce of his 
nns 1.n fnct hcfl.vicr on post"'riiO>:tem eJ:aminationo 
o::= a relnt:i.onshir> bet\·JCcn hc.nr1cdnoss .:~nrl h~mir.phc::c 
\ 
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of the J.eft=ha.nded ;?O!?u1ation !la.s th:ts pattemo The 
remn:i.ning tM.rd i:w.ve e~. thcr riGht hcmisphex:tc 
nuper:i.ori t~r of b:U.n tcr.1.l ~.:eprcscn. tn tion of the 
l:i.nGuisU.c function (KDner. ~ 3ranch and -::'.nsmu0sen ° 61:) o 
It 1,;ould n;?pear~ then~ that uh:i.le nearly .:>.H 
right~handers have 01normal 11 hemispheric laternlisation 
of cerebral functioningv not all left=handers are 
oppositeo Nany left handers have the same lateralisct:i.m 
ns right handersp l·Jhile familial left handedness is 
irlorc J.:i.lcely to be related to contra=lnteraJ. 
s~ecialisationo The desrec of specialisation difference 
bet\·Yeen males and femnles is undecided~ as is the 
nctual mode of use made by differing subjects on the 
same tnskso 
Although it it1 not ~·J::tth:i.n the scope of th5.s uorl~ 
to attempt to specify the degree of hemisphertie 
J.o.ter.-aJ.:i.se.tion 9 or to investi3;1te the cerebrol 
st-;:ateg5.es employed in tac!~H.ng p;:obJ.ems by di:::fe):f!nt 
f;Ubjcctsp the results must be nnaJ.yscc1 uith these 
dH:Zerenc<~s in mj~ndo HhHe ev:i.dence abounds l::o sho-.r 
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c:(~~ct~-one may J:l~vti t~pon· -tho· 6th~~~- · s::m:t}:}:-J.~r't;h¢ 
·:?v5.d~n.ce t¢lnt!-ne to, se~- ef:f:oc~)ott· ·c9~el)~e::C:-a~r1ina.ric'c 
or lateral d6111inance is incon~lusive~ a~~ .it. is ca 
' • 0 • • '·• •• ,. " • •••• ••• 
matte:c of some importance to est~bl-i'sh: ~-Jhe:t.p:er or not 
such differences in a major cocnitive area e;tist in 
normal schoolchildren~ at an important aee 
educationallyp and 't·7ithin an ordinary school envirorunento 
~; . 
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. 4 b) R~~c~ti_c_a}_}?.!er~s_t.J!t_J1el~'lJ:}pp_sh~. of _Hand_Rr1n<"~~-s 
~E_d ~tJ.al·Abililio 
The need to clarify the current situntion coes 
further than the academic :i.ritercst. in .the mntte:rli 
in~ortant as this may beo It is necessary to 
cvrn:eciatc. the effects \·7hictl tlay be perpeti:ated upon 
pupils either overtly or covertly by teacher 
e::pec ta tions o 
Educational p:ract!ce 9 especially at the classroom 
level~ is primarily concerned \·lith person to person 
situations 9 and in such personal relationships 
e~~pectation and attitude can be B very subtle yet 
important factoro 
It is difficult to determine the factors '\·7hich 
ii!:2luence the pedagoeical an<l idcalogical nppzonchcs 
of the te8cher in a clGssroom situation~ but one 
possii;>le such factoz- uould be 'tJhat the teache:!:' has 9 
thro11gh traitl.ing or subsequent study 9 come to believe 
f'nd h::s pupn sp end the·w must be little doubt th0::: 
':hc.t is believed \"Jill be <'11 ec::ucJ.ly strong detCJ:."Tlino.nt 
o= be!-1<'-viour as th.:tt Hhich is empiricaL The ~cl:i.c~ 
that left=hnndedness uns the 0 cause 0 of: zct.C'.r:l.od 
learning or other educationally unsound pract~ces 
may uell have been a major factor in attempts to 
eradicate left handedness in children by teachers in 
the pasto 
The positive influence o2 teacher beliefs and 
attitudes upon pupil perf01.-mnnce has be~n torell docut:H'!ated 
by-;::.oscnthal and Jacobson (n6G) ~·1ho discovered that 
randomly selected pupils "spurted" academically vihen 
their teacher "tvas led to e~q>cct such a spurto Noth:tnc 
uas a!. tered in the children ° s educ~tionnl prograli.Th1C 
c:~ccpt the teacher 0 s attitude& and Rosenthal end 
Jacobson speculate that uby ·uhat she se.id~ by hou and 
uhen she said· itS> . and by her f~cia1 e'=p:o:-essions~ 
postures~ and perhn.ps her touch~ the tcnchcr may have 
conmn:.micated to the ch:Udr.cn of the e~~per5.ment.eJ. r;roup 
tha.t sJ'tc C}=pcctcd :i.mproved_ :i.ntcH~ctuc,l pc:;:;:fonn~.ncco 11 
D;r t~1e same rC'Jo.sou:l.nc they <>.l so cond.ud<: tha.t ~-Jhen 
tn,:,ch<R:~r; have. a ~.ou O~):l:rdo:1. o:~ th~ d~.Hch·o'Z! 0 s Y.0[~·::n::.~.1~ 
Tuo years 1.atP.r ~ a similar conclus5.on uas drm·rn 
by Bc:d;er~Lunn ( • 70) in her uorlt on stretming in 
primary schoolso Tencher att:i.tudesv she reports~ 
seemed to be at lcant as inDortant as the organisction 
of the school to the childs ncademic and social 
!?Crf.oLmance; and that "these influences (referring to 
teacher attitudes) O[>erate st-rikingly on child:r.en of 
.:wm:agc and belo-t·J average abilityo" It ·uould appca:r~ 
then~ that simply chan3ine; the uey in >·Jhich the 
tencher perceives the pupils can nffect their 
Such perceptions~ uhether based on facts or mere 
presumptions~ can and do affect pupil performcnce end 
the obsc:rv.: don of a pupil ·u,:"i t:tng or perfo:illling in n 
manner i.ndicnting lcft=hnncicdncss could lcacl to a set 
of nsnumptions or preco~cc~tions of the ~otcntial 
• • 1 • t • ( 1 l ,.. • ··~ • t • ) II • t ~,fl • t1 n:.n 1 1.es or nc t o:c c.o:u.2. :<.cs assoc1.a eu Ul. .1 
left handcdncsso 
DhouJ.d the ovcrcll cf::ccta of theca cssu:a;;>t:lo;:w 
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donea On the other hand if the assumptions or 
preconceptions about handedness as related to other 
co3t1itive abiJ.ides are nec;ativeD then the results 
could be quite damagingo In his study "Hightm-m 
Grarrnnar" ( 1 70)~ Lacey relates several case history 
incidents illustrating this pointa In one perhaps 
e~tremc but illuminating case~ Lacey describes an 
i'ncident of a maths teacher >Jho asked a question of 
one of the poorer pupils in the class~ who gave a 
\rrong answ·ero The teacher railed at the child severely 
for his mistake~ and Lacey noted that the tension 
generated by such an incident paralysed the child's 
ability to think~ rendering him incapable of 
concentration and thereby e~racerbating the situationo 
Several othe!:' similar instances are cited by Lacey~ 
sho·wing hmJ the confidence~ self=esteen and perfol"t'la.ncc 
of the pupil can be shattered by the teacher's 
perception of~ react:l.on to and attitude towards himo 
Uhen considering spo.tial abil:i. ty~ an :i.npo;:tant 
atea of cogn:lt:l.ve funct:~.oninc;~ there have bee\.1 reports 
thnt :r:tc;ht handed subjects <'-:ce SU[)cx1or [lerfo:r;11ers 
1n such tnsl~s (LB"V"'J v 69 ~ ii:UJ.er 6 71) ;::M.ch coulu. 1ent1 
to a.Clve;:osr-: nssumptions ebout the e~~;?e.ct~d pm::fo:.T.!c.nc~ 
(I?cte:Lso:n nnd Lcmsky 0 71:.~ i!cCcc 0 76) u~~lch could lecd 
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It i:> im;?ortnnt to dcta:.wine uhich~ H either~ 
of these hypotheses is correct, so that unfounded 
assumptions about abilities can be refuted~ thereby 
preventing damasing e~pectntions and attitudes fro~ 
developing a 
It is believed that any attempt to so determine 
must involve the use of a spatial test uhich cor:ries 
n heavy loading to't·Tards the spatial visuo.Hsation 
factor Vz~ uhich is possibly the "purest" re:,:>resent<':\tion 
of: this form of mental imn~ery 9 \·Jhile at the snme t:tnc 
oinimising these factors uhich may be deoonstrably 
se::~=biasedo It is also necessary that the subjects 
of the \·7ork should be a re1cvcmt saraple of the 
population tDuhich any results might be r;enm:dised~ 
in this case a sam;_:>le of "normal" schoolchildren uhone 
laterality has been determined by the best nvailable 
method~ and ·uho have been n5.nimally e~~;_Josed to such 
possibly efi:ective btit controloble factors as hormone 
production end differeuticl practice at spatially 
oriented tasitso 
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Ilou the· Use. o[;-AtypicC~.l f.ui~l.,~cts arid Diffe;_i~ 
}nstrumepts can lead to IJl.,;'\cTc;.P!.~£X=_Qf De:C5;.,n:i.\:ion of 
nelat:i.onsh:l.p of Handedness to Spatial J\b:iJ.ityo 
Huch of the information recorded about the cffcctn 
of handedness or perform.:lncc on various manual and 
co~nitivc tasl~s is of inte-r:est to educationists~ 
among others~ in their attempts to understnnd and 
benefit their pupils by the discovery cmd nurture of 
nome inherent possibly late11t talent» or conversely 
by the eradication of erroneous preconcept;.ons about 
the student's personalities~ abilities and pred:tlectionso 
Th:i.s type of interest in psychologicnl research 
could be deemed to be a practical interest engende-;:-ed 
for the reasons stated~ but rauch of tlie uorl~ undertc.~~en 
by researchers tends to be of a more clinical inte~cst 9 
u5.th no spec:i.f:tc J.ocus of p;7act5.cal :i'.mpl:i.cation 
intendedo Such c. misomatch of intentions betuecn 
~cader and vrri ter could leac to dangerous assut1ptions ~ 
foJ: the subjects used by rcneazchers :tn thei!: uorlts 
;';t<~.y not l)e ty;:>ic0.l of: the ::;u~)jf;cts to ~:hon the i7cndcl:' 
u:1.nhes to apply t~c f:i.;.l.d:bsso / .. rt cdllcat:ton:l.st~ f:or 
c:~c..n~le 0 1uny ~Yell be in tc:cc:J tnc1 in th0 n.bil i tics o:: 
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~ • •• • 0 t h It . , b·.. t'" . r. q;.; a more o.ccuro. c p rase~ no:<:"'nn~ su J ec s P o,•; 
The practice of o.pplyin~ or Genero.lising findincs 
S[>cci:Hc to one population of subjects to e. .d:i.fferent 
population need hardly be denounced here; yet some 
of the population or samples of individuals used by 
many reseo.x-ches can hardly be described as average or 
nonnnlo In some cases» the research is undertaken 
using university undergraduates (often those encnc~d 
on pslf:cholq_yY coui:ries) as nppat:cntly convenient ce;:>tivc 
subjects by the e~tl?erimcntcro Uh:i.le s_uch subjects Day 
vmli be coi:l.venient and indeed uillinBp they can hardly 
be described 0.9 overage o;;: typical for~ by def5:niti<>nv 
university undergraduates ore chosen as a result of 
h~.ghly selective nco.demii.c oro~9ssoso It is quite 
pxoboble that mony such students have stu.dicd 
r1nthema.t1.cs and other non=vcrbally.biased subjects for 
those subjects uhen give:a n spctit"\l testo 
Othc~r ntyo:tcnl subj<1cts a:rc those twocl by cHnica.~ 
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conducted on brain damaeed subjects 9 Ot' those on 
uhom cerebral su!'gery has been per~ormed~ many of 
these being the inmates of hosp:!.tals o:L o.ther 
institutionso It is allo·ucd that these subjects rac,y 
uell be the best~ or indeed only~ available sou'tce 
for this type of worlt 9 but it is doubtful Hhether the 
responses given by these subjects under these conditions 
uould be typical of a more '8norrnal1 populat;!.one It 
ret:1ains uncertain -..:·7hat effects mo.y ensue from brain 
do.mnge or surgical trauma in the l·7ay of psychological 
functioning~ but it is a distinct possibility that 
SGores given by subjects 1:·1ho ho.ve lon3 been 
inntitutionalised may 1:1ell be depressed by the 
tdvi.:llising effects of institutionalisation (tioney 
and tlittenthal '70)o 
The final e}~a.-nple of the use o:'; subjects not 
rc1cvnnc to educational intenn·ctation o.l though not 
,_::relevant as such is the tendency to uze o.dul t subjects 
rather th~n children :ln schoolo This mo.y not seem such 
ou oc1d choice of subjects as the tGo previously cited 
c::m:t:?lcs 9 yet the;:e is no re'lc.son to suppose thnt 
ci the:r loteral:l ty or spacial nbi!i ty re!'ilfl.:tn U::1chr..ago<l 
It uould appear~ then~ th.:!t for the ..:easons o-2 
1.:-.ck of precise dcf ini t:ton of: uh~ t is bein3 · oensu:rccl 
unde:t: the broad umbrella tero. of spc.tinl nbiJ.ity nlliccl 
to often questionable selection of criteria of 
h<>.ndedness both of uhich terms then D.(lplied to 
subjects not directly relevant to those in whom 
readers of such l70rk may l7ell be interested~:> these 
uorks may be considered inadequate .. 
It is tyl_)ical that Levy ( 8 69) found that left~ 
hnnders l·JCre inferior to right h<:>.nders on 11 perfo·.cmance" 
(visuo=spatial) tests using postgraduate students 
from Calo Techo \-Jhose 01per.formC\ncei' tests uere the 
UoA"L,So subtests~ and ~·7hose laterality \·ms self=stylcdo 
tliller ( 9 71) also used psychology students ubo 
·Here given Noleloi' .. rel.ntions tests and uhose 
lctcrality was decided by ohse'.':'vation of the hand usecl. 
for ur:ttingo 
The uorl~ of I·1cGee ( 9 76) conduded that lef:t 
hrnc1cd malen \7et'e :mpcrio:.: to right handed males by 
tcG~ing t,6 university psycholo2;y stndents on the 
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It Gw.y b~ possible from such hdsfr c;;aop1es to 
:reo.Hsc thnt quite different cd.tcdn are used for 
·~:he seJ.ection of handers in the first pJ.r.':ce ~ -little 
occount of the possible effects o::: rni;.~ed h.:,nde·cs 
3CCQD to have been considered~ in all cases fully 
mature and very hishly selected subjects 't·Jere usedp 
and the applied tests of spatial performance differ 
quite uidely :i.n n3eP form and type. There is no 
evidence to support the theoTy that these instruments 
n~c measurinG substantially the same ability in the 
snmc subjects~ so thci1; conclus:tono c~nnot be used 
to either support or re:Cute a specific hypothesis., 
Uuch 't·m-rl~ is iWH beinG done uhich ~ uue to its 
:lncompatnbili ty of standai:'us and definitions» is not 
o.ssistinG in the clarification of the ovcro.ll picture» 
but :i.s 'i.:'Of:rnct:!.n3 it into evm: sncller fra(iffientso 
DESIGNo 
The- :ioi~-;: flUcstions to be c.slted by th:i.s i-:or!t ~:Jill he cG 
Ho\"7 nccurn te is th2 usc of m::t t~.ug hnnd ns a czi terion 
of handedness in an objective sense? 
It raay be presumed that~ due to the state of the art~ 
a specifically designed and correctly applied and interpzctcd 
hanc1cdnc·ss questionuair.c mi3ht e:i.vc the most accurate 
nv~Ha0J.c nnscssncnt of hnndcdn3so; yet because r:lnuy pnst 
uo:d~s h.-we not used such n cri tcrionl) comvnri.son of ::;uch tiorlw 
becor.1cs c1iHiculte 
This qu0stion is ncccssaryl) therefore~ because of the 
h£">n<l = c.nd considers 't·Yhcthcr the usc of uritinc; hand J.c n 
vcHd criterion of hcn:1edness by cs~::inc; uhnt propo::tioa o:: 
J.cft=hnm1m;:s arc found us5,ne co.ch critc:-::to:n sepo:rntely~ c.nc1 
by :Zindiuc;· uhat ;:>cxccntagc of left hcndcd u:citc.:s ere found 
to lie lc:::t hnnclecl by the criter:l.on of handedness qucst:~on.ncirco 
100. 
~n1nt is the incidence of handedness in the present 
snm;;lc~ rmd hou does this comp~re ui th the reported h~m1ccncss 
from previous ~·mrlts? 
This follo~-1s from the first <:uestionp and cons:i.ders 
uhot the present incidence of handedness iso Accurate 
n::;s~ssmcnt of handedness uill depend upon the usc of chi1<.1-rcn 
uho~ by nature of th(!ir age~ have stabilised in their 
hnncJcdness~ yet have been minimally effected by educational 
and soc:i.nl influenceso 
m1en the validity of the usc of udting hand has been 
considered as a handedness criter:i.on~ and the HOid~s from 
the l?OSt placed in that perspective~ the::1 the comparison of 
r>ast uorl~s with the !?resent work raoy be useable in the 
attempts to define 'Jhethe~ ob not the incidence a= handedness 
is a sto.ble traitD or \·:hether chnnees in the proport:i.on of 
left handednesG ce~n be detectedo 
10h 
rucstion 3o 
'_- -~--:;~ 
~:r!1o.t is the relntionship of s~m to spatial ability 
for nll subjects? 
This th7.Td question is concerned '~ith the :<rcvorted 
male nupcriority on S!;)atially oriented tasks? t1,nd asks uhcthcr 
theTe is a se~~ based difference in mean score and shape of 
distribution of scores on a test of spatial ability which 
docs not involve the folloHin_S coraplicatiortso 
It has been demonstrated frequently \:hat the personc.U..ty 
trni t of Field Dependence c;;tn effect se:c differences on 
ps)rCl1oloG5,.cnl ta!Jlts 9_ lind tl1e pcrcei vcd s~c role of the te.s!~ 
can. slmile~rly be eHcctive in this r.::.-.yo The intention is 
to cont;:-ol fo-r both of these factors by the use of a spf!.tinl 
test uM.ch in .nn for as possi~blc devoid of :!Jicld dependent 
COD. tro llccl i tC:US D C.nt1 uhich is COnS idercd tO be neu trnl in 
tc~o of pc_rceived oc:l: roleo 
The ch:i..lc:lrcn uho are to be the subject of this Ho·.d: t~:uct 
u:i. th h1!;t-;:uct:~.ons c.t!c-1 cooplcte the oct tests~ yet uhich nlH 
minl;,,1:i..oe ho:1.:.101.1n [)ro<luct:l.on effects c.n.U the possibHit;,r o:: 
102. 
Thiz question uill also be posed for left and right 
handecl pupils separately~ as uell as :!:or left and right ha:nders 
togcthc:- 9 in order to determine uhether any sex effect 
found is specific to either left or right h.:mdec'i children. 
Hl1o.t i"s the relationship of handedness to spatial 
ability a) for all subjects 
b) for various ranges of handedness 
c) for each se:~ serycra tcly o 
a) The controls imposed for this part of the question 
Hill be the same for the pupils and for the spatial 
ability test as those mentioned in question 3 above» 
and the handedness of the pupils 'Jill be dctet1mincd 
by the application of a reliC!blc handedness questionnC!i!'Co 
b) The correlations betueen hcmdcdness and spatiC!l 
ab:Uity uill be e•:plor.ed for differing ranges of 
hQndedncss. This t·7ill be achieved by us5,nG a test o~ 
handedness uhich nUl nlloi'J vm:y:.tng dc:;rees of handcc'lne:Js 
to be ident:i.:':iec'l~ so that the spat:J.oJ, cb:U.ity of r.1oze 
-~·_:_ . - _: 
c) This section o:E the question deals t·1ith the 
rrtlctiohshi:? be~Jeen h:;mdedness and spa,tio1 aM.lity 
;?cicsilHU ty of oc::~d~.fferencos rruot be ccr:widered. 
!n ordc'i:' that theoc questions can be cous:tdered~ the 
pupils 't'l!H be· of an age at uhich thc:lr spatial ability and 
the:i.rhonuedncss uill be fully developed~ yet at Hhieh the 
Hell <.locumentccl prc=aclolcoccnt "academic spurt" by females may 
be minirnnl~ c:s will the ;?Upils' hot'Ttlotml procluction rates{ 
It :to 1'l.:loo uccCBsa&yp innoZar M is possiblol) that the ·pup:tln 
nhould hnvo tmdcrto.l:cn ~r.ondl~r n:lmil-or cducntion6l c~~pcdcnce~ 
nncl thnt nci thor sc:: nor hcndedncss m:oup Hill have been 
subjcctcu to npcci:;icc:lly <liffercntictcd c::per1cncez. ubich 
could ~c construecl as "pxacticeot in the ocader.1ic senseo Such 
pupi!s uill be thone uX1o t:n:c in thc:tl:' finel year of prim~t:y 
education a 
•.. I:-
NETHODS., 
n) INST?.m:mN'l;'_~o 
(:t) · Handedness Gttesdonnaireo 
(i:t) S!:)2tial J'.'Qility 7esto 
1)) SUBJECTS c. 
d) ANALYSISo 
For the reasons stated earlier~ namely the 
reliability of the test~ the spx-eac1 of scores offered 
and the convenience for statist-ical nu'1:'noses of 
. . . . ... -· :.. .. -
o.htain:tns a numerical quotient for handedness; the 
instrument chosen f.or definition of handedness is the 
f.s OldfielCl' s uork '1:-Jas n:?J:>licd to University 
unde:rgraduatcs 9 and the orieinal te~t of the question-.:1aire 
cont~ins vocabulary uhicl1~ lJh:Ue suited to Oldfield's 
subjects may not be functionally legible to youneer 
oz less lineuistically able pu)ils~ I decided to 
c.lter the level of vo~abulm:y used l·:rithout loss of 
This uo1;'I~ intends to uscv os subjects~ p:u[Jilf.l 
o:: the. hiahest age range in primcry schools~ thnt is 
of nbout ten to eleven years of a~c~ c:nu n1so to usc 
pu;:Hs f:rom nc;:oss the uhole ro:::t::;c of mcntbl ability. 
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Figure 1 
OLDFIELD'S ORIGIN.r.L QU:CTIOHt\l'AlllE (1970) 
r:~uicn1 Research Council Speech ~ Communication Unito 
EDINDUP..GH II!'.NDEDNESS INVEriTO::W 
Surn~me oooooooooooooooooooooo Given Names oooooooooooooo•o•••ooo 
Date of Birth oooooooooooooooo Se~~ ooooooooooooooo 
::J.cese · ind:tce.te. your pr.cfe:rence in the use of h:::nds in 
the foJ:io~Jine cctivities by putHn:c -:· in the nppropriatc cqlunno 
Hhcrc the p;:-eference is so stron:; thnt you uould never tr.:,r to 
usc the ot.her hand unless absolutely forced to, p_ut ·:-:·. If in 
any co:Jc you ore readily indifferent put ·!· in both colm'ina o 
Do~c of the activitien re<}uirc both_ h.::!m1so In theo0 cases 
thc--;?~Tt of-the tasl~~ or object~ :Zo:: 'uhich h~n:d :ncferencc is 
uantcc't 1.s indicated in br.ncl~ct:Jo 
J:!ense t:.:y ·to ansuer · c.H the gucstions 9 and onl.y lc~ve a 
blc.nl: :tf you hove no d:.:J:le:dencc .;;t D.ll of the object 07C tc.o~':o 
! ':7riting 
==============~~============~~~~= 
5 Toothhruah . 
G !':~OC)'U (t~L))C;:: h:::n.d) 
~'=---~-= ~ .:..~~~:;~ :.,.:::--'--:::- _"':;_.(: __ ==--:;--:--:=-~:; :.c-~e-;:.~-,:;._~¢;=_~---~~-c::::::;:;::=---,:;::::~--,-~~ --:::::::;.~-=~ : :~-----:--::::-·:_--:;~-c .. ~-:) 
c.~~()~ ~ ~c·:~·~~~~-s I·:_t~.c;~ -~~-:: :~::~ =---==~~=~ ~ ~~-~ ~-~=-~ =~oo ~J! ~==== ~f '--= = ~ = ~ = 
JO (l~c"J.~-":3 bo:: ( U.c1) ll 11[ 
e==-" ===· = '~·-=·~-- ---~ .,. C- -~ ~-==··=~== ----~-=~=~==~-==-===_:1\·,,. .. :=--~~. •.~= =.=.-==~== 
.r· .. -,: ... i."'· 9t ·~oo~~ (.,......, ~,...-."'1 :J..--,".~, .... ,. ... ~Q '1'.-.• ·t~"'· · ··. -~.~~., .. "0 _:1 !! ~~-~ ~ ,_:_, = ~-:=-~:_~, = =.-.. ~~.,:,:=~-" -o·--~ -~ ·,·-----.'"~=· , -~· :~ ~- ~;,~~~::=-~~-'; j =====··I! = ·== -= •.:_,,,:" 
13. ,.>:l.ch cyo do ~?OlJ u:-;o \:h:;~J. v.u:~-}:; t?:<:J.y ca.~:? . ~ _ J 
t~-~-~-;;: .;._ ..::-...::=..--= ~-: --- -~~...--:..=-~..::--::_.:_-:::;_·::;:: ... -::--= ...=__-;. :_ ~;-~~__;::: :- :::~:::c .. ::;"-~--;----::_:::;.::::;:....-=..~-~.:::_-....::::.=.::..,..t T---=-==-l::-::-===-__:::_-~--, 
In vieu of the un!~nolm no.tur~ of the test >:7heil 
npplied to young children9 ond to the foct that some 
of tllc v1ording of the te:::t >·ms to be chnnged 9 it ~7ns 
decided .that a pHot study sl~ould be conduc~ed to 
note the, efficacy o£ the test and to verify thc.t ti1c 
tc::t changes uere suitably 1ccible and un.derstn11.Gnblc 
to th_e children involved. 
. . . 
stud:1es hnvc inc1icated o possiblff connection \:>etwccn 
fo..il:i.li·al hnndec1ncss and ··lot.crnl ~ijom:i.nqncc (Q:U.bett 
,97l~~ Bryden 1 7-5) I decided to ndc1 t<ithc questionno:i.rc 
nt this desien stage~ questions specific to the 
honc1cdness o~ the subjects' Dc.rcntso This informo.t:i.onp 
:!.t: uns thoug11tp mny shed some light on the inddcncc 
of "inherited" hc.ndedness 9 and o~ nny indi.cation of 
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FIRST MODIFIED QUESTIONNAIRE. FIG. 2 
StJR.N~ffi • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 01'HER NM1ES •••••••••••••••••• 
DATE OF BIRTH ••••••••••••••.•••• 
IS YOUR MOTHER LEFT-HANDED? 
IS YOUR FATHER LEFT-HANDED? 
YES/NO 
YES/NO 
Please shm11 which hand you would use for each of these activities 
by putting a plus sign (+) in the "left" or "right" column. If 
you Hould never try to use the other hand unless you ·were forced 
to, put two plusses (-H-) in that column. If you really don ' t 
care ·which hand you use for that activity, put a plus (+) in 
BOTH columns. 
Try to answer all the questions. 
t·1HICH HAND DO YOU USE 
1. FOil \VRITING. 
2. FOR DRAviNG. 
3. FO THROWING A BALL TO HIT A TARGET. 
4. TO CUT WITH SCISSO So 
5, TO HOLD A TOOTHBRUSH WHILE CLEANING YOUR 
TEETH. 
6. TO HOLD A KNIFE (WITHOUT A FORK). 
7. TO HOLD A SPOON. 
8. AT THE TOP OF A BROOM HHILE SHEEPING. 
9 o TO HOLD A MATCH llHILE STRIKING IT. 
10. TO OPEN THE LID OF A BOX. 
L.Q. 
LEFT RIGHT 
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Theoc chilch:en wezc th~::efm:c mcr'lbc·b of the s.:1r.1e class 
nne from one of the SChooJ.s to be USced in the mbin \JO:dc~ 
hut due to the tit:t!>.'lG of the test the pupils u,scd in 
the pilot ctudy hnd tra.nsf cz-rcd to seconclr:ry school~ to 
he :replaced by ci different class of pupils uho tierc 
the subjects of the main ·uo:d~. 
In this way si:nilnr subjects uere used in both-
the pilot study c?.nd the main t-Torlt~ but uere not» in 
~net, the same pupilso The results demonstrated that 
despite the simplified tcmt9 of the 27 subjects on1y 
the .menn.ing of the instructionso One. outsten(Hng 
·~ .. 
c~u,_:nple uns the f;;~ct that9 d~tc to .i[>parcnt 
misunderstanding of the inst'kuctions 9 many pupils hqd 
put a total of three •,:.• siens in the columns fox- each 
activity instead of a mm~it:IU:Ll of t"t'70o 
T\io ::::ul'ther !?roble111s enerc;ed from en: nne-lysi-s of 
the rcsult~ 9 one of these beine relevant to-the 
ci~.rity of ·the instructions~ the other nato The 
Hrnt of these problems concc1.-ns question nuJJ.be:r 10 
on the questionn.n_ire reJ.ot7.n~ to the opcu~n~ of n bm::o 
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the lid 9 it :ts possible to misuncJ.ei-stand -·uhich hand 
p>;;cference is beinn requestcdo Having :tnterpreted 
the ansucrs given (incorrectly) by "coiitmon sense" 
int€n:-pretations 9 this particular question scqm~d to 
indicate choice of hancl contrary to the obviously 
predominant hand in 7 out of 25 cases (28%). 
The second problem 't·Jas that of the questions 
obout familial handedne'ss. Many of the-se 't·Jere left 
unans~vered 9 or in the case of the "yes/no11 choicep 
both alternatives ·uer.c delctedo 
A logical conclusion of thene results uns thnt 
nl th<mgh the instructions of the questionnaire had 
been simplifiedp some of the semantics had been lost 0 
for theJCc appeared to be so:ne confusion obout 9 or r<>otn for 
misinterpretation of 9 these instructionso The 
instructions uerc re.,tr.d.tten for a second trial 
que$tionnaire 9 in an att~pt to clarify the meaninr; 
v7ithout complication of the lr.neuage usecl.o The 
op;:ortunity uas tnl\:.cn to rcophro.se qtJ,estion 10 "to mat-:.e 
clearer the direction of the hand usae;e rnqu:tredo The 
r.ueotions ~-;ere f'.lso se?).Rratcd by !wr!zon~cJ. Hnco 
ac::.~or..n the question!w,:1:r.c to cb.ahle tho £HUns in 
m1d t'CN1 ~.TI:_; f2 the questionnn:".:ro to he c.ccorr~1-U.sh:::d 
u~t th t;"Lco.tbs- :2acH:i.t.yo TEo dcc!n:lon \7t:n tnl~en t0 c:UoH 
the questions about fm.tilial handcrlness to, remain on 
the questionnaire to deterwine ~,Jhe.th.er any further 
in:Connation could be clicitedo 
The revised questionnaire (Fig<> 3) t-Jas now 
ndministered to 12 pupilsp 3 girls and 9 boys~ all of 
uhom uer.e of the name age as the original children nnd 
ucre all in one class (although a different class to the 
oricinal children) in the same school as '1>7as used for 
the first test& 
All of the revised quest:~.onnnires ~-rere completed 
correctly; that is ~·Ji.thout a[>parcnt misunderstandiuc 
of the ins true tions 0 for all ques ti.ons ncre anm·mred 
in the correct manncro 
As a means of checldng the test/retest reliability 
of the questionnaire ~-n this form uhcn civen to pupils 
o-: th:'i.s ngell B retest of the snme 12 subjects ~·:rD.S 
.-.ud tho same instructions~ c.nd acnin tho !1Uest~.onnnires 
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SECOND MODIFIED QUESTIONNAI RE 
SCI1:00I~ • • o • CJ •••••••••• • •••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• • 
SURNM·1E • • 0 •• 0 •••••••••••••• OTI-IEP. NAMES •••••• • •••••• • ••• • • 
DATZ OF BIRTH ••• • •••••••••• TODAY0S Di\TE •••••••••••••••• •• 
IS YOUR MOTHER LEFT-HANDED? YES/NO 
I S YOUR FATHER LEFT-HANDED? YES/NO 
Please shoH which hand you use fo r each of these 
act:tvi tics by putting a plus sign (: -) in either the "left" or 
" right" column. 
I f you w·ould never use the other hand unless you V7e1.\.e 
forced to, put two plus signs (·H-) in the colunm of the hand 
you do use. 
If you really don ' t care which hand you use , put a plus 
siz;n (·!· ) in both the " left" ~ the " right" colunms. 
HHICH Il!:.ND DO YOU USE LEFT 2 IGH'::' 
1. FOI', ~T'UTING. 
2 • FOr. DRAHING. 
3 • FO:'.. THRO:JING A BALL TO HIT i\ TARGET • -"~~------~~--------~------~----~---------~-----+--------1 
.-i!_ TO CUT HITH SCISSORS. 
6. _J.Q.J:lQl~ A KNIFE ( :HTHQQ._T..l:.!'.QRK ).!-~-·., ·-----1-. .. .... ~ ... ..... - ... 
-----+--·--~-------
..2.:. TO HOLD A MATCH :lH!f!...§..:.T;;.;R.:;II::.;ZI;;;;,N;.;.;G;;;...:I;.;T;.;:~:...-------+---+-w-- -
10. TO HOLD THE LID OF A BO~~ ~7IIILB OPENING THE uo;~ 
qucot:toana.i::c~ a1.1.d seemed to :hitlica.te that th~ 
i':ltcn.c1ccl mco.u:l..nr; of question 10 (bo:~ oprm:tn:e;) hn'1 ~10~7 
been claTi:Hcdo 
The questions rclotinr; to 2am:tHnl handcd!lcss ucrc 
all complctcd 9 althour;h no method of vcrifyinr; the 
accur.,cy o:& these responses uo.s o.vnHnble to the tcstc'l:'o 
Comparison of the test and retest questionnaires 
shoHed that of the tuclve suojccts~ only t~·:o completed 
::i.de:1t-tcal rcn;:>onscs o Tuo mo::e endec1 1::tth idc·ntlcnl 
rv:ti.(1.cd:acss quotients cue to Iilw1~in3 tuo ''balr.nc:i.:n::t 
c.ltcro.tions on the second qucstionn~irco TUc -tcmn:i.nin3 
cinht pup:Us ended u!th d:t.ffcr:cnt lotcra.Hty quotientc 
on the second (retest) questiowic.ireo In fnc.t the. 
l<>,te;;nlHy qtm'i:ient neon 011 tho :first test i·:as 60o3p 
\7hich altered to 63o3 for the 'r11Co.n quotient of: the 
1:ctest~ a chon3e of the ma~i tur1c or sonc 5~~ ovcrn11~ 
!~ ;_n:oduct moment cor-;r;eJ.nt.lon coc:f;fic:tcnt bctm~en the 
teet and re.test sco:::-cs uas caJ.culatcc1 t;.\1: •:-oo 77 ~ uli.:i.ch 
i.n s:l.enif5,cD.Tit at the Oo01 !cvelo A 0 t 0 test of 
s1.3Ui:Hcance sho1red no stat~ . .st;c.e::rl ~~.J.:':fa~c:.lco l1cf;ueen 
the test and 'i~ctcnt .scm7CSo 
;lli:tl~ the correlations beb·iecn test atid. retest 
scores a,re quite hi3h~ it could be col1,sideicd-as 
mildly strtpris:tng that they arc not higher still~ for 
o;;·rhcn asl~ed the same question i'ihout uhich hal;ld one 
same anfmer "' even if the (!uentions are posec1 four 
months aparto This laclt of perfection .of fit bctu:een 
the two ~ets of scores ought to serve as a timely 
reminder of the imperfection of such questionnaires; 
and· of the dan~e:r of C}ttrapolating too freely from 
the:1.r resul.tso 
Because of the>success attai1.1ed by the second 
modifiecl questionnaire in its legibility and clnrity 
lis displayed in the way subjects of the required age 
nnd ability rat?-~e could mal'e se&lsibl'c _and repc_atcd 
responses to· the questionsv it \·:as dec:.f.dcd· to; utilise 
this particul~'r. vezs~;·on of the questionn<\ire t-ri:thou.t 
furthe-n alterat::i.ono 
. . 
!t l?nS also dec~.d~d thc.t~ ~s d:tffercnt inst;:-uctions 
given to diffch'cnt eroups of subjects ma.y lead to 
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( 1910) 
cited by Bamsley and H.abinovitcht\subjccts uere to be 
t>.sked to "net out" nny of the actions about uhich 
uncertainty pertained; and to carry out randcm 
"spot checks" on nubjects by not.ine; the:i.r \rd.tten 
rcsr>onse to a particular question and then ank them 
to perform it under observationo 
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T.:~blc I 
Version of the Eoll.Io Used Hcreo 
SuP....JECT TEST I TEST II CW1•1G~.::: 
NOo SCORE scor..n OF ~cc· .. ;.z 
1 +60 -:·80 ·:·20 
2 ·!,90 ·!·70 =20 
3 ·:·90 c:-no =!0 
~~ .::70 ·:·50 =::!0 
5 -:~6()' -::so 0 
6 <·60 ·:-so =lO 
7 ·:·100 ·:-100 0 
8 ·:·t~o -:·L;.O 0 
9 ·:·50 -:-60 -:-1.0 
10 -::60 ·:-t:.O =~0 
u ·:-no ·:·80 .0 
12 ·:·60 <·50 ~1o 
( ... ) :1.!1. .··· 
.,.·; 
l3cccuse of ita ttteeting the sr>ntid · cri"i:adn 
zt~ted above~ its lolY reliance on verbal Gtd.lln and 
com;~~:n:o.tively short ndminist:cation tlmep (e<~ven the 
oge and abiHty of the subjects)p it ua.s dcddcd to 
This particular test was specifically l-TJ:itten for 
children~ and is sMndardiscd for tho ogc rouge 10 
ye.::trs 7 months to 11 ye8rs 6 montht uh:i:ch is rnoc:i.oety 
the Eil:ngc o.Z the :!.ntended subjects o:C this uo!:l;;o 
nould administer ito Fu:ct11Cn.lore ~ although the 
't"JOrld.na time of the test totals 261.2 miuutcs~ each 
section of the test allous the subjects to p-z:actico an 
urunarl~cd responsep and then ask questions to clarify 
l)Ot'tion of the test is notp of cou·rse~ t:i.1<1ed; yet 
adds to the totol administration tir.?.e of the testo 
ndn:tniste:dng the test is lmvo:ctent from the po:tnts 
. ·~"? ·,. 
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tm:Cc.m:i..H.arity of and loclt of c:';:pe:;:;,ence 1n admini:::ter:i,ag 
this tcst 9 it uas decided to conduct a smAll v.Hot studyo 
Ten pupils \Jere selected i:ro:n the same cl.9,ss of 
the snfile school as used in the pilot ntudy of the 
hnndcdness instrument~ and Here selected by cgc 
criterion aloncp no other foetor beina consideredo They 
'·rere~ in fact the ten oldest l?Upils available :i..u that 
classo The test ~-ms admin5.stcred by the author 
according to the mnnual of instructions prov~.ded ;dth 
the test» jnd the children uerc observed carefully 
c:1u!"·ing the -uor~.dne of the tcstp uhile the non=uc)::ki.nc 
o.si?ccts of the test such v.s e;~planations nnd practices 
1Jere carefully timedo 
/'1.s the uritten instructions of the test ."!re fm-1 
nnd simple» no severe problems should be encountered~ 
and this proved to be the cn.seo Nost of the :l:nstruct:i.ons 
for the subjects ore verbAlp opcnine the possihiHty 
of miscomprchcnsion~ but an plenty of opp017tun5.ty is 
Given in the test for e:~plo.nation a.nd the nsl:ing l'.V.d 
art:merin::; of questions a!on3 u:tth c pr.:-.ct:tc~ test 
(u!.'n:nrl::.cd) of each subtcst befo-re tho nctuu.l nc.z?::.ccl 
T!;c test uns completed by nll f!UI?ils \7:1.~4 no nppercnt 
difficulties and as each subtcst is relative~y short~ 
the authol' could observe no limitation to correct 
completion of the \·JOrk due to bo:ceCiow or lack of 
concentration spano 
Tlie time nHovJance for the aggreaute of the sub= 
tests is 26~ minutes» but the e:~planation and practice 
clement StJells this to avpro"imately 4l~ minutes in totolo 
As statcc1 0 this ntln:l,l pilot study detected no 
problems Hith the no.tu-:r:e 0 mnte-rie.l or completion of 
the test» and the resqlts obtoincd~ uhen standardised 
Y'cvealed a spread of 94 to 140 uith a mean of l16o2 
Ran. ocorcs gc.ve a racrm of 55 for ell pupils~ a 
occ.n of 50o2 for male.s and a mcnn of 59o8 for. fcr:w.lcoo 
(nee Table 2) 
!n his stntoda.:tdisali~ trials, U.ntts obtained mean 
is paid to this apparent ancmaly 9 for only 10 pupils 
·were tested 0 and one or two unusual scores couldl 
cause disproportionate distor.tion of the results 9 compared 
to the !~754 subjects used by Hattso 
Nevertheless the pilot study has confirmed the 
test ns being a viable instrument to use for the subjects 
envisaged in this t1orko 
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~~esults of Spatial /tbility Pilot Gtudyo 
D.nu Scores Standardised Scores 
08 l/}0 
28 % 
31 100 
90 lt~O 
62 J.:n 
m= 59o0 l!l c 119 
r,m7 Scores S tcndord:U::cd Scores 
55 J.J. 7 
27 96 
59 1?.0 
2L} f)l~ 
86 1/:.o 
Ill :::-:: 50o2 f!J_:O: J.l3 0 {} 
m r.-: 55 D n ~.~.Go~ 
No .......... 4!:·4·0-··5·-8-····· .. ·· 
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THIS TEST IS COPYRIGHT 
SPATIAL TEST 2 
(THREE-DIM ENSIONALJ 
By 
A. F. WATTS M.A •• D.Lit. 
with the assistance of 
D. A. PIDGEON, B.Sc., and M. K. B. RICHARDS. M.A., M.Sc., Ph.D. 
DO NOT TURN OVER OR OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO 
FILL IN THE FOLLOWING PARTICULARS:-
SURNAME .................................................................................................................... . 
CHRISTIAN NAME(S) ..................................................................................................... . 
NAME OF YOUR SCHOOL ............................................................................................ . 
YOUR AGE .................. YEARS .................. MONTHS 
TO-DAY'S DATE ............................. DATE OF BIRTH 
Notto be filled in by the Scholar 
PAGE lTBM ScoRE 
Nos. 
5 1-20 
8 21-40 
1---1---1------
12 41-50 
13 1 51-60 1 
16 161-70 ,-----1 
_17_/_7 __ 1-_s_o -r-----:--1 
20 81-100 
ToTAL 
Age Years Completed Months 
Standardised I 
Score ... 
READ THE FOLLOWING CAREFULLY:-
I. Do not open this book until you are told to do so. 
2. The test is in sections. You will be told how much time is allowed -
for each section. 
3. When you come to the end of a page, FOLLOW THE INSTRUC-
TIONS given at the bottom. 
4. Each time you are told to stop, STOP WORKING AT ONCE. 
5. Work as quickly and as carefully as you can. 
6. If when you try a question you find you cannot do it, DO NOT 
WASTE TIME BUT GO ON TO THE NEXT. 
7. Make any alterations in your answers CLEARLY. 
8. ASK NO QUESTIONS AT ALL DURING THE TEST. 
9. If you should require another pencil, put up your hand. 
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This match box has a black spot 
on one corner. 
PRACTICE TEST I 
MATCH BOX C·ORNERS 
The dotted lines show the edges out 
of sight. 
3 
This is the same match box 
turned round. 
The same match box is shown turned round to three different positions. Where should the black spot 
be now? 
Put a black spot on to the correct corner on each box. 
B 
A 
I 
~.l 
E , 
' 
H 
'G 
H 
D 
I 
·F -~ 
... ' 
..... ,,. ~ .. 
;D 
• 
' 
Do NOT turn over until you are told to do so 
B 
F 
4 
Do NOT turn be-ck· to earlier pe~ges 
-·- ~ . . " . ; ._ ·' 
TEST I MATCH BOX CORNERS 
Time allowed~lt mins. 
Put a spot on the boxes so that all five boxes in each row have their spots on the same corner. 
I 
-- --l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.. •---
3 
13 14 15 
17 18 
Do NOT turn over until you are told to do so 
/ 
-- ;_ -1..., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ,.. __ 
5 
Do NOT turn back to earlier pages 
This shape 
This shape 
PRACTICE TEST 2 
SHAPES AND MODELS 
can be cut out and folded 
fo look like this: 
can also be cut out and 
folded at the dotted line 
to make this model: 
Now look at these three shapes: 
They can be cut out and folded to make the models X, Y, and Z below. 
Put a letter on each shape to show which model can be made from it. 
The first has been done for you. 
Do NOT turn over until you are told to do so 
7 
8 
TEST 2 SH_A"PES AND MODELS 
. - -
PUT A LETTER ON EACH SHAPE TO' SHOW THE MODEL THAT CAN- .BE MADE FROM IT.-
21 
22 
: i I I 
I 
' 
23 
24 
25 
-··--- , ! 
' 
I 
I t I 
I I 
26 
[ 
27 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
35 
28 
36 
29 
30 
31 37 
32 
38 
I ·-·; j 39~-~~-,d;..,. =-====d· ~ :------
-:J -L.,;..;I- --~~·-l ~~~.J 
34 
·- ,__, 
40 
9 
THIESE ARE THE MODELS WHICH CAN BE MADE FROM THE SHAPES ON THE OP~OSITE 
PAGE. 
r-<"----,/1 I v 
G 
E 
K 
J 
p 
T 
Do NOT turn over until you are told to do so 
10 
Do NOT turn back to earlier pages 
' 
' ... 
... 
A 
... 
'·-----
PRACTICE TEST 3 
SCi)UARE COMPLETION 
B 
II 
c 
The figures shown under 8 and C are like pieces of a jig-saw puzzle. When put together, they ·make 
the square under A. . 
~--------------------------------- c 
Which of the five pieces under C has to be added to 8 to make the square A? It is number 3, so it 
has been underlined. Notice that it has been turned round, but it still fits. 
Here, number 4 fits, although it has been turned over this time. 
Now do the three others below-underline the figure under C which when added to 8 will make the 
square A. Remember, it might be turned round, or turned over, or both. 
A B ~---------------------------c 
0=[7+~0 
D=OdJ+ D> 0 
D=[S + LU ~ 
~L£] 
~tJ 
~~[? 
Do NOT turn over until you are told fo do so 
12 
TEST ]' SQUARE COMPLETI,ON Time allowed-=6! mins. 
UNDERLINE THE FIGURE UNDER ,C WHICH WHEN ADDED TO B WILL MAKE THE SQUARE A. 
A B. c-· ~______, 
410=u+VlJ [? 6 \J D 
420 = c:2J + ~ iJ [JJ [S \] 
430= ~+[S L:J ~ cs Lj 
440=~+[) D Do[? 
450=Lb+VU ~ <J C> ~ 
460= ~+b LJ LL dJ C? 
470=[I +0 (] o D u 
480=U +C? ~ ~ ~ tiJ 
490=9+[~ D [ry7 t] d 
soD= ca +~ ell (J.(b{] d 
Go ·Straight On To Th,e Next Page 
• ' = • 
. • ::. !_ - - " ' . . --.-
.- . .. - ·, 
DO THESE ~N THE SAME WAY. 
A B C----. 
SIO~C=J+CS D [] v c2J 
520=c£j+[1 [S\J (J ~ ~ 
530=P +d dJ ~ U ~ 
0 
54D=o +2J d ~ cs ceJ 
550=~ +~ ~ [fJ &J ~ 
56D=rE +LJLJ EJ 8 ~ ~ 
570=~ +~ [? ~ ~ ~ 
ssD=VH+ciJ ZJ ~ U ~ 
590=~+[> CZJ ~ Z] ~ 
600=d+~ <J C7 [) ~ 
Do NOT turn over until you are told to do so 
13 
14 
Do NOT turn back to earlier pages 
Here is a square 
PRACTICE TE.ST 4 
PAPER FOLDING 
15 
A H is folded in half. And then in half again. 
B 
i 
-----!--·--
The dotted lines show the folds. 
Suppose you cut away a piece from the folded square B, it might look like this: 
The shaded part is the cutaway part. 
What would it look like if you unfolded the whole square again? 
Like this: 
Now look at this one. 
When the folded square B has a piece cut off one side as shown by the shading, and it is then 
unfolded again, it will look like ..• number 3. Therefore number 3 has been underlined. 
A 
I 
I 
---·r···-
' 
' 
B 
I 
I 
--,---
I 
I 
- - r - -
I 
' : 
2 3 
Now try this one. Underline the square on the right of 8 that gives you the answer. 
A B 
----r----- ---~--· 
2 3 
Do NOT turn over until you are told to do so 
. 
----
1 
4 
-- - -_. ·-- --
I 
' 
4 
16 .. -· .· . .• -~. 
TEST 4- PAPER FOLDI~NG. 
. . 
Time allowed"::'""""l} mil'is. ; 
Underline t~e square on the right that looks like_ the s~all square unfolded. 
[]. . ... :.~-- ~~J---~ ~ _ _! ___ . ·~-L-_ ~-:~---~ 1. -L · I ·. I 61· -I • . · 1 - I. . . 
OJ 'l]:-:- [Jij=-L ___ . [frf]lrl_·. []··--_:;-___ ~--_<_L _ _ 1 · _ : c .· ; I . · - ·.. :~I . .I -62 : . I . . I 1 
- _,. 
63[}] ll El ~ 5] • 
645] !J E!1 fjj ~ ~ 
ED I 65 
J-+--1 
67l--i---l 
ITl 68UJ 
GJ . . -. 69 
L!J tfftl5J Ej ~ 
~~~~flj 
,-,P'-1 g;J· c;J C+.J ~-.• ~ [!] [E LYJ UJ 
- . 
•• ••• • • ~. c •• - ' • • 
-~-~-rT] ~-
~ --~-- -~ [_TI- ~--
0: . ~:. -. - ,; ~.!- . :-_ . . . 
·~ ~·.~··.~.·~ 
70[] ~ .. ~·~i~···OCJ Go Str~ight On_· .To -The_ ·Next·· Pag~ 
- . -;"'-" 
18 
Do NOT turn back to earlier pages 
17 
Here the square A has been folded from CORNER TO CORNER to get the shape B. Underline 
the square on the right that looks like 11 B 11 unfolded. 
A B 
1', , 
' , 
. , 
' , A 
, ' 
/ ' 71 , ', 
' / 
' , 
' , 
' , 
,, ' 
, ' 
72 ~-' ', 
', , , 
' , 
' , ,., 
," ', 73 , ~ 
, 
' ; 
' .p A 
, ' 
, ', 74 ; ~ 
' , 
' , 
' , 
'>: 
, ' 
, ' 75 , ' 
' ; 
' , 
' , 
v 
; ' 
/ ' 76 /_' ', 
' / 
' ; 
' ,. 
' , ,.. 
, ' 
77 ,' ',, 
1', , 
' , 
' , 
' / ,, 
, ', 
78 ," ', 
1'-, : , 
' / 
' / 
"Y 
, ' 
/ ', 79 , ' 
1', 
' , 
', , 
,-<.. 
; ' ' 80 , ', 
' / 
' , 
' / , .... 
, '' 
, 
',~, / 
, ' 
/ ' 
/ ', 
' , 
' , 
' , >, 
, ' 
, ' , 
' , 
-'-;, , 
, ' 
, ' 
', , 
' , '~ 
, ', 
~;' ' 
,; 
.... 
, ' 
/ ' 
/ ' 
' ' / ,..., 
, ' ~ / ' / 
' ' , 
, , 
' , 
"' , ' 
' 
' 
Do NOT turn over until you are told to do so 
A 
PRACTICE TEST 5 
BLOCK BUILDI·NG 
B 
(__~_J 
How many of the block B are needed to build the large block A? 
19 
c 
(__-- _ _) 
We should need two B's put together to make A, so the figure 2 has been put in the brackets 
underneath B. 
How many of block C should we need to build A? Put the answer in the brackets underneath. 
L / / / 
v I 
v 
{_ __ _) (_ __ _) 
Here is another large block. Put in the brackets under each smaller block the number of that kind 
needed to build the large one. 
Do NOT turn over until you are told to do so · 
20 TEST 5 BLOCK BUILDING Time allowed=l mins. 
How many of the s~aller blocks in th~ row~ below are needed to build the larger one on the left? 
81 (_ ____ .) 82(_ ____ _) 83 (_ ---- _) 
85 (_----) 86 (_----) 87 (_--- _ _) 88 (_----) 
/ / 
/ / 
89 (__-- _) 
LJJ·. 
93 (_ _____ J 94( ____ _) 95L ____ J 96( ___ _) 
~ .. vewo 
,.97( __ :_~) · gac_ ____ J gg(.:. ___ J ldoc ___ J 
. ' . . ,. . ,. 
lOOK OVER THIS PAG~ UNTIL TBM~ IS aJ!f'l 
NE'i'HODS 
c-== --, 
b) Subjectso 
c·~c: :".:~on of one Loco.1 Edncnd.m" ~':.ut:1c~:tt.y a~. tPntcr~ :",n. tlo:-7~7.1 
Eo.Gt Bn:::;1nndv uith:ta .;';['). r:c:;:oa or ~bout t:ucp.t~r S~U<':'~O [li.lc:J 
cci~9r:tDia::; ncmi=z-uz-o.J. <Yc~ns ·ui th centres o;~ hc.':lV"J r.:Hl soc1c 
li::;hter inC:ustryo The dP.c:i.s~.on to uGa nchoo1s nitM.n one 
c;eoc;;:r.;;h:i.cnl locnH. ty and uHhi1l t!1c some Locn1 l!:duct'.tion 
hutho:dty 1;7as taken in order to minira:tsc rceiortnl differences~ 
and to r.1nihtain the homogencci ty believed to e:~ist in ter,ns 
of cducntionnl pol:f.cy uithin one nuthorityo 
For reasons st:~ted elsm·JhcJ:e~ the pupils requ:i.r.e<1 \Jere 
thoae 1:·rl1o ·uere~ at the tirJc of the tests~ as old as possible 
uithout beinz subjected to secondary eciucntiono This n~tu::nlly 
mcnns those puvils :i.n the upper classes of primo.ry school 
or~ .,E!1crc the 11top11 class coatdns ;:mpils of vnryin3 a::;es~ 
that section of the clnss uhich contn:i.ns the oldest pupi.lso 
All fourteen primary schools in this particular aren 
ne;:c contncted for pm.'lllission to use their pu)?:i.l~ as subjects~ 
2nd of the fou-rteen only one school refused to co=opel:ctc 
for re~sons of rc=orcanlsation and re=decoration nt the tiQc 
of the tcotso The thirteen schooln usccl i:rcre. of sir1~.lcr 
type~ tor uhilc they ran::;ed in size f:rou nbout four hunc1r.eu 
!)upils to a;);:n:ox!r.mte.ly one que:rtcr of t!1at s:i.3Cp none could 
~.22,; 
I?::on the thirteen ochools usccg the tmmber of pu:>il~ 
ontp.umbo~:i.riG the mclcD hy 270 to 2(;9 z-capcctivclyo Th:3 C{~C 
zcngc of: Dttpils in the moot senior claooco or sectiona o~ 
clasacs :tu the primary schools 'das betueen ten years eieht 
months and eleven years nine months vJi th a mean ac;e of eleven 
years tuo monthso 
'i.'he ages for e£\ch se~t m\s quite similm:» provin;; to be 
rm1r;cd :=:x-om 10o8 to llo9 ~ mean age eleven years one month 
for mo.lco~ and from~lQolO to llo9~ me.:'\n age eleven ;renro three 
months f!or females; havinr; chosen at the time of the tests 
to limit i?Upils by the criterion o:: hcvine; a date of b:i.rth 
betueen September 1st~ 1969 and AUGUSt 31st 11 l970o 
The handedness inventory w-as g:i.vcn to these 519 J?Upilo~ 
all of uhoru ucre» C~.t the tiElC o12 the tcots ole! cnoueh to 
com,rchcud ::md co:nplete the tests~ and yet yot1ntr enough to be 
m:tnimally subjected to possible hormone production rate 
Jl/.3 0 
d:t:?:7. cwl_accs ~ end due to tl~c ~;:tt"',.· __ 1 __ c_,._ :~ .. t·.,r ~ ~ ... , . " of: ;;:1,0.:1.::- crluc:1.t:tond 
The rc:mlto of ~11 519 J?U;:>:Uo \;:i.U iJe ut:I.Usec1 to stn1ly 
the 2~.;:nt tuo qucstionn J?Ooc<l by this t·:<orka 
Bo~c 59 of those 519 pu~ils (31 females and 20 mnlcn) 
llCi:'C found to be left=h:2ndedp using ns a criterionn negotive 
quotient on the handedness invent.oryo 
,\s r.1entioncd elsm-Jherep the pupUs must be controlled 
for the factors of a3ep se~~~ hanc1edncss and cducntionnl 
e~:!?ex:i.cncco This control uns achieved by matching each of the 
left hnnckd ;:>upils discovered l7it.h a ri:;ht handed pupilo The 
pai:: uere so matched by finding rill the right handed chHdrcn 
uhooc handedness quotient eJ:nctly corresponds to that of the 
left hnnd.er (e~cccpt~ of course~ thot the quotient be positive 
instead of negative) and from these~ selecting the childr~n uho 
·-
arc mco0crs of the snme clc.ss as the left. handed child.. If 
more than one right bander fulfil:S. both of these criteria., 
then the right hnnder ~-7ho is most neady the same age as the 
left handed one was selected"" 
-.. ;: 
In this r:1o.y each [lah: of pup5.ls h.:;(1 :l.c~<iht~cnl hut 
(u:l th:tn t\:ro monchs) o 
Thene 59 mntchcd pairs uil! hcve thei;c spatial 
<'.bility scores utilised for the conc:i.dcration of qucst:tons 
three nnd ~our of this l:orko 
c) I?rocedu:ceo 
The thirteen schools used in. this 't,Yotk '{vere visited 
Hith:!.t.1 a pcdod Of ~hrae tV'<aeks by the author for the 
visited the pupils l'Je:re separated from th~ l!loxmal cfassroom 
erivironmentD fac:UH:y being provided to usc en empty class-=; 
room oz hall spaceo Only the author ~-Jas present dudrig the 
administration of the testo The pupils we·re given a copy of 
the modified questionnaire t..rhich~ for convenience of separating 
the responses of each sexn "vere printed· on -different colou'red 
paperso. Because the twp paper coloux-s available t().the 
author 'tvere blue and· pink~ the decision was made to utilise ·-·~ 
the somewhat sexist convention of usi11g blue copies for male 
children and pink copies for femaleso It iS believed that such a 
distribution would have no effec~ upon the nature of the 
responsesp for the questionnaire tvere in all other respects 
· identical and coul!i- not be COn~idered as. being a task ·''for 
girls" or "for boys19~ a later checlt revealed that veJ:'Y fe'tv 
of the children involved lvere atvare of the -convention of 
. . -
associating blue with. boys and pink ~7ith girlso 
The pupils were told that they "t..rere assisting the 
author to ~t~dy l:landedness9 and that no social nor academic 
connotations 't-Tould be incurred in the complefion of the 
questionnaire~ nor ·v.rere there any specifically right or wrong 
,-,, 
;, . 
126. 
The questionnaire Has then completed in accordance 
to the printed instructions (Fig. 5), Hith the exception that 
at each school t~vo or three subjects selected at random by 
the tester Here asked to perfonn all the responses while these 
~mre compared to their ~vritten responses on the completed 
questionnaires. The number of pupils so selected varied as 
a representative sample of the number of pupils being tested 
at that school, smaller schools providing bvo checks, Hhile 
larcer samples provided three. All of these randomly chosen 
pupils completed the action of the tasks e~actly as reported. 
Although the responses to the questionnaire are not 
tined, completion of all the responses Has completed Hithin 
appro~:imatcly thirty to forty minutes, during v7hich time the 
children appeared ~v-ell motivated to complete the task, and 
enjoyed doing so. In no case could the author detect boredom 
or carelessness. 
Having, by analysis of the handedness questionnaires, 
discovered 59 left-handed pupils and having matched these 
1dth 59 richt-handed ones as described elseuhere, the schoola 
\v-ere informed of the names of the pupils involved and asked 
permission for these 118 children to be tested further usin~ 
the Spatial Test II. Accordingly the schools ~·lere visited 
over a period of four ueeks, this period being some bm 
months a.fter the handedness tests. At each school the pupilz 
127. 
Figure 5 
Instructions for Completion of Handedness Questionnaire. 
1. Distribute~ copies to boys taking part in questionnalre. 
2. Distribute pink copies to girls taking part in questionnaire. 
3. Ask pupils to complete headings in pencil .2!. ink, as 
follows: 
(a ) Name of school. 
(b) Child ' s surname. 
(c) Child ' s forename(s). 
{d) Date of Birth (day, month, year). 
(e) Today ' s date. 
4. Ask each child to delete "yes" or "no" for questions 
about parent ' s handedness. (For this purpose "handed" 
means hand of usual use, e.g. writing). 
5. r.ead through instructions, making clear that for 
each response they may put one plus sign + in R or L 
column to shoH preference, twO plus signs -H- in -
T', or L column to shoH uniquepreference, or one plus 
sig; -~ in both columns to show no preference~r 
hand used.--rci'o example on blackboard ) 
6. Ask pupils to think carefully about ans,vers - they 
may "act out" use of either hand to check. 
7. r.ead each question in turn to pupils, leaving time 
after each one for pupils to make response. 
8. Ask pupils to check the total number of plus signs 
+ used; if correctly completed, the columns should 
sum not less than 10, and not more than 20 plus 
signs . 
9. Collect papers. 
128. 
selected 11ere once again afforded the privacy of a separate 
roor.~ from their classmates, and the test ~vas administered by 
the author alone. This time the pupils l<Tere told that the 
purpoze of the test was to ascertnin the level of their 
spatial ability - this 'ms explained in simplified tenns -
and once again Here reassured that no connection was to be 
made to their academic ability. 
The test was administered in each case according to the 
manuul of instructions general directions (Fig. 6) except 
that it uas not possible to use tuo invigilators as recomraended 
by the directions. 
Due to the very small numbers of children at each 
school, however, no problem was encountered in careful 
invigilation, and because of the space available oversight 
of other papers by any pupil 'vas rendered impossible. 
Each test ,.,.as strictly timed as required, and Hhen added 
to the non-worked time for practices and explanations the 
uhole application took, on average '•4 minutes. Once again, 
the children seemed ,.,ell motivated to complete the Hork, and 
seemed to enjoy the stimulation of the questions and, possibly, 
the change from normal school routine. 
~-o :':t ~1.~~ :;:'~';:~N'J'T~L t-1"1.--t t~v: ~?·,:o~.r:(.:E·~ }>_Q'~e ot•.::L1.~."-11 ~hcn1.l1 
7'·-•. :~ot 1.0-'ef~ ,_-;:~·;.~:.:!~11Yo ~To c;cv:i . .-_ ·i::~O'l~S~ ~-!o··-7C'\}·~~·~:- !31iz~:1 ·:.:D 
.f:7on t;.1:a oT::-.1. ins~:::uct:: on.~ C:TC LJC::n:'.cr;ii.:JJ.co .:.leo~ the 
::::;·~22te::>t ce:;:e uus"l: be tD.~:c;1 l:o cnsu;:e th~.t tl1c {i.vc su:}" 
.tc.nts ~!:c co::-Tcc tly ticerL For thb )t!-;:"~"ose :i. t :1.s 
·D.CC:"![;S,1.J:"~r to DDl:c \1Gt! of t':.. \;t'. ":;.c};,_ '\-7~. tl! ::!. [;CCOPJ: S l10.nrl o 
ON NO .\CCOUNT nust a u9tch or clock Hithout ::: sccon~n 
h.:--.n.d be uscda I;': :::. sto[lo':·mtch is usecl~ 1.tn co.ceu·,:.~,c:r 
shouJ.cl :C5.rnt be checl~cd i.:Jy com~'nr:i.n.G it uith c,J.1 
o~:c'!:i.n.-::ry ua tc~1 •·r:i. th t: secon(1s h.D7.1(1 ~ f'.S sm::i.ous ?!:::o::!} 
:i.n tim~r..z noP1ctj_r.~cs occur Hhcrr stop=t·mt.cnes nrc usN~ .. 
It is des!rnble to hcwe ['. opc.::c 1-Jntch j;n co.se of c.ccir1cntno 
2a 'Ehe [>upils must urHc the:!_;~ rns~JC}.:'S :i.n P~NCILo Tilo 
supc-::v:~_zor shouJ.Ci ensure th<>t cc.ch chUd hns t\JO 
sh.'\r[>cned pcnc:i.ls bc:::ore the test be:;inso H :i.t is 
not. J?ossibJ.e to m:r.~n::;e for t?1is 9 a suppJ.y of spare 
vcnc:i.ls nhould 0e !tc:.:>t nt hnnd in ccse any pu~)U should 
ln:co.l~ h:i.s pcnc:U durin3 the \:ento No t:t<::terials othe:~ 
ti1~.11 pcn~ils sllould be provicledo Pensp rulet"si) e!:":lGC:~sp 
~:.u::;t NOT be uscdo 
3., J:t is desL:ablc th-:lt the-.:e be t\·70 :tnvi:;ilntors to c.:>ch 
rocmo One of these~ the su~JcrvisoT? shou lc be 
tes~ons:i,hJ.c for the tinint; of the subntcstso He shouJ.d 
stm.,_c1 nt the rlesl~~ f,3cin.3 the chilch:Bn~ ·re<'.rH.n::; the 
inst-:cuctions ns here outJ.incc1~ end kcep:i.ne tine uith r. 
untcho He should :;uard ned:.1st having his pttent:i.on 
C:istracted in any ;-my -.:·Jh:J.tevera The t:i.ues nllm·md :';o·: 
each sub=test arc short~ and it. is very easy to overrun 
the ollotted periods :i.n.:ldvertcntlyo 
The second invigilt>.tor should patrol the room quietly 9 
He !';houtd be ~~spons~.ble for the prevention of copy:f.nG 
ond for ensurinG th.2t the children folloH the 
5.nstructions <).t the foot of eG.ch pngep nnd tum over the 
p~~es correct\yo 
l• [ 1 ,!.'~\","!f' (~.f"-~-:.·_)-~t~.-~.::-1.': _·I,'·', COt ......... ~\-:·~t-1', .. ,.,"'~ ··r C~C!"'\t .';"'7'1 r-~1 '' ''-~-"~c:-·"~ ot: 
•'9 _____ ., ~- -V_,...- ~--- ~~1•.L •. 4L,..:. •~~t.t-~~J l. v./ _ .. , . .....,_ r_, v..._.,~"'" ... 
·;-.~:.-_~.n ;:~r~~~:.~· t~.10 ~n~?~::-~;·: 7.t:c:·~ G~:(;rJ~,l c,: .. :~~-··.:t,'~. t:.i;~·G -~~.:1~ 
~-~-~ .. :J.<:l:~~;·J~J. c.::-~ nc~~ t0rl r..:. t !::('j_1Jr. :::_' ~~n tlc.s .. \~;: :> .r~n.d -'~:J f. rl:~· 
r~·1:···_,. y 2-... ·c: .. t o~--.:; r:_)_~J'i·.~-:s:: c~ L-'C:-~;~:·_~)J.~-~-o -~1-).J ~~ 1_:?."~.~l ~:c·1t 
J,~· b~l~:~ ~~/o~:~ct1;.1 t.~·tc cc..:e<Y~!~ ::,· • .,_~_r~"j:~l:'.·~·o_:· :J::c:J~.~~: L:~c 
t:~t~~: tilc.;y ~rr~~tc tl1c L'.v.c·::Y~!:..:~ ::.D. ~::10 co··_.:.::t~ct :;~:-·.~:en :-::~ . .:.:. 
i~' t:hc eo~·::ect. lJ(·~~"o r:L"l!L10D ~.~ !1~ 3C~cn t:l~.t D. cT1ilcJ. 5.G 
U3:~~n3 C'. ~::ron::; t1:Z!I10!J of:. £~u.r;::·~.·:7i.r:.0 fo~f: c:::r:t t;?}.c~;) r.::G.~<J-~.::.c 
out~ :'l.nat:e~.u of u:1de:.:-i.i:c.ing~ 1H~ shcul~ co:e·.c:cc.t. th-2 
chHd by point:i.n:; to the ~:-o;:c:'::; :i.n the :i.notn~ct:1.m1s 
:·.t t~1e top of the p:'.g_e o t .. V.';.':.c ~·''r:'..ml ·fHIS ~ NO 
! S,';IST!J:·lCB t:U.:\T:-::V~:l Gr-IOULVl n::: GJ.VBN mr.:ING TH3 ,\CTU.~.!. 
. . . 
·::o~:.KING OF TH::!: TEST a •'-n o;:>[)oc:ttmi ty ;';or cs!:!.a::; 
rJucstions .11il1 be c:tvcn ot the end of each ~,rr.:ct:i.cc 
rrcsto The su;?aiviso1~ should ~risuer these KlBFLY E! 
7IIr:Y · /:...~;::;: ::'.ELSV!,NT., He ;shonJ.c2 not n.J.lou hi.r,1scl:': to he 
(:r[\.~m :i.u.to a di.i:Jcussionl) or to pr6lon~ tho tirt1C tc~:cn 
to ndministel" the tcsto 
So Tr1cs:e .n:.:e five sub=tcsts~ en.d1 ?receded by a prncticc 
tcsto The i:it:1:i.nr:; i::; es follo;:rs g · 
Test lo l-intch J3m: Corn.c:rs P.nge 5 3~ minuteD 
Test 2a Shapes nncl Hodels Pne;cs 8 0: 9 10 minutes 
Test ':1 Jo Sc:utn.:c co:m;:> J. c t i ou L\"ccs 12 C: 13 6!:! ninutcs 
Test t} 0 Paper folding Pcges 16 c~ 17 3'-"..!. minutes 
Test 5o Bloc!• build inc ;:~ge 20 3 DirmtcD 
?he tot~l uor!dnr:; tim:;p inclucl:l.nG the tine rc:tui;.:-ct1 
Z.o1: the ~:n:acticc tests is np;yr.o:=:l.r.~atcly 1:.5 minuteso 
occo:".ou:-: proved vnlunblc :!n the SiJooth or3c.nise.tion of: 
d) Analysis 
(i) Handeaness ~ucotionn~irco 
(ii) Ss>atial Ability Taoto 
'_··!:".· 
- .·. 
>':; '-/"~~'·" ~ 
: ~, 
' TI:~e rc!:l~O'i:Woo ~Jccoz~ku by c;:::ch p1;;),i! c<1 tho D;;-t!o! o 
the fonriula 
LQ::: wo CJ 1 ,. 
Uhere R :ts the sum of responses in the right colurrtn 
and L is the sum of left column rcsponseso Uherc i L 
e~tceeds iR$ the quotient uill have a negative dimensiono 
The analysts of the handedness inventoz-y also 
revealed that the question pertcd.ning to per~ntD-1 
handedness- ~-ras ve!:'y poorly completed~ Oie in many cascsp 
1vas left uncompletedo This :nos thought to be due ~to a 
lack of specific kno\·:rledge of the handedness of their 
parents on the part of the children. Furthermore due 
to the belief that a considerable proportion of 
children may Hell come from one parent families and 
are therefore unable to :respond· to qu~stions· obout the 
the children to complete this part of the questionnah:e. 
;·" 
BJo· 
each subject lcC't"3 to.buJ.[>.ted~ ns HCI:'C tbo responses to 
\:uestion one of the invento-ry rclcvnnt to ~rr.i ting h.~.nc1 
u::;cd; .t.he responses for C3ch SC;}t b2ing noted ser>oratcl~ro 
The first question to be posed by thi.D t·10rk~ the 
comrarison of criteria of handedness~ c~n be considered 
by comr>utin3 the percentnecs of responses meeting ench 
cr:i.tcr5.on 0 end the incidence of handedness con be 
discovered through the perccntaees of the sample in 
each hnncledness cl~ssificationo 
The rau scores so obtained ate converted .to 
otnr.d<:n::d:i.sec1 scores using the conversion . tabl(!s prov:tclcd 
uith the testa This stcndatclisation is booed noon the 
criterion of age 1n yeoss nv,d com:;>leted months of the 
child at the time of taldng the test. 11 younger children~ 
beinfr given a !arger st£l.ndarcH.scd score t11lm olde:..; 
ones having the same ratJ score. In foct the ace 
advontagc is quite smallp -resulting in an advantncc,of: 
only five mo~ks bett.Yeen · the qccs of 10 years 7 mortth::; 
and 11 years 6 months~ 6nc1 as t.11e age p.?-.nc;'e of the 
).n:csent subjects is quite mnnllp the rclz~ive amount:J 
of change in standardising the scores is minimal. 
Nevertheless P the rat7 ocore and standardised scoze 
for each pupil N·er.e reco:::ded for each sex s~parntely. 
The rou and standardised scores on the spntia1 
test for those HO pupils so tcGtcd uc:rc 6.!!p.cnclcd to 
,. ;' 
·: ~. 
·.;I 
th~ir lateralf~y-qu9tie:nt f!Corci~:and tabulated so that: 
-' .- ·} ·- . - ~' \ 
Th~ !\:bird qt:a~s)':ionD di,.rect~d to se~ differences 
on the spatial ~asks~ 't'YiU be conslde:r~d by C9IDp_atisc;>n 
of the mean·s~ores~> for eath sex ~eparately~ of the 
spadal testa Checks will be mad~. for the statistical 
significance of any dif~¢rences f~und by th~applica.tion 
•. "( f : 
be. examined graphically~ and double che~k,ed' for 
· significant :qifference using X.2 testso 
·-:·· 
!'· 
relationships between spatiaL ability and handedness 
for all subJects? for various degrees of handedness 9 
and for eac}l sex separatelyo The oyeraU patten1 of 
correlation will be examined graphically ~fot: linear 
regression or homocet1dacity us'ing a scattergram.q; 
. scores on the-·spatial test 'vith handednes·s quotientso 
The other relationships Hill be examined using 
Pearson°s product moment corr~latiq:n'c,oefficient 0 r 0 ~ 
the use of 'vhich in these circumstances has:been 
justified by Hovlicek and l?eterson ( 0 77)9 and the 
statistical significance 'iTill be double checked by 
. . ..::· ;-
]?0SULTQa 
qn r·~o\-J i.':..ccuX"ote is Fdti'i.1.:3 Uil;id as a Criterion 
of Hnndednesso 
Q.2 Current Incidence of IIDncl.ec~ncsso 
q~·3 Se:-= Differences in Spntiol .":.;bilityo 
Q.4 Relationship of Handedness to Spatial Abilityo 
a) For All Subject-so 
b) For Vary inc Degrees of Ikndcdness o 
c) For Eo.ch Se~~o 
\ '/1 
136. 
Table 3.1 
Agreencnt Bett•leen the THo Cri teri:1. of H~ndedness. 
rroportion of Left Handed 93.3'7 • 
:Iri ters m1o Have L.Q. .( O 
~roportion of Right Handed 99.1% 
~7riters Hho Have L.Q. ,. o 
Table 3 . 2 
Proport:i_on of Children Identified ::1s Left Handed by 
the Different Criteria. 
Criterion Used Boys Girls All Subjects 
E. H.I. Quotient <o 11. 2Lf'7. 11 . 56'7. 11.41'7. 
Reported ~!ri ting 12.047. 11.19'7. 11.607. 
I·Ic.nd (Left ) 
137. 
Ouestion 1. 
Ho~: /.ccm:n te is ;Jri ting Hand as n Criterion of Handedness. 
Table~ 3.1 nnd 3. 2 shmv the cliff erences to be found Hhen 
differinG criteria are applied to define left handedness. 
';ihcn the criterion used is the application of the E. H. I., 
consicerin~ all those '"i th negative laterality quotients to 
be "left handed'', the overall incidence of left handedness for 
the 517 pupils of this study vms 11.4'7 •• 
If the criterion for left handedness is simply the 
subject ' s reported use of writinG hand - in this case the left 
hand - the incidence of left handedness among the same pupils 
w1s cnlculated at 11. 6'7 .. 
f~l though it may seem that reported ~,>ri ting hand i. s n 
ouch less precise criterion for the definition of handedness 
thnn the application of a Tigorous inventory, it appears that 
in tcni.1s of brand classificc:ttion at least, the use of reported 
uri tin~ h:md and ques tionnaire results ~ive rem.1.rkably close 
decree~ of incidence. 
138. 
In :msuer to question 1, then, it would appear that 
the reported use of 1rritine hand is a cruite valid method of 
selcctinr; left h:mders. Such a cr·i.terion does not, of com.·sc, 
t:1l:c on:,r .:'.ccount of degree of lnternli ty ~mich, in mnny 
cases is very important; but it docs demonstrate that past 
uor!:s usinG such a criterion to define left handers arc, in 
h;.o:1cl terms at least, Horthy of co7r:parison. 
139. 
Incidence of ~eported Hnn~cdnens. 
Critcr!on Used Hork :>,eported .. , r. •• H. iO 
lvr i tin:::; H'"-nd Clarke 1957 7'"' JU 
E. H. I . Oldfield 1970 7 . l~~~ 
~7ritin:::; Hand /:.nnctt 1970 10 . 7~~ 
I: . H. I. "?resent ~-Tor!: ll o/l'7o 
'!;:it:i.n:::; IIc.nd Present ~!orlc 11 . 6% 
140. 
Question 2. 
Cm:rent Incidence of Handedness. 
~~ c~~ he observed fro~ T~blc 4.1 " s1rnplc of lar~e-sc~le 
\70"~'·.3 of: previous yc:n·s shou th:<t, uhcn com:_)nrable critcrl.., . 
. ~rC' usee~, :m increase of observed left h:mdedness cnn be 
detected. 
The Hork of Margnrct Clarl~c, published in 1957 found 
:>bout 7~', of subj ccts to be left hc.nded. Tuo mnj or ~-mr!cs 
concc-:."Ucd ~7i th the dcfini tion nnd c;uantification of handedness, 
both published in 1970, found a larcer proportion of subjects 
to be left hnnded. Using the scme criterion ~s Clarl~c, 
n~r.1cly ~;rl t-tn:; h.:mcl, Annett <li scovcred 10. 7'7, of left handedness 
uhilc Oldfield used his neuly defined quotient to find 7 .t,:~ 
The present ':70rk has used the sa;11e r;uotient .<1.s Olclf:ielcl 
and an overall percentage of 11.4 of left handedness is 
repo·~ted. Because the f:i.rst f!Uestlon on Oldfield ' s ']ttcstion:1circ 
nsl::} the subject to report on uhich hand is used for ;;rri tin~ , 
lt LJ co,c:p::trativcly easy to d:lscovcr the incidence of reported 
m:i tin::; h.:md. Dy this criterion, the percentage of left 
h~nJcdncss rises very slir.;htly to 11.6'7. of all children u!>ccl. 
~ .. ' . 
i'-'lCZ'CD.G~ over rigu-res from ~Jcm.ty=Li.ve ye~:t:G D{;Oo This 
;.nc1:ocae could be because of nn inczease in the left hnnd<tc1 
vopulo:tJ.on due to genetic f:octorsp as m1covcrinc; of a lnrc;c:-
propo:::tion of n~tutcl :r;a:;:t hnndezs uho \lel:'C fowuedy l:E;!p::-eooecl 
into ;:ic;ht hcndcdncss by socio.l rrcssurcs 9 ot sim;;>ly the 
increasing accuracy of detc;.1nination of left h~.nclednens o For 
uhateve~: xeasonp it appears that left hc.mdc(Jness io incrcusi1.13, 
or th~ reported incidence of left handedness is increasing, 
os each successive 1·10rk has discovered a larser percentage of 
le:;t honclers 11ithin its sampleo 
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For femcles~ the diffe-rence :i.s even more m<n·l~ed~ for the 
lmJest polarity classifications h~ve 3o2~~ r.nd 9o6'Y, of left 
h:::nde:;::s ~ but the ::-eciprocnJ. right h:;.nc1cd zones have only Oat~:~ 
and 2o9% of fenale pupilso 
TI1c ove1~aH [n:ofUc of the uistd~ution or the su0jects 
across the full contint.mm of C!UOt:tcuts :(rom ·:·J.OO to =100 c~m 
be observed ;_n the "all subjects" colunm of To.ble 3o It is 
obvious thnt the distribution of left hcmdcrs :?lcross the 
ne~at:i.ve quotient sector is compcn:atively even~ each clo.ss 
heinz occupied by bctucen Oo 7~~ a.nd 3'i~ of all subjects~ \·7hHe 
the richt hanclers shm·7 progrcs::l:i.vcly l:\z-ef.n: proportions of 
subjects gathering touar.Cls the polnr.ity m~tremco 
l:r:-:ODC1 11 ~)C','Ec18 11 v f::~C~1 0 tO phw Ol.> L!iti..t!G 25 ::'~~1~:G!JC1~\:1:e!G 'i.2K;L~o 
oubjcct~ ·o·:~o dcmnv.r:rt1:n.t.c l..o~1 ;?Olm::l.'l:y o:7 eou::>:t(:c:::-c:ol:"l B.~:i.:~cd 
hnnd::;dr"cGGo The J3Z'OUI) \JHhin th2 clnr.>sif:i.co.t.ion of 26 to SO 
c~n bo cons:i.dcrcd .nG beine; mocler~tcly po~.c.r in thei:c J • .o.tc~;<:~lltyv 
ul&ilc thooo ·oho scor,c !?!us ot· minus 51 to 100 r.1ust be 
co:J.sidc::cd dcfinitc3 :tn their polarityv hnvj_ng sco::cd in 
e::cesn of :Hfty~percent of the !?OG8iblc c:uot:i.cnt :::cc:r;c, 
The graph dcno:wtrates thnt Be.ny mo-:ce left hrim1crs nre 
grouped tO\Jo.r.ds the central zone th0n are zight hnr..dezos~ nho 
tend to be more definitely grouped touards the hie;h polarity 
scorcso 
The incHcc.ti.on from this pi~escntntion is thnt. left 
hc.ncczs nrc 11 lcss left hand<',d11 th:::n d;:::ht hnndeT.s nrc r:tGht 
hc.ndcclo 
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'l'I~o )!icto:dn1. re1rcsontntion o2 the datn (3iv::n in 12o::o 
c:ctd.l :~-.J. To.ble l}o?) shous thnt not only do left h::mc1~rs r:1d~a 
up n sDnllct' pr.opo::-tion of the subjects than ri[;ht hande::-s Q 
as to ~c e~pectcc1 Q but tht:'.t the npzcc_d of their poln:.ity ir. 
much mo:;:c cvcuo Dividin3 the polarity quotient continuua 
into qu:!:ntilc::;~ it uil!. be found thc.t for- left h:::ntlczs each 
qui1;,t:i.le is occupied by not less th~:1 Oo T/, ::.pd not reore tlnn 
L;o51'~ of the whole s2.r.1pleo The cor::cspom1ing group of J:iGht 
to~mrd:; th.c e:::ti:"CDC of pol['.:;::l.tyo l::o.ch ;;n:oeressivc suni:.::U.o 
from the central tendency CO'i.1tn:1~1G n l:'.rr;er pro;?ort:i.on of 
pup~ls rising steadily from Oo9% to 40o9% of all pupilso 
Jl/t.9o 
..-.t!c:~·: ;o.o;~• J 
(- ~ :;._.;:.._ :;;:;._..:;:.-.:;:;;. .=.·:;:::.-:::~ 
'i'nblc 5o 1 shmm the mc0n rm1 scores of th.e cM.lc~ren on 
t!n opc.;:icl nbil:tty test Hstcd b:;,r scJ~eoo !t can be seen f::on 
th~.a tr.ulc tb.ct fcno.les consistcntl)r outscored f;ldcs~ for r.~.~. 
The diffczences found nre very small~ cmd do not rc::~ch 
::;t['_tisticnl sic;n:i.f:tce.ncc~ and it ~;·rould not be SUGgested t:h::.t 
£e:~::~!cs nrc conntst:cnti.y supct::ior to rJcl.cs on ~p~,tial tasl:s~ 
hut the often -reported ant! fzcqucnd.y c:~;;ectec.'! mc.le su;;c:dority 
nt such tasl~s :i.s consl?iciousJ.y nbsento 
Fu:-thennore~ this absence of C'\ny s:!nnific.?\nt diffe;:nnces 
bct~Jccn the sc~es cc.n be fouml throughout this uor.ko 
:Ji:::;ure 9 demonstratcn the s:lmilr:d.ty :.i.u the cHstr:tbt~t5.on 
... 
A $.. .t. tent rcv0.nls no sir;n,:lficc.nt d:tf2crO!!CC in the c'J.int::5.butiono 
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Tnble 6ol refers to the first of tbcnc three 

ccJ.culations the louGst tuentr percent of quoti.ents 0 
']Uitc consistent at about ·:·Oo?. uith the c:mccpt:i.on of 
the -:-so to -:·100 quotient r;rour.>~ Hhile the J.eft ho.:1dccl 
pupils 0 cozrele.tious uc~:e all qui tc close to ze-;:o 
m:cept for the =100 o·i.1ly g:wupo ThrcuG;hou\:p the 
Using n b1:oader consideration of hnndedncbs (c,:Zt:er 
1.\nP..ctt) into three arot1pf:l oi? e~~tremc riGht hr>ndern~ 
c::tzcmc left hnn<lcrs and m:b:ccl handcrs D agt:in r;,ny 
s:t;:;nific~mt difference from the null hy:>othcsis fnils 
to emergco 
co~:erc1r.ti.ou should he evidenced c.a the lou or ~11i~:ed 
on F::~m:c 10 ~-Jh:l.ch ncc.in c'lcmonstratcs a lL~ck of eny 
such coi::'r.clnt.iono 
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Subjects 0 i 0 
= -
t,ll ·! .. OoOC;! 
n:~.~!1t H::mdecl •:.~'Jo 3/! 
f:oHoio Gco.:e <o 
~-, = 
Left I·bndcd 
=0o086 
E.H~Io Score /0 
Te.bJ.e 6 o 6 Fem~J.cn 
Subjects 
L\11 
D.:!ght Hondecl 
EoHoio Score < 0 
I 
-
C". cr·1 
rJ:l.Go :J lv 
N/S 
"j 
l N/S 
N/S 
N/S 
N/S 
nY ~~1~ .. ·~:~~~ o 
t--=-:=-. . .;::...·c. c:;._ .:;:.~;::::_J 
N/S 
n.:tr;ht=Hondcd Boys 
Tnble 6o7 Fcmelcs 
Subjects Sic;o 5'7o 
~ 
Left= Handed Girls vs 
N/5 
\ 
Right Hnnded Girls 
J1.60a·· •. 
righ\: handed rne!es rn:ovcc1 to have a highcx- cortdo\::'loZ!. 
than left handed oncG~ none of: the correlations 
cor.1putcd rc:~chod n level of stat:Lntical sicn:i.Hc<=lncoo 
Table 6o5 nlno dcr.1onstrnt:cs th<:'..t there :to no 
sicnificnnt diffezcnce bct':7ccn the tuo sub~crou!?s o-:' 
mnlc subjcctGo 
Table 6 o 6 sho"t-;rs that a .s:i.r,1:llnz- p:tc ture enerncs 
for female subjects~ for aenin nlthouch the correlations 
overcll ore a little higher than thoae of the r,1c.lcn~ no 
Tnble 6o7 ngnin con:Z:tnns lack of any difference betuecn 
the left and right hnnded subc~oups of fe~lllcso 
THo conclusions emerge from the::;e tabulated 
~:esultso The fh:st of theoe is that even >:·7herl. consii1C'Ceu 
as separate grOU!'S by se~t~ neither zight nor left hnndcus 
oppet:!.r to enjoy an advantage over the other ip. terms of 
:!hi113 !t is c;rD.ntcd thct u:1.th COTt1}<''.ro;d.vcly .s::-;t.ll 
nt less thc-.n <Ool cioc:.s not l0.nd cv5.i1cncc to n nl.".lc 
sui.)er5.ori ty theory P fo-r nJ. thOUGh <len line here ui th 
correlations~ it must be recognised thc.t as each 
r;:o:oup consists of pd.rs of subjects ':"iho nrc m.:~tchcd fo:: 
hon0.cclness ~uotientp nn incrccncd corrclnt-ton 
coefficient n:ust be closely .:.::;::;ociatccl '\7ith 5;nCL"C0.5e('; 
sp.::ltinl sco:rc., 
c) Com:;>adson of Cdtcric. 
b) Incideucc of r-Iandeclncsso 
c) Relationship betuecn Spntial Ability 0nd 
Sex~ all Subjactso 
cl) Spatial Ability and Handeduesno 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
All Subjectso 
Hore nnd Less Lnteralised Subjcct:so 
3y Se~~CSo 
R6?.o 
i;ctc'!..~miucd by the rcpot·ted 'in::i. tiD{~ hand onlyo 
This question is importent in order to deternlne 
hot:r heavily it :ts possible o:c p:cudent to rely upon 
:i::t:;u:res produced by pnst l7orl~s uhich have used -c-r.d tine 
hand or reported m:itin~ bend only as a hondedncss 
crit.criono Despite the complc:;::i.ty of the question of 
hnndedness~ and bearing in tnind the fact that hcndedness 
is not dichotomous~ there seems to be good correspondence 
bet~·Jeen handedness t',s defined by the. cri tedon of 
positive or. ncg:J.tive quotient and handednel'ls e.s 
defined by obset.VD.tion of t;Jrit:tn~ h<>ndo 
Although the fit is not perfect~ as mieht be 
e~~pected at first thought it is certainly high enouch 
to malte use of past uorks viable for comparison \·7ith 
Horks usins a more spec:i.fic crlteriono These findinr;s 
have ruo·cc recently baen support0d by the I·U;itl~ o:(; 
D.onzh:m·:rsld Smclbccltc:r ~nc1 SacbJ ( 0 82) uho have 
Ui'l.r:ox-tunatcly there ntill 7:cmo.ins ~, numher o:~ 
uorb:> the cd te1dn of uh:tch nre unstnted = sin;:>!y 
---·- -.· 
..... ~ .. : ·'"'· 
b) 7N':::(-1ry;-..~n. nr. Il.:>.C!.dC'.c11:1~~no 
" ~-~_:;. :;;:-~ ~:::..... .. =_ -=..=:-·~·.:;;:::-::::-. .::::-.-:.:..~:==--- ~-=--=-! ... 
be left hnnded (llo 6~~ to 11 o 2'7.) o 
Due to th;; confirination 9 discusoe(L else\·Jhm:c~ 
thnt ciitm:iQ £rom other \:orl~D nxc st:1).1 just:lt:T;.::bly 
proe~~nsive evolution of reported hcnc1cdncss C[l.fi be 
In 1957 t-1nrgl:\rc~ cncri;c dccl.ar.ec1 thnt she hc.d 
round 8% of males but only 6?o of "fem,Hco icft hct1dec.1p 
. . 
her criterion being 't"'Titi:::tG hnnd· usedo She nlso clcfi.nca 
cdtedon for th:i..s dnduction io offcrcdo The present 
vYork~ using a criterion of lumdednor.s quotl!.ent =J.OO 
to he absolute left hali!dcdnesn~ disclosed only lo57., 
of: ouhjccts in tnnt DOS1tiono 
... r.·-
.····J.6jo'· ~. ' . 
.nll subjects tcsted 9 ho found 7 ol{l~ oi his subjects to 
be left hnuclcd by th1s definitiono 
Compo:r!son of theoc past vorl~o uith tho prascmt 
rcsulto seems to indicate v. sm.Clll but noticeable and 
progressive increase in tl"le rcvoztcd use of the le:::'t 
hando The reasons for such an increnscp if tiuc 
increase there bep nrc not immediately apparcnto It 
is possible that relaxation of some of the social 
constx-aints Hh:i.ch once repressed left handedness is 
left ht\ndcrso There is also the possibility th.~t leii't 
handedness is indeed on the increase perhaps through 
some e;enetic basiso Should this be the casep then a 
matter of some importance could be loomingp for society 
in gene-ralp from preconceptions to ere;onomics sHH 
seems ill prepa-red for the fact that perhaps one person 
5.n cisht (and this figure may be it.'lcreasing) per~o::.'U1s 
"the Hronc; -r.·my round o" 
obsczvat:i.on~ but if left h1:1uc1ers pe:::form a rel.9.-t:1v~ly 
lm~gcr nun1be1c or ;:n:o;:>o:ct:ton of nc ti vit:tes 1-:i th thei ~ 
One of thesG uould be social in n<"-tut7e~ \:he 
to the habit o:( ?crfot1niu.g contra=ho.nucdly on a number 
of ::;pGcific tasks~ such as the use of knHG and fork 
h1otho:: CO'i1.St1:c.:'!:.nt uh:i.ch t'lny J.c~1 J.cft hi.'r:.r1crs \.:0 
c.nJ ii.I1)h}rJcuts ii1 eoGm.:n society D~.mpJ.y co not tnh~ 
cccount of h8ndcdncDs 0 and 1c~t hnud(~c1 pco)J.e m:c :i:c.c<'.~1 
ui th having to adal)tp vcn:har>n fron qu:'l. tc cady r<:~Cp to 
[H~r.foTITiing these tasl;.s or. using these im;;le:ucnts ns 
riGht h.nndcrs doo 
A th:i.rd possibility :ts that cerebral o;~:;anisat;T,on 
n:.ny effect the direct~.on and magnitude of h<:>.nd usee 
It has been noted thv.t uhilc almost all right handed 
subjects have 0norma1° her.tispheric laterBlisation of 
cerebral functioning~ not all left ho.nder.s are oppositep 
for many left banders have the S['.me ty[)e of lateral:i.snt:i.on 
as r::t::;ht handcrs (i·1ilnex-~ Brnnch and P..asmusncn t6l>) 
and this variance of cerebral lateralisation may be 
e:.Zfective upon the various tasl~s used to measure 
hnndcdnesso 
A more opecific theory of the catJSe of left 
handedness is propoup.ded by l.shton ( 9 82) uho sue;:3cstc 
tha.t lc:!:t hcndedness results ~rom a cor..1hino.t7ton of 
::;;cnotypc~ birth m~ped.ence nnd mntcrnal c;~a-,n~lc3 and 
believes that hnndcdncss is d()terminer1 by 3enet:tc c.nd 
cnv:i:;:onmento.l facto:r:s in c.n n?pro~:irn3te rot:i.o of: 10~', 
~~~l~~._t:i.o~.~~~1.7l 11ct~:cc:1. ~~f'.t.~t.r~J .. ~:b:t l:'.f·.:v 
t,.:;..::::::~c:: =- ~ ..:;:_-=..=- ~~~:::-~:::. - __,_ - - --.. 
0iffcrenccs noted o"'y be the product of the c:-,3c o:C the 
subjects tested nnd the nntuz-c anc1 coatent of the teats 
thc."ilselves o 
The rcsul tD of this l-Jor!• refute the uiclcly accc;;tcc1 
theory that boys pcdoX'iU better ct spatinl tnsl~s thr.n 
cirls» for no stntistically sir;ni:Hcant differences 
could be foundo Indeed gi&ls SJco-ced slir;htly h:i.chcr 
then boys on the spntial tank~ havine a mean ra\7 score 
Girls also very slightly outperformed thei-r male 
counterparts 1:-]hen each handedness group uas considered 
separately; for runonr; right handersv r;irls scor.ed better 
than boys by 53ol -to l>9o0 (racan t'[\U scores) end r:uonc 
lclZt h;:.nucrs the feoole su;:>eriority sbo:·red agnin with 
-' '1 .-:.ctl ' '·.-
' ,v ';/ o. 
cH.22e::ence to thct:e fie;tn:·cr;~ thc::.:c :ts L;Otm_cl :tndicn;;.ion 
a co:-t!yf'.t'isoa of tho Sl\)atie.l nbi!it:i.es of mnlcn £\nc'l 
~cmales aged about 13 years~ for they also found no 
s:i.3nificant d:'!.:ffercnces in spatial pcrfop:nohcc · betuccn 
the $CJ~es. of their subjectso t\s cOl;!lJ;>Brative numberc of 
cnch seJ: of the subjects i1G~.s very close (l}a to 52) 
and as the subjects ·m~re matched as carefully as possible 
to minimise possible extraneoun affective factors 0 it 
is suggested that the remnt'l:~able laclt of male 
superiority found by this work is due to one of~ or 
a combination ofp the folloHing three factorso 
The fii-st of these is the age of the aubjects 11 
uM.ch \vas chosen specifically to avoidp as far as ;?OSsible~ 
ao.turatioh and ho1;1nqnal effcct$o At_ the age tested 
(mean age 11 years 2 months)p the ucll documented 
differences in maturational ratep lvith e;irls usually 
demonstrating superior intellectual perfo-zmancep \·7ill 
have lost most if not all of the effect usually repo1:ted~ 
for it Hould seGm that by the age of the present subjects 
mal.es have c~uBht up on the maturn~ional spurt of 
their female connterp0..rtso At the same t:!.rne~ · hoHevcr, 
C'.:I"J nj:,: M.!fc't'cnccn ~:h1c:·1 o:;c or no.y he: i.tt;·j.~:tit:'')ln 
~o b.YiTm~~r-J: )?Yf:ldBc.~:~on ;1.r:. ;c(1o!osccnt r:5:v:~; ~:~wuJ£~ 'G!~ 
"2!1e second of t~c i:ncto<.o E1~!!:tioncd~ :I.e \:lw~: ,y::- tho 
t.y:>G of cduco.Uon undercono 'by the: subjcctso Lt t:te 
t:i.nc o::: tcstine~ none of the subjcctsD n1nle o::- fcuc.lc~ 
ho.d bee7?. subjected· to cmy ec1ucation.r:d c::tpe1:1.cnces uh~.ch 
d:b':fered significantly from the otherso Boys hnvc u.ot~ 
nt this stage. of their education in thin s;:>ccif:i,c 
system~ had clisc-r~.m:i.n.2to:r.y C}:pe::ionces in such c.d.dcnic 
e.;:c£>.o as ::;eomct!'y ~ .spntinl or practical skills o't' 
other e~q?eriences l1hich could he directly cont1:ibutable 
to "p-ractice" in a spntinl sense; or even to cny subject 
rno.tcrio.l uhich could be perceived as male role oricritec1o 
The im;?ortencc of this factor has been su33cstod by 
Tm:cu ( v 79) in HncB.ng a o isn.ific~n t :!.ml;)rovemcnt in 
sp::<.tinl relations tasks by students of 9 = 12 yr--r:.1~A oJ.cl 
Hho had been directed in spot:i.nl tasks over o. control 
group Hho had noto 
The third f2.ctor nndp it :i.s su:}gcsted~ possi.b1y 
the most influentiel~ is the natm:c of the items :1:n 
the npctiD.l test used in thio ~·;ro:-!to Bocm.!DC none o:Z 
these items in of .-,.; tyl?C uh:l.ch :;:ol.ies upon E>nt~:c,.-.,. 
reoocnition~ e:,lbedt1cc1 f5.t:;m:cn~ or othc::- ).;.1:.\toriol \7:1:~·ch 
- :.:--
o:': t~1ia 2ccto"ZC ~y 1:·rc1l be solely rcspon~ib1c :Zor tho 
USCG in the i?7.CSCtrt tiozl~o 
Thls is~ of courocv c, speculation uh:lch is :ln 
need o'£ vodf:tcation by i:urthez ~·jorlt in this direct:!.ono 
Pczhaps much of the presently confusing situation 
1:cgGrding mole versus femnle pm:lZot..ir..~ncc on such taclts 
coul<l be clarified by n closer @nd more thorough 
:1u.vestigatio>.'l of this S[)Ccif:Z,c fncto-ro 
~ '. ,- ·, 
such d!f~erenceso 
In fact r5.zht h£.m\oc.1 su~)j ~cto -;;.yczo fom!d to 
h~vc :J. f:ll:i.ghtly higher mean score on the s~jo.tial 
tnslc (51ol) thnn left hc.ndcrs (~6oO~ but the 
diffezencc docs not reach stc.tist:i.ca1 s:tsnif:tcancco 
Uhile it :ts a<llmittcd thni.: the nu!:nbcrs o~ subjccto 
involved (51 o£ each» left nnti right hnndnd) mny 
be sm~ller than uould be desirnble foy the s~fe 
postulation of a 3enernlisatton~ it is nlso 
ncccssa&y to reoember thnt some ox the ';-:rorl~s uh~tch 
claim to find such cliffcrcnces hnvc done so l·1ith 
even fevrer subjectsa 
In tM.s t·Jork :i.t is believed that the 
classif:tcation of. subjects ns left or. r:~cht lnndec1 
has been very carc:!:ully done~ as the de:::5.n.:i.t:"..on \70.S 
not relicmt Ul?On ob3crvcc1 uri ting l1eml £~lone P out 
subject prd.rs ':·Jere untchcc1 for dc::-;:rec of hc.ndcc1nenso 
_, :-l_ ~ -.' .• - • • • F :'~ 
. . ' 
be obtn:tned ot the prescut t:lnc usiri3 the avcilable 
parmr.eters of def:i:nitiono 
There is no evidence to sucgcnt thct theJ:e 
:i.s cny mcn.sur<!blc difference :i.il pe::fo'l:!nnnce on a 
spatial tas!t perfot-mcd b~r norra.nl schoolc,hildrcn of 
ten to tuelvc years of ar;ep between left cntl ri3ht 
hended nubjects. Some stud~.es seem to incHc.ntc 
thD.tp due to cerobrcl location and com~osition of 
nbiliticsp cerebral domi1:umce of one nort o-r 
an:o\ihc'r ·which is usunlly <.:;ssociatcd ui t~h tl1a ovm:t 
signs of lateral dominance carries ~·7ith it a 
predilection to perfo-rm better at spatial tasks~ 
o-r those non=verbal tasks usually associated ·uith 
one cerebral hemisphere as being the processing 
centre for those tasks., 
"'c'('""'"•not' ,,.1,~ I " . ..,,..L,r ( 0 7b" . ro· •• L .~.:..l..l . .!. ~.,..;._!,-'-' U(......~J."-!l.-b./ ,·j~ L ~ 
Thc:i.r conclusion -;;qas ~ brooclly ~ thst rieht 
hen:tspherc "soes w:'l.tb10 left handedness and hich 
levels of spatial cbilityo If this is the cnsc 0 
then tl;le more left hr.ncJcd a subject is 9 .the better 
should be his score on a spatial tes!-.~ end therefo:::c 
the correl8tion betuecn a S:?atiall. task score o:ncl 
a laterality quotient should incYense tounrds the 
nesntive end of the laterality continuuna 
On the other hand 9 nl ternctive theories Sl.lch 
as thnt of Levy end Spc;:t'y ( 168) su~gcst th.::t left 
handez-s have to process sp~:~.tial 5.nformtttion c·coss= 
tnodn11y P while right banders have a 11 purer00 
re~resentation of spatial processinc in the 
cerebellumo This vJould allo-;;7 a reversnl of 
Peterson and Lanslcy' s c;cpectctions = thct a spatial 
tas!c score and lc.teral:i.ty quotient coYrelation 
should increase totJards the positive end of the 
lnternlity continuumo 
.""-. 
'.;-::./-· . .~ ·_'', 
··. ·.;-
score slichtly hiehcr :l,n this respect~ but the 
overnll f.:teure is lo~vp and not sign:i.fic(':ntly 
diif:i:c:rant to the correlations of left handC!:So 
(:i.:t) t~:1::c. c.~'-~"· ~~n~o. J..$r.~~c~c::.J~~A1('(1. f:ft1Y·: ~~~S:~-0 ,-.-~~--:--~.7=--- .--:-=--~=---=-~~-7-;X-=~~ .::-.- ~-.::.-.":--:. .x::-:._.:;.--:~-~-:;--,~-:./; -;:-' 
h® so collad because he e1thcn: lrritcs' u:i.th his 
left h0nd~ or because he ;;er:=onns e. ni3jd'd ty o::= 
CO):'I1T!lon tasV:.s ~·rHh his lett hendo ·This lo.bcl 
conveniently forects or dJ.m:cgtncds the fnct that 
he may perform £e\ sienil'Zicc:;.'lt rninor:l'.ty of o\::het: 
his "ccxcbrel mt=J.kc uv" may not be as rieht 
processing of psychomotor info:rrnation~ the re:::Jultant 
performance of an :individual on .n specific task 
is not easily predicteclo 
hb.ndad" lw.s Toccn unccil to refer to thcoc su'Djcc~:c 
. ,.,._. 
'\"'-. 
• ·<~ - ~-
,,,:,, ·;, ;""' 
.. ' 
-". 
&UC han.dcdnCOS zor both the less ln't;cz-nl:i.SCC~ B'i1d 
fo~ the ~ntire right e~G le£t h~ndod sroups~ ena 
these cor-relations we-re compa1:cd ~-ri th the 
cozrelations of procresoive!y more pola~ised subjectso 
This vJas achieved by removing the 20/', of cnch 
hand nearest to the CC'i.tt~al zer.o position on the 
laterality continuump and then calculating a 
neu spat:tal task "' laterality cort"elationo 
EvmJ.t\.la.lly the o~rtxeoes of each pole uas checltcd 
by computing the correlations of ~HOO and =100 
laterality subjects only. 
If beins more polar in handedness combi11es 
ui tl1 a superiox pcr.~ormance on a spatial tnett~· then 
th9 cot're1.ations should incie'ease in6o.~uitudc 
th~sc c;~pect;:-.Uons~ for: the cor-relation rete ;ms 
nlr1lOS\; tm~J;o-;:8!~ lm·r~ nith G'. vm~y sl:i.gh;: 5.np;~ovc:-J.:;nt 
of scores for richt h~nc~crs over lef~~ but t'l1Grc 
is no ups;win~. pf irn;:>rovcncn\: of sp.~t.i.al sco::es 
tounrc1s e:1"ther poh~o 
A careful 01.1alysis of the results u:i.ll ~ indccc1 ~ 
revenl o. slight increase of co!:relntion among the 
=100 lo.terali ty subjectsp but due to the ve-r.y srlmll 
snmple size (n = 7) it is dangerous to assume thnt 
this may be more than a 11Jfre.:~lt 0 resul to 
Nevertheless it 1;·:rould _he bencf:idoJ. ~md 
interesting to verify this rcsultg for the possibility 
mdstsp no matter hm·r remote~ thet some affective 
factor is at \·7ork hm:co One such factor could 
be familinl left handedness~ for the research hCJS 
sho"i·m that children of left handed parents tend 
to be more f?OSitively latera1ised th::in ~ve1:ac;e, o.nd 
tbnt they more ofteu process S;?etinl 5.n:':o:<:ffi:ltion 
by contJ:a=lntcrnl methods uh:i.ch t;i:~y hcvc sor•1e. 
"'j. 

181. 
d) ( ... ) ~"-~ By Sexes. 
';-.fuen the results shoHing correlations betuecn 
handedness and spatial ability nre analysed by 
se~:es, an interesting picture emerges. The most 
noticeable feature of the table of correlations 
is that all the class ifica tions of females shm·7 o. 
remarkable consistency of magnitude, all females 
correlating at ·1-0 . 22 , \·Thile left and right handed 
females correlated at -:-0.27 and +0.21 respectively. 
~lhen this is compared to the male classific~tions 
of the table, quite a converse is found. All 
males correlated at +0.08 , Hhile left and right 
handed males ' correlations Here -0 . 08 and +0 . 3 
respectively. 
It could be that females show a more consistent 
correlation be~~een spatial ability and handedness 
than their male counterparts because , as 
O' Callaghan ( 1 77 ) suggests , they process spatial 
information by different processes than males. It 
is not Hithin the scope of this uork to determine 
Hhether females process such information anal)rtically 
or holistically , but it uould seem that the method 
used is used by all classes to give such consistent 
results . 
182. 
Hales, in contrast, have n very lou 
correlation overall, <'tctu:tlly reachins ne~'ltivc 
dimension for left handccl boys. The ri6ht lwncled 
hoys, in contrast, sho17 the lo_reest correlation 
nf all nt ·:·0 .3. This nn~· \Cell indicr1te that n.::lcs 
are indeed usin:; different or various method::; o:: 
spatial processing. This sueeestion is reinforced 
by the uork of Bncn~rn ond Simi on ( 1 81) d1o 
suggest that there is uuch support for the theory 
that males arc oore latcr<'-lised for spatial tasl~s. 
The second factor to be noticed is the 
overall loP correlations of all groups. The 
highest correlation of ti ll is only ·:·0.3, and 
several of the others o.re virtunlly zero - not an 
impressively high set of correlations nt nll. 
In comparing the performances of each se:~ 
sep:wately, al thou~h the females shoH n correlation 
consistently above thGt of m8 les, the size of 
the correl:::tion is so lou , and the numbers of 
subjects is such th2t no ::;to.tintic:llly sl:;nific:-.nt 
difference can be detected . 
183. 
There is no evidence found by this ~·York 
that either males or fcmr:les arc superior to the 
other in their correlation of handedness to 
spnti:cl r:bility. Thin a:1y not be surpr.idnr:; :tn 
the light of the results uhich shm7 no sex 
su,eriority on the spntial task, but .:>. slight 
indication can be detected that, for reasons 
suggested, females produce a more consistent 
correlation betw·een their laterality and their 
spatial ability. 
..... 
CONCLUSION~ 
184. 
This t·7ork ,.ms undertaken to investigate spatial ability 
in chHdren nnd <7hcther this ability is in any 'laY associ~tcd 
i:l th t:1c hrmdedncss of the pupil, o:;: their se;:. 
Dcc.:-.u:>e of the soueuhat confuced picture in this ~re.:1, 
-::ith some \mr.!~s purporting to shou thnt left handed subject::; 
arc nuperior at spatial tasks uhilc other::; claim quite the 
rcvc::::;c , and uith malen being quoted as superior or not at 
these abilities, and due to the inportance of spatial ability 
in the cognitive structure of children an nttempt to clorify 
this picture was considered desi~nble. 
It m:ts discovered thot some fcctors contributing to the 
confusion mentioned i·7ere those of problems of definitions 
of the tests and terms used to specify spatial abilities and 
handedness , the unsuitability of the design or application of 
these tests , and the often poor selection of subjects for 
uorl;s from \vhich generalisations relevant to schoolchildren 
could be extrapolated. 
Hnny uorl•s used Hidely differing and eometimes poorly 
defined tests of spatial abilit:;• . There being no generally 
accepted criterion for the definition or measurement of sp~tial 
ability, all types of instruments have been used - those of 
three-dimensional material, tHo dimensional items, or the 
11 GpntiC!.l relations" suhtests of lnrge battery tests. In 
similnr vein, the handedness of the subjects tested has been 
dete1:1.1:!.ncd by various methods ranging from observation of 
m:itin~ hand to acceptance of the subjects ' stated laternlity, 
or in some cases ~·lithout any specificntion of the criterion 
at all. 
The individuals to Hhom these tests have been applied 
have in some cases been university undergraduates, adults , or 
br-1in-damaged and institutionalised patients uhich has in no 
\·my :~ided the clnrification of the situation regarding normal 
schoolchildren in nn educational context. 
!:ny attempted resolution of these problems Hould require 
th::1t n sntisfactory test of spntinl ability 'vhich Hould , by 
stntcd criteria, fulfill a realistic definition of spatial 
skills be applied to subjects Hhose handedness hnd been 
determined by r:1eans of a precise criterion; and that such 
subjects should be normal schoolchildren performing in a school 
contc::t. 
To this end , the present >·mrk undertook to test as 
large a sample of schoolchildren as possible for handedness, 
usinc the E. H.I. which had been modified to be more functionally 
lecible to younger children. Having discovered by this 
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method, a sample of left handed subjects, these and a matched 
sample of right handed subjects uere tested using Uatts ' 
Spatin.l Test II ~·1hich had been selected for its three-dimen~ionnl 
itens uhich fulfill the required criteria for spatial 
r,1o terinl. 
The results of the tests 't·7ere analysed to show the 
incidence of handedness, the level of spatial ability and its 
relation to the sex of the subjects. The relationship bebTcen 
spatial ability and handedness w·as also studied in the case 
of ~11 subjects, nnd for each sex, and for differing degrees 
of h:mdedness. 
The conclusions reached arc that the incidence of left 
handedness or at least left hand 't·Tt:iting seems to be incre<tsing, 
and that there is no measurable difference in the level of 
spc.tinl ability between the se~ces. This lack of measurable 
difference of spatial abilities has also been noted by ~.Jaber 
( 182) 't\'hen using as subjects children of this age. 
The study of the relationship betv1een spatial ability 
and l1andcdness also failed to discover any significant 
difference in performance bet't·Teen left and right handed subjects, 
Hhether considered as separate se~:es, or as varying degrees 
of handedness. 
W7o 
suojectn n::e s~nticlly su~erio~ to thciL co~rcsponcl~nc O?~o0itcco 
t:ha~ th:i.c is c.~ue to tent ro~<1tc:cic.l f::cc of se;:r.=b:i.c.oed itcE~r; 
~:.1d t:1c fnct that the subjects ucrc youn3 cnour;h not to ~1nvc 
undcLt;one eithm: ;;>oos~.bly effective hoj;Tfionc.l cho.ngcs~ o:: 
<1 i sc :d.minn to:c;,r cclucn tion.nl e:~pm:ienceo o 
The same conclusions have -;:cccntly been recchcd 7Jy 
IilO::c in:.Zrequcnt thau cor-.monp and most se::: di:~ferences h~vc not 
beeu rcplicated"o 
~~he 1 ::c!• of de tee to.ble spn tinl supe:ciori ty found hex-a 
[o:: c::.thcr SC~{ or bct~·JCen [>eople of oiffe::-ent h<mdcdne::;s CC'.:CT.:i.CB 
im::>licntions for four areas 
a) Theories of the braino 
b) ll.sscstni1<?nt ucoigno 
188. 
c) Education. 
<1) Psychological research. 
n) Theories of the brain. 
Cerebral organisntion Hhich has been the under-
pinning of brain theories such ns those of Buffery nnd 
Gray nnd Levy and Sperry nmong others may be less 
different between sexes or handers than has been 
previously thought, or any such differences may be less 
significant than supposed. It is suggested that if no 
d:i.ffercnce in n cognitive area such as spatial abHity 
can be found in schoolchildren of the age 10/ 11, then 
theories accountin3 for differences may be p·cemoturc, 
or else such cerebral organiso.tion modes r:mst occur c.t 
n later age w·hen differences mi~;ht emerge. 
b ) Assessment Design • 
The lack of consensus of opinion about spati.:-..1 
.:lhilities, and .in some cases the lad~ of replication 
of findings betHeen different uorlcs can perhaps he 
acredited to the use of often very different instruraents 
to assess the ability . The necessity still exists of 
reaching sonc general agreet.1ent nbout the nature of 
189. 
s~~tiGl ability and the critcriD for nsscssing it nnu 
for the devclopmen t of instrunents uhlch ore free c:f. 
· :~a teri.:1l perfort:~nn cc on \7hich is believed to be sc;c 
1:clnted. 
Better definition of htmdedness ::md more refined 
r:enns of assessing it in all its varying degrees could 
still be sought , and the rclo.tionship bet~.;reen hnndedncsr; 
~nd cerebral organisation is clearly not yet f ully 
understood and is in need of further specific attention. 
This Hill only be possible ~rhen n method of definitively 
nssessing modes of cerebral organisation has been devised . 
c ) Education , 
If the present conclusions pertaining to school-
children of a specific age nrc correct , then 
educationists need to be uary of forming or adhering to 
preconceptions about the relative perfot~ances of males 
and fema l es , or left versus right handers at specific 
cognitive tasks . Such preconceptions , once formed , o.rc 
difficul t to eradicate and mny lead to sex ro l e 
stereotypinr; and self fulfilling prophecies which uill 
~crpetuo.te the ori&inal preconceptions . Indeed it is 
quite possible that such beliefs held by teachers could 
190. 
cause or contribute to the differences reported in 
sonc ~-7orks betneen sexes 01~ bonders at such tasks. 
cl) Psychological Research. 
The results of this uol:'!~ suggest that uha t is 
~ost specifically required to improve the understandin~ 
of the precise effects of the factors discussed is .1 
longitudinal study of children from the age of those 
children studied in this ~-1ork to post adolescence. 
As mentioned above , cerebral organisation may 
nlter uith age , as might the effects of maturational 
horr.1one production rate and level . The effects of 
different educational experiences over a period of 
time could a l so be studied in this manner . I t is argued 
here that nt the age of 10/11 there is no difference 
:i.n performance on a spatial ability test bctueen 
left and right handers , or beb-<een sexes . Hhether 
this remains so as children age is in need of 
verification , and the reasons for any changes detected 
need explanation . 
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